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PREFACE 
The discussion contained in the following pages appeared 
first in the Christian-Evangelist and Gospel Advocate. So 
many urgent requests were made to the participants of the 
discussion to have it put into permanent form, that it 1,nay 
continue to do good, that they have yielded to the requests 
of their friends and now present it in this permanent form. 
This discussion grew out of a suggestion ·by the negativ e 
that the reasons or arguments for and against Instrumental 
Music in Christian Worship be published in one of the leading 
papers on each side of the question. The Christian-Evangelist 
was selected by the affrrmative and th e Gospel Advocat e by 
the negative . Both of these religious journals have a large 
circulation, and the publication of the discussion carri ed by 
them afforded an opportunity to reach a larger audienc e than 
could be had by an oral discussion. 
The participants have had but one end in view-to find the 
truth on the question , "Is Instrumental Music in Christian 
\.Vorship Scriptural?" About all the arg uments that hav e 
been mad e for and against this propo sition will be found in th e 
present discussion. These are present ed in such a way that th e 
average reader ma y easily grasp and understand them. I t 
was the purpose of both participants to present the discussion 
in a simple way, that th e simple truth might be readily seen 
on the question. 
The Greek word "Psallo" has be en very fully discuss ed. 
T he reader will find both its classical meaning and its New 
Testament us e set forth in a way that may be easily under-
stood. Many authors and lexicons , both of the classical and 
New Testament uses of "Psallo," are quoted. The av erag e 
reader, without any knowledge of the Greek languag e, can 
appreciate the discussion on "Psallo." 
The authors entertain the hope that the discussion, pre-
sented in this form, will prove very profitable to all who are 
interested in the study of this mooted question. More than 
two hundr ed authorities are quoted in these pages. In nearly 
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ever y instance th e exa ct location of th e quotation is given , so 
th at the reader may easily verif y the quotation . The authori-
ties quoted include Sta nd ar d Lexicons, both Classical and 
New Testament, Encyclopedias, Histori es of Music, Commen-
tari es , and various "J)-anslati ons . The r eader will find both 
ancie nt and mod ern sc;hola rship pres ent ed in thi s discussion. 
Forty-seven diff erent transJa ti ons hav e bee n comp iled and 
prese nt ed in thi s di scus sion for ea sy and co nv eni ent re fer-
enc e by th e reader . The authors are led t o belie ve t hat in 
bringing tog eth er so many ancien t authoritie s and th e cream 
of th e scholarship , w ho ha ve stu died thi s qu est ion , they ha ve 
clone a very valu able se.rvice. All of th ese authorities may 
be had in this on e vo lum e, th ereby sav ing much rea ding and 
ex pense to others. 
It is needless to acid that eac h has conduct ed his part of 
the di scus sion in th e spirit of Christ and that both hold eac h 
ot her in warm personal fri endship and high regard . 
CHAPTER I 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE 
At the beginning of this discussion , which is to appear 
simultaneously in the Gospel Advocate and the Christian-
Evangelist, I suppose a word of explanation would be in 
order. The discussion grows out of conditions which are 
peculiar almost entirely to the South. The music question 
is of no concern whateve r in any other religious body except 
our own, and with the great mass of our people it is, as it 
should be, "a dead issue." Professor McGarvey was asked 
a short time before his death what he then thought of the 
question as it affected our people, and he answered: "The 
churches have settled it." Here is a custom which is well-
nigh universally practiced by Christians of our time, and not 
one word of objection is raised against it , except by a small 
group of Christians here in the South. This incontroverti-
ble fact should ha ve some weight with these brethren. 
But for us in the South it has been, and still is, a fruitful 
sour ce of weakness, humilia tion, and rep roach. W·e would 
have been a great, influential body of people in the South to-
day, had it not been for the unseeml y strife and alienation 
which the long agitation of this and one other question has 
produced. Our plea for the unity of all Christians has been 
nullified by our own division; for how can a people plead for 
unity , when they themselves are not practicing it? Our 
conservative brethren have made two things tests of fellow-
ship-organized missionary work and instrumental music 
in worship. Opposition to these has led them to separate 
from us and form another religious body. But I still regard 
them as my brethren, and hope some day the breach will be 
healed. 
I think it is a fair question to ask: Who- is responsible 
for this unfortunate and unhappy division? The answer 
to this question will be found when we discover who is in 
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the right, whose position on these things is according to the 
will of God. If our conservative brethren are right in their 
attitude and teaching on these two questions, if God ap-
proves of their cours e, then responsibility for the division is 
upon us. If, on the other hand, we are right in our attitude 
and teaching on these same questions, if God has given hi s 
approval to our course , then the responsibility is upon them . 
I see no way of escape from this conclusion. Now, the pur-
pose of this discus sion is to seek for the truth concerning one 
of these questions. 
The proposition is: "Instrumental music in Chri st ian wor-
ship is Scr iptural." By "instrumental music" I mean music 
made on a mechanic al instrument, such as the organ , piano, 
etc . By the preposition "in" I mean in connection with . 
By "Christi an worship" I mean tho se acts of adorat ion, rev-
erence, and homa ge to God, in the name of Je sus Chris t, 
with which all are familiar in the ordinary church service; 
I mean also, those acts of sing ing , reading, and prayer, in 
which we may engage in the home, or which may be done in 
any place, by one or many, where the heart is attuned to 
praise. By "S criptural " I mean "according to ," "in har-
mony with," or "warranted by" the Scriptures; or, to use 
the words of H. L. Calhoun, I mean "right," or "according 
to God's will." 
In a word, I am affirming that the general custom of 
the great body of the most intelligent, spiritual-minded, 
and devoted Christian s of our day , of accompanying their 
singing with instrumental music, in their church assemblies, 
in thei r social gathering s, and in family worship, is Scrip-
tural. Being, therefore, a Scriptural question, I make my 
appeal to the Word of God. What, then, is the teaching of 
the Bible, as fairly and impartially interpreted by the best 
thought and scholarship of the world, . past and present, on 
t he proposition, "Instrumental music in Christian worship 
is Scriptural?" 
My first argument will be drawn from the meaning of the 
word, or words, which Paul and James used in the follow-
ing passages: Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15, 26; Eph. 5: 19; 
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Col. 3: 16; and James 5: 13. May I ask all who expect to 
follow me in this discussion to stop here and read each of 
these passages? Keep them constantly in mind. Now, 
these are not the words that Paul and James used. They 
did not know the English language, for it was not in exist-
ence at that time. They spoke and wrote in the Greek lan-
guage . Hence, to find out the true meaning of our English 
words, "psalms," "hymns," "spiritual songs," "sing," "sing 
praise," "singing,'' and "making melody,'' we must go back 
to the actual words which Paul and James usea. These 
words are "ado," "hymneo ," "psallo," and their cognate 
nouns, "ode," "hymnos, " and "psalmos." We shall confine 
our attention mainly to the meaning of "psallo." What did 
Paul mean when he -told the Romans and the Corinthi ans, 
the Ephesians and the Colossians, to "psallo ?" What did 
James mean when he said, "Is any cheerful, let him 'psal-
lo ?' " I cannot refrain from quoting Alexander Campbell 
at this point. In the Campbell and Rice debate (page 54) , 
Mr . Campbell says: "For t unatel y the meaning of any word, 
Hebrew, Greek, Latin, or English, is a question not of opin-
ion, but a question of fact; and being a plain question of 
fact, it is to be ascertained by competent witne sses or by a 
sufficient induction of particular occurrence s of th e word, at 
different t imes on variou s subje ct s and by differ ent pers ons. 
All good dictionaries, in all lang uages, are made upon a full 
examination of particular occurrence s-up on a sufficient 
induction of distinct instances- and convey the true mean-
ing of a word at any given period of its history." Mr : 
Campbell was seeking the meaning of a Greek word when he 
made that statement, just as we· are doing now. He was 
seeking for the meaning of "baptizo ;" we are seeking for 
the meaning of "psallo." 
THE LEXICONS 
My fir st witnesses are the Greek lexicographers. Mr. 
Campbell said of them: "They are the most learned and 
most competent witnes ses in this case in the world." 
("Campbell and Rice Debate ," page 58.) 
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LIDDELL AND SCOTT: "Psallo, to touch sharply, to pluck, 
pull, twitch, to pluck the hair; of the bowstring, to twan g 
it; to send a shaft twanging f rom the bow; so, a carpen-
ter 's red line, which is twitched and then suddenly let go, 
so as to leave a mark. II. Mostly of the strings of musical 
instruments, to play a str ing ed instrument with the finger s, 
and not with the plectron. 2. Later, t o sing to a harp; LXX. 
(P s. 7: 17; 9: 11; al.), Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15; t o be 
struck or played ; to be played on a harp. " 
The noun, psalmo s : "a touching sharply, a pulli ng, twitc h-
ing, or twanging with the fingers. · II. Mostly of musical 
strings. 2. The sound of the cithara or harp. 3. Later , a 
song sung to the harp , a psalm, LXX. , N. T." 
Liddell and Scott's Lexicon stand s at the top of the whole 
list of Greek lexicons. There is no higher authorit y than 
this as to the meaning of the word "psallo" at the time Paul 
used it. 
ROBINSON (New Testament Lexicon) : "Psallo, t o touch , 
to twitch, to pluck, e. g. the hair or beard; also a string, to 
twang, e. g. the string of a bow; especially of a stringed in-
strument of music, to touch or strike the chords. Hence, 
oftenest absolutely psallein, to touch the lyre or ot her 
stringed instrument, to strike up, to play. In Septuagint 
and New Testament, to sing, to chan t , properly as accom-
panying stringed instruments." 
In the noun form, psalmos: "a touching, twang, e. g. of 
a bowst r ing; of stringed instrument s, a playing, music ; 
tone, melody, measure, as played. In later usage, song, 
properly as accompanying stringed instruments. 1. A 
psalm, a song, in pr aise of God. 1 Cor. 14: 26; Eph. 5: 19; 
Col. 3: 16. 2. Specifically, plural , the book of Psalms." 
PARKHURST: "Psallo. 1. To touch, to touch lightly, or 
perhaps to cause t o quaver by touching. 2. To touch the 
st r ings of a musical instrument with the finger or plectrum, 
and so cause them to sound or quaver . So musicians who 
play upon an instrument are said to touch the string s, or 
simply psallein. And because stringed instrument s were 
commonly used both by believer s and heathen in singing 
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pr ais es to th eir res pective Gods ; hen ce, 3. To sing, sing 
praises or psa lms to God, whether with or without instru-
ments . Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15; Eph. 5: 19; James 5: 
13. 
"Psalmos , 1. A touc hing or playin g upon a musical in-
strument. 2. A psalm, a sacred song or poem, properly 
such a one as is sung to stringed instrument s. See Luke 
20: 42; 1 Cor. ·14: 26." 
YONGE' s English-Greek Lexicon: "P sallo ( only of play-
ing on stringed instr uments). Psallein , L·om psao, psal-
lere, properly t o to uch t he strings of a bow, or of an in-
strument of mu sic; to play on a stringed instrument. In 
the New Tes ta ment, to sing while t ouching the chord s, while 
accompany ing one's self on a st ringed instrument; t o sing 
psalms (Ro m. 15: 9). 
"Psalmos, 1. The music of stringed in st r uments. 2. A 
song sung to the accompaniment of music." 
BRETSCHNEIDE R (Lexicon of the New Test ament): 
"Psallo, to touch the strings, strike the lyre, · play the lyre; 
to produce mu sic either to musical instruments, or with the 
voice alone, and only of a joyful music, and hence to glorify 
in song." 
ZORELL (New Testament Lexicon) : "Psallo, to play on a 
st rin ged instrument, strike the cithara with the fingers; 
sing a hymn to the notes of the lyre, sing, sing sacred hymns 
in honor of God. 
''P salmos, sound of the lyre, song to be sung to the sound 
of the lyre, to be sung in honor of God." 
THAYER (New Testament Lexicon) : "Psallo, a. to pluck 
off, to pull out. b. to cause to vibrate by touching, to 
twang; specifically, to touch or strike the chord, to t wa ng 
the strings of a musical instrument so that they gently vi-
brate; and absolutely to play on a stringed instrument, to 
play the harp, ·etc. Septuagint for niggen and much oftener 
for zimmer; to sing to the music of the harp; in the New 
Testament, to sing a hymn, to celebrate the praises of God 
in song, James 5: 13; in honor of God, Eph. 5: 19; Rom. 15: 
9. 'I will sing God's praise s indeed with my whole soul 
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stirred and borne away by the Holy Spirit; but I will follow 
reason as my guide; so that what I sing may be understood 
by myself and by the listeners,' 1 Cor. 14: 15. 
"Psalmos, a striking, twanging; specifically, a striking 
the chords of a musical instrument; hence, a pious song, a 
psalm (Septuagint chiefly for mizmor), Eph. 5: 19; Col. 
3; 16; the ph rase 'echein psalmon' is used of one who has it 
in his heart to sing or recite a song of the sort, 1 Cor. 14: 
26; one of the songs of the book of the Old Testament 
which is entitled Psalmoi, Acts 13: 23." 
ABBOTT-SMITH (New Testament Lexicon): "Psallo (in 
Septuagint chiefly for .zimmer pi., Judg. 5: 3; Ps. 7: 17; al.; 
also for niggen pi.) 1. to pull, twitch, twang; hence 2. abso-
lutely, (a) to play a stringed instrument with the fingers; 
(b) later, to sing to a harp, sing psalms (Septuagint); in 
New Testament, to sing a hymn, sing praise, James 5: 13; 
Rom. 15: 9; Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15. 
"Psalmos, in Septuagint chiefly for mizmo r ; 1. a striking , 
twitching with the fingers, hence a striking of musical 
strings, and hence in later writer s, 2. a sacred song sung to 
musical accompaniment, a psalm (Septuagint), 1 Cor. 14: 
26; Eph. 5: 19; Col. 3: 16; of 0. T. psalms, Luke 24: 44; 
Acts 13: 33; Biblos psalmon, Luke 24: 42; Acts 1: 20. " 
Here I pause. We now have before us the evidenc e of 
eight of the best Greek lexicons in existence. We could 
easily double and treble the number. And what is their com-
bined testimony? It is this: that "psallo " in the New Tes-
ta ment allows , permits, the use of inst rument al accompani-
ment in Christian wor ship ; and that is what the propo sition 
calls on me to prove. Instrumen tal mus ic is so related to 
the word "psallo" through long and honorable association 
that the right to use it is unquestionable, unless it is specifi-
cally forbidden; and that man does not live who can produce 
one particle of evidence that either Chri st or his apost les 
ever ut tered one solitary word against it. 
It is with pleasure that we introduce our opponent in thi s 
discussion, especially to the readers of the Christian-Evan-
gelist. H. Leo Boles is president of the David Lip scomb 
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College, Nashville, Tenn., the leading college of our con-
servative brethren , and one of the editors of the Gospel 
Advocate. It will be seen from this that he is a man whom 
his brethren honor and in whom they have confidence. 
Therefore, if the position of our opponent on the question 
at issue can be sustained , we have a right to expect that he 
will be able to do it . 
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CHAPTER II 
FIRST NEGATIVE 
Truth is ete rn al ; man did not produce it and argument s 
cann ot chan ge it; we should love it. He who loves the tru th 
has nothing to lose in a fair, honest investigation for the 
truth and should sustain such an attitude toward it that ·will 
woo it. We begin this inve stigation to help all who may 
read this discussion come to a fuller knowledge of the tru th 
on this question. 
My opponent, Brother Clubb, is editor of the Tennessee 
Christi an and Secretary of the Tennessee Christi an Mis-
sionary Society. These facts should help the reader to 
know that Brother Clµbb is a representative man on the 
affirmative side of this question. If his proposition can be 
proved, surely the editor of the Tennessee Christian and 
the Secretary of the Tennessee Christian Missionary Society 
can prove it . If he fails, then our reade rs may know that 
the proposition cannot be proved. 
In his first paragraph he attempts to create sentiment in 
favor of the affirmative side of the question before he has 
given any proof in support of his proposition. He is mi s-
taken in regard to the number -of religious bodies who are 
not using the instrument in worship . "It [vocal music] 
was continued by the Jews, and it is the only kind that is 
permitted in the Greek and Scotch churches, or, with few 
exceptions, in dissenting congregations in England ." 
("Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge," page 852, on the 
subject of "Vocal Music.") 
Brother Clubb states that the music question has been 
settled "by the churches;" that they have settled it by 
"custom." No question is "settled" until it is settled right; 
and it is not settled right until it is settled by the word of 
God, if it involves "Christian worship." This question can-
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not be settled by a majority vote. If all the religious bod-
ies used instrumental music in worship, that would not 
prove Brother Clubb's proposition. A large proportion-
about seven-eighths-of the religious world practice sprin-
kling for baptism. I am sure that Brother Clubb will not say 
that such a vast number's practicing sprinkling proves that 
sprinkling is Scriptural baptism. 
He says: "Our conservative brethren have made two 
thing s tests of fellowship-o rganized missionary work and 
instrumental music in worship." Let's keep the records 
clear. He is in error. The New Testament fixes all tests 
of fellow ship "in Christian worship." We obey them; he 
rejects them. Again, he says that those who do not use me-
chanical instruments in worship have separated from them 
and have formed "anothe r religious body." Again he is 
mistaken. We stand on the word of God as revealed in the 
standard versions of the English Bible. We stand upon the 
New Testament teachings on the music question. Those 
who use the in strument in worship have departed from the 
pioneers of the Restoration Movement and departed from 
the New Testament and formed "another religious body. " 
My practice and teaching in regard to vocal music in the 
worship is not called in question. Brother Clubb's position 
is called in question. He admits that I am right and even 
practices vocal music in worship. I deny that his position 
is Scriptural. 
Let us define the terms of his proposition. "Instrumen-
tal music:" "music made on a mechanical instrument;" any 
kind of an instrument--stringed instruments, wind instru~ 
ments, percus sion instruments. "In:" within, a part of, 
included in; not "connected with" worship, but "in" it; not 
merely accompanying worship, but actually "in" it. "Chris-
t ian worship:" worship in the name of Christ; worship de-
scribed and authorized in the New Testament; not the wor-
ship of the patriarchs or the Jews, but "Christian worship." 
"Scriptural:" according to the Scripture s; by the authorit y 
of God as expre ssed in the New Testamen t ; not accordin g t o 
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"custom," "scholarship," or "majority vote," but what the 
Scriptures in the New Testament teach. 
· In order for this discussion to be profitable, the real issue 
must stand out clearly and distinctly; there should be no 
sophistry or evading. Very little progress can be made in 
our search for the truth if the real issue is not kept clear be-
fore the reader. The issue as set forth in the proposition is 
clear -cut and sharp. By the very wording of the propoi:;i-
tion my opponent has placed instrumental music "in Chris-
tian worship." According to the proposition , instrumental 
music is not "an aid" or "an expedient" in Christian wor-
ship; it is "in Chri stian worship." All the common, tri t e 
illustrations of the "walking stick," "ear trumpet," and "eye-
glasses" are irrelevant and will not be used in this discus-
sion, since instrumental music has been made a part of 
Christian worship. The proposition limits the field of our 
discussion to one single issue--namely, instrumental music 
is "in Christian worship" and sustains the same relation-
ship to it that vocal music does. 
For instrumental music to be "in Christian worship," it 
must come this side of Pentecost. Christian worship began 
when the church was established. We are not now con-
cerned about what was "in the worship" before Pentecost; 
we are interested in what is "in Christian worship." 
My opponent's proposition puts him out of harmony with 
the Christian Standard. Recently one of its editors said: 
"In spite of some things that may have appeared in our col-
umns, the Standard certainly cannot indorse the position of 
those extremists who have sought to say that the Scripture s 
command the use of instrumental music . They play with 
technicalities. They do not show forth an unmistakable 
'Thus saith the Lord.' " (Letter, October 6, 1925.) Also 
he is out of harmony with J.B. Briney, for Brother Briney 
has said: "That the use or non-use of an organ should be 
made the standard by which it is to be decided whether a 
congregation is a church of Christ or not is a marvel in 
view of the fact that there is no direct teaching in the New 
Testament on the subject. A moment 's reflection 
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will convince so.her reason that it does not belong to the 
sphe i·e of faith, for faith rests upon plain and unequivocal 
statements of the word of God." (Christia n Sta ndard, 
July 4, 1925.) 
He puts himself in t he class with J . C. Star k, who said 
that Paul "authorized the use of instrumental music in the 
worship of the church. That it is positively com-
manded by the apostles and thus authorized by the Holy 
Spirit under the gospel dispensation. This should end the 
controversy." ("The King and His Kingdom," page 528.) 
Brother Clubb is in the class with 0. E. Payne, who said: 
"Henceforth we must unite in ag reeing that if we forego 
musical instruments we cannot conform to the divine in-
junction to psallein." ("Instrumental Music is Scriptural," 
page 172.) 
He quotes A. Campbell as saying that lexicographers · 
"are the most learned and most competent witnesses in this 
case in the world." Mr. Campbell made that statement 
with reference to "baptizo," not about "psallo." Mr. 
Campbell knew the value of the evidence of lexicographers, 
not only in regard to "baptizo," but also "psallo." Know-
ing the meaning of "psallo," he said: "So to those who have 
no real devotion or spirituality in them, and whose animal 
nature flags under the oppression of church service, I think 
with Mr. G-- that instrumental music would be not only 
a desideratum, but an essential prerequisite to fire up their 
souls to even animal devotion. But I presume, to all spir-
itual-minded Christians, such aids would be as a cowbell 
in a concert." ("Millennial Harbinger," 1851, page 582.) 
The real issue of the proposition should be discussed ; this 
should not be a mere logomachy-a war of words about a 
word. My opponent is to prove that the New Testament 
Scriptures teach that the mechanical instrument is "in 
Christian worship." In Chapter I he has not quoted a 
single verse of Scripture; he made reference only to five 
verses, and then hied away to the Greek lexicons. I want 
to state with emphasis that ANY PROPOSITION IN THE 
REALM OF RELIGION THAT CANNOT BE PROVED 
2 
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BY OUR ENGLISH BIBLE IS NOT TRUE-IT CANNOT 
BE PROVED. He has left the English Bible and gone to 
Greek lexicons, because there is not one single word in the 
New Testamen t about instrumental music "in Chri stian 
worship;" and since the New Testament, and the New Tes-
tament only, describes and authorizes Christian worship, he 
cannot prove his proposition; he cannot prove anything to 
be Scriptural that is not in the Scriptures. 
The New Testament was not written in "classical Greek;" 
it was written in a vernacular of the Greek language pecul-
iar to the age in which it was written. I submit the testi-
mony of a number of scho lar s as proof of the above state-
ment. 
DR. EDWARD ROBINSON, in criticizing Dr. Schleusner for 
confusing classical definitions and New Test am ent meaning 
of Greek words, says : "Instead of an orderly deduction of 
the derivative meaning s of a word from the primitive sig-
nification; he has thrown the different meanings together 
without any regular method. A lexicon of the 
New Testament at the present day presupposes the fact 
that the language of the New Testament exhibits in many 
I)Gints a departure from the idiom of the ancient Attic 
Greek. The Jews who spoke the Greek lan guag e 
undoubtedly acquired it from the intercour se of common 
life, and not from the st udy of books. The Greek 
which they spoke was the colloquial Greek; and this would, 
of course, be modified by the modes of thinking and feeling 
to which they had been accustomed." He describe s his own 
method of arranging hi s lexicon, and says: "In defining 
words, those significations are placed first which accord 
with Greek usage, and these are illustrated by references 
to the writers who lived after the age of Alexander; and if 
they accord likewise with more ancient Greek, reference s 
are also made principally to Xenophon, though often to 
Thucydides and other writers. Then follow those signifi-
cations which depart from Greek usage, and which are either 
to be illustrated from the Septuagint as compared with the 
Hebrew, or depend solely on the usus loquendi of the New 
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Testament writers. The arrangement of the primitive and 
derivative significations of words is such as to present, as 
far as possible, to the eye of the student, the regular grada-
tions by which the latter have sometimes apparently devi-
ated so widely from the former." (Preface to Lexicon, 
1825 edition.) 
E. A. SOPHOCLES : "In the second century of our era the 
language had deviated perceptibly from the ancient stand-
ard. Old words and expressions had disappeared, and new 
ones succeeded them. In addition to this, new meanings 
were put upon old words." ("Glossary of Later and By-
zantine Greek," page 10.) 
DR. SAMUEL G. GREEN: "We note that the Greek of the 
Scripture is, for most purposes, a language complete in it-
self. Its peculiarities, though best approached 
from the classic side, may be reached by a shorter way , and 
be almost as well comprehended." (Preface, "Handbook 
to Grammar of Greek Testament.") 
THAYER, in his preface of his lexicon, speaks of the two 
classes of definitions, "sacred and classical." 
DR. A. T. ROBERTSON : "The New Testament is written in 
the vernacular Greek of the time. As a whole , the 
New Testament books represent the spoken tongue. 
The New Testament Greek is not translation Greek, and 
thus differs radically in most respects from the Septuagint , 
which shows the Hebrew idiom at every turn. In 
general the New Testament stands on a very different plane 
from the Septuagint as to its language, though like it in 
many idioms. In so far as the gospel has new 
ideas to set forth, a new turn has to be given to old words," 
. etc. ("A Short Grammar of the Greek New Testament," 
pages 5-7.) 
We must remember in this discussioi1 that "psallo" has 
its classical meaning and also a New Testament meaning. 
Attention will be given to the definitions of "psallo" in 
Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER III 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE 
It is not my pur pose to t ake much more time or spac e in 
discu ssing the te rms of the prop osition. The se were made 
perfectly clear in Chapter I. But I want it distinctly and 
definitely understood th at I am not affirming that instru-
mental music in Christian worship is commanded, nor does 
the proposition demand th at I shall . Thi s is the position 
my opponent wants me to assume, and he has tried manfully 
t o force this meaning into the proposition as defined. Hi s 
long elaboration of the terms is wholly misleading and irrel-
evant. He adds nothing whate ver of value to the explana-
tion of the terms of the propo sition . What he says about 
the preposition "in" as meaning that instrumental music is 
"in" the worship is based on the assumption that it is a 
command, and that I am affirming this. Thi s is a false as-
sumption. I am not affirming any such thing. It will be 
necessary for the reader to bear this in mind, for I predict 
that my opponent will be assuming this all through the dis-
cussion. Neither I nor my brethren have ever held that 
instrumental music in Christian worship is comman ded. 
But it is none the less Scriptural, because there are other 
grounds for its use in worship which make it just as Scrip-
tural as if it were actually commanded. That this is true 
will be proved to the sat isfaction of every unprejudiced 
person who reads thi s discussion . 
I am affirming that instrumental music in worship is a 
Christian expedient; and if it is, it follows that it is Scrip-
tural. Mr. Calhoun says : "All expedient things are right-
i. e., Scriptural and advantageous; but the y are not com- , 
manded-i. e., enjoined or prohibited." (Tennessee Chris-
tian, June, 1925.) With thi s I agree. It is from the stand-
point of expediency, the refore , that I shall conduct my part 
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of this discussion. Every argument presented will focus on 
that. 
It was st ated in Chapter I that "our conserv at ive breth-
ren have made two th ings tests of fellowship-organized 
missionary work and ins t rumental music in worship." My 
opp onent deni es this. But fact s are stubborn things, and 
th ey are all against him. He makes his boast that he stands 
with the "pionee rs." Here again the facts are against him . 
The pioneers likely had different opinions about instrumen-
t al music and man y other things , but they never made thei r 
opini ons t ests of fellow ship, as the conservati ve bre thren 
have done. Alex ander Campbell never uttered a word 
. which placed instrument al mu sic in the realm of bind ing 
faith . His whole at titude and teaching throughout his life 
was opposed t o mak ing opinions tests of fellowship, as 
evel·ybody knows. And he was president of the Amer ican 
Christian Missionary Society from its formation till his 
death. The position of Mr. Campbell was as far remo ved 
from that of my opponent as light is from darkness. 
Thomas Campbell never uttered a word agains t inst ru -
mental music in worship , nor did Ba r ton W. Stone, Walte r 
Scott, A. S. Hayden, and man y others who may be classed 
with the pioneers. Barton W. Stone said: "If we begin t o 
magnify our opinions and make them tests of fellowship , 
we depart from the foundation laid in Zion, and shall be 
under the necessity of becoming a sect by forming a book of 
opinions as our creed and demanding a subscription to it as 
the bas is of union." ("Pioneer Sermons and Addres ses," 
pag es 150, 151.) This looks as if it might have been wr it -
te n for the present discussion . 
Brother Boles says: "The New Testament fixes all ·itests 
of fellowship 'in Christian worship.' We obey them; he 
reje cts them.'' Here he is assuming the very thing to be 
proved; and he asks that his opinion as to what the New 
Testament .teaches on the subject be taken as final, re gard-
less of all the evidence to the contrary. This is exa ctly 
what he will be doing all through this discussion. 
He says I reject the teaching of the New Testament in 
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the matter of worship. This is another "stock " expression 
with no basis of fact. Where is the Scripture that I am 
rejecting? I challenge my opponent, here and now, to give 
the chapter and verse of any command that I am violating, 
or failing to obey, in worship. Do thi s, Brother Boles, and 
this discussion may come to a close at once, and I will give 
the rest of my life t o instructing the churches not to use 
instrumental music to accompany their singing. You pro-
duce just one clear , explicit statement from th e word of 
God condemning instrumental music in worship, and I will 
give it up, and so will my brethren. Will Brother Boles 
give the chapter and verse? No. Why? Because there is 
none. The Scripture is all on the othe r side, as we shall see. 
My opponent say s hi s practice and teaching in regard to 
vocal music is not called in question. He is mi staken in 
this. His practice of singing without instrumental accom-
1 paniment, of course , no one calls in question. I sing with-
out the instrument fre quently. But when he says, as he 
does, that I may not Scripturally use instrumental accom-
paniment, that I am sinning and transgressing when I do-
when he says that Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15, 26; Eph. 5: 
19; Col. 3: 16; and James 5: 13 exclude inst rumental ac-
companiment in worship, his position is called in question 
by the scholarship of the world , and also by the most intelli-
gent, spiritual-minded, devoted Christian s of our day. 
What my opponent says about my being out of harmon y 
with J. B. Briney and the Chri stian Standard, and in com-
pany with J. Carroll Stark and 0. E. Payne, I pass with a 
word. It is certain that he has misinterpreted the quota-
t ion from Brother Briney. In this quotation he does not 
mea n that the Bible is silent on the subject of instrumental 
mu sic in worship, except as a matter of binding faith-a 
thi ng which mu st be done. As a matter of privilege, of 
permi ssion, it is far from being silent about it. That the 
New Test ament sanctions the use of instrumental music in 
wo: ship is what Brother Briney has contended for for 
year s. I am also positive that the Standard has been mis-
construed in the excerpt from a personal letter quoted. I 
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have evidence in a personal note just received that the 
Standard is in full accord with my position. 
Again, my opponent says: "In Chapter I he has not 
quoted a single verse of Scripture; he made refe rence to 
only five verses, and then hied away to the Greek lexicons. 
Readers, ANY PROPOSITION IN THE REALM OF RE-
LIGION THAT CANNOT BE PROVED BY OUR ENG-
LISH BIBLE IS NOT TRUE-IT CANNOT BE PROVED. 
,He has left the English Bible and gone to the Greek lexicon s, 
because there is not one single word in the English New 
Testament about instrumental music 'in Christian worship;' 
and since the New Testament, and the New Testament only , 
describes and authorizes Christian worship, he cannot prove 
his proposition; he cannot prove anything to be Scriptural 
that is not in the Scriptures." Will the reader kindly ponder 
this quotation till he is thoroughly familiar with it? Do not 
be alarmed at the CAPITALS; it is only our opponent's 
way of giving emphasis. And do not be afraid of the 
noise; just remember that it is the lightning and not the 
thunder which kills. In this quotation is a fallacy which 
lies at the basis of much of the misconception about instru-
mental music in worship. We must make this matter clear 
even at the risk of taking all the space left for this chapter. 
My opponent would have you believe that we are trying 
to get away from the English Bible. Not so. We a're not 
seeking to get away from it. We are seeking to understand 
it . What does it mean as interpreted by the best scholar-
ship of the world? My brother and his people have put a 
certain interpretation on passages referring to singing in 
worship. We are asking, Is thi s interpretation true? My 
interpretation of these same pa ssages does not agree with 
theirs. We honestly differ about it. What are we to do? 
Why, if we are wise, we will seek all the light from every 
source available that will aid us in discovering the truth. 
Our English Bible is a translation. We always have re-
course to the original language in which the inspired writ-
ers have revealed to us the will of God; and when in doubt 
about the meaning of any passage in our English Bible, we 
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can go back to the very words in which divine revelation 
was given. 
There lies open before me as I write a copy of the New 
Testament. It is the one from which all other New Testa-
ments in the world , in all languages and dialects, have come. 
All others, our own English New Testament included, are but 
translations. It alone is the original as it came fresh from 
the minds of the inspired men who wrote it. It is the one 
New Testament which was written under the direct guid-
ance of the Holy Spirit. It is in the Greek language. God 
chose the Greek in which to enshrine his revelation of his 
Son and Christianity, because it was the most perfect lan-
guage in the world, and capable of expressing the most deli-
cate and exact shades of meaning. It is important to re-
member this in our present discussion. 
Here is Eph. 5: 19 just as it came from the pen of the 
apostle Paul: "Lalountes heautois psalmois kai humnois kai 
odais pneumatikais, adontes kai psallontes te kardia humon 
to kurio." Translated in our American Standard Revised 
Version, it reads: "Speaking one to another in psalms and 
hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody with 
your heart to the Lord." Both of these passages are Scrip-
ture. The difference is that one is the exact language which 
the apostle used, and the other is a translation made by 
fallible men. I unhesitatingly accept both. But get this 
clearly in mind: whatever Paul meant by "psalmois" is 
exactly what we must mean by "psalms," and whatever he 
meant by "psallontes" is exactly what we must mean by 
"making melody." Unless they mean the same thing to us, 
we have not got the meaning of the Holy Spirit as he spoke 
through the apostle Paµl. 
Our first witnesses to bear testimony must, of course, be 
the lexicographers. In Chapter I, I submitted the testi-
mony of eight of the standard Greek lexicons as to the mean-
ing of "psallo" and its noun form "psalmos." Seven out 
of the eight say specifically that in its classic and later use, 
in the Septuagint and the New Testament, "psallo" includes 
instrumental signification. And I will prove that the eighth 
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one does not exclude it from his New Testament use. The re 
is not a standard Greek lexicon in the world that disputes 
this combined testimony. Some do not explicitly state that 
it carries this meaning in the New Testament, evidently tak-
ing it for granted that it would be so understood, because 
of its long association with that idea, but not one declares 
that the instrumental meaning is excluded from its New 
Testament sense. 
What is the force of this array of evidence? According 
to Alexander Campbell, "it is the most learned and the 
most competent testimony in this case in the world . All 
good dictionaries," he says, "in all languages are made upon 
a full examination of part _icular occurrences-upon a suffi-
cient induction of distinct instances-and convey the true 
meaning of a word at any given period of its history." 
These lexicons refer us to examples of the New Testament 
use of "psallo" -"particular occurrences and distinct in-
stances," as Mr. Campbell would say-thereby showing posi-
tively that they were basing its New Testament meaning on 
these examples of its use. What could be stronger evidence 
than this? 
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CHAPTER IV 
SECOND NEGATIVE 
Brother Clubb in hi s second affirmative begin s to quarrel 
with his proposition and quibble with its issue. Such an 
att itude show s that he is di ssatis fied with hi s task. He 
wa nt s us to "di stinctl y and definitel y" under stand that he 
is "not affirming that in strumental music in Christian wor-
ship is commanded," yet he assure s us that "it is just as 
Scriptural as if it were actually commanded." There is no 
reason for quibbling over the word "command. " If any-
thing is Scriptural , it matters not whether thi s Scripture be 
given as a command, promise, or instruction, it is binding 
upon those who serve the Lord. He is relieved of no em-
barrassment whatsoever by saying t hat his proposition does 
not call upon him to affirm that in strumental music is com-
manded. I want him to answer this question: Is singing 
commanded in th e New Testam ent ? 
He says that he is "affirming that in st rumental mu sic in 
wors hip is a Christian expedient." He should be affirming 
hi s proposition. His proposition says nothing about "a 
Chr istian expedient." He shall not evade the issue. His 
pr oposition puts instrumental music "in Christian worship," 
and not as "an expedient to the worship." Anything that 
is an aid to the worship or an "e xpedient to worship" can-
not be said to be "in Chri stian worship ." He may ramble 
around in the field of "expediency" all he wishes, but the 
reader shall see that he is evading and equivocating. 
I declare that he and those who are with him in placin g 
instrumental mu sic "in Christian worship" have left the 
principles of the fathers of the Restoration Movement. 
Alexander Campbell said that instrumental music in the 
worship was like "a cowbell in a concert." Does Brother 
Clubb stand with A. Campbell on this point? Thomas 
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Campb ell laid down the principle: "Where the Bible speaks, 
we speak; where the Bible is silent, we are silent." The 
Bible is silent on instrumental music in the worship, yet 
Brother Clubb loudly proclaims that it is "in Christian wor-
ship." Brother Clubb says: "Thomas Campbell never ut-
tered a word against instrumental music in worship." In-
strumental music was not discussed during the days of 
Thomas Campbell . It never became an issue until the last 
days of his son, Alexander Campbell. Brother Clubb knows 
that none of the churches of Christ used instrumental mu sic 
in worship until about 1860; and those who used it at first 
claimed no Scriptural aut hority for using it. W. T. Moore, 
in his "History of the Disciple s of Christ," says: "The advo-
cates of the organ contended that thei r plea was not con-
t rary to Scripture, even if the re was no precept or example 
for the use of the organ in worship." (Page 510.) The 
pioneers of the Restoration did not use the instrument. 
Tho se who first used it did so admittedly without "precept 
or exam ple" for it s use. It is modern for any one who 
claims to be a member of the church of Chr ist to affirm that 
"instrumental mu sic in Chris tia n worship is Scriptural." 
He wants to know what Scripture he reject s, and chal-
lenges me to give a commandment which those who use in-
strum ental music "in Christian worship" disobey. I would 
refer him to the Christian Standa rd, which has been cata-
loguing the sins of Brother Clubb and his allie s for some 
time; or, if he prefers, I can point them out to him. God' s 
Book clearly teaches that we should "not go be-
yond the things which are written." (1 Cor . 4: 6.) There 
is nothing written in the New Testament Scriptu res about 
instru ment al mu sic in Christian worship. Brother Clubb 
goes "beyond the thing s which are written" when he place s 
instrumental music in Christian worship. Will he live up 
to his promise and quit using it? Again, we are forbidden 
to add anything to the teaching s of the New Testament 
Scriptu res. (See Rev. 22: 18.) Brother Clubb has added 
in stru mental music to New Testament worship. He ask s 
me to show him "just one clear, explicit statement from the 
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word of God condemning in strume ntal music in worship," 
and promise s to end this discussion if I will do so. That is 
a very generous promise. Suppose a Cath olic should say: 
"Brother Clubb , 'show me just one clear, explicit statement 
from the word of God condemnin g' the burning of incense 
'in worship, an d I will give it up, and so will my brethren.'" 
What would Brot her Clubb do with this Catholic? 
May I suggest that Brother Clubb should show Scripture 
for using instrument al music in Christian wor ship before he 
begins practicing it? It is not Scri ptural to introduce any-
thing in wors hip an d then ask for a Scripture conde mni ng 
it . He should give "one clear, expl icit stateme nt from the 
word of God" that teaches it before he begins practic ing it . 
The quot atio n he gives from Brother Calhoun was writ-
ten more th an twenty-five years ago. Brother Calhoun h as 
repud iat ed the statement and has ceased to use instrumen tal 
music in worship. Brother Clubb reprinted .this statement 
from Brother Calhoun in the Tennessee Christian in J une, 
1925, and now he quotes it as though Brother Calhoun sa id 
it in June, 1925. This is not fair to Brother Calhoun. Let 
us keep the record straight. 
Brother Clubb admits that my practice and teaching are 
Scriptural, and says that he "sings without the instrument 
frequently.'' He admits that I am Scriptural. My position 
is not called in question; my practice is admitted by Brothe r 
Clubb to be Scriptural. His practice is on trial. He ha s 
been asked to give Scripture for his practice; he has failed 
to do so; he cannot, as there is no Scripture authorizing the 
use of instrumental music in the worship. 
He says that I "misinterpreted the quotation from 
Brother Briney.'' I am sure that I did not "misinterpret" 
him, for I did not even try to "interpret" him. I simply 
quoted Brother Briney's statement. Brother Briney said 
"that there is no direct teaching in the New Testament on 
the subject.'' He further said: "A moment's reflection will 
convince sober reason that it does not belong to the sphere of 
faith, for faith rests upon plain and unequivocal statements 
of the word of God.'' Now, that is what Brother Briney 
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said, and it needs no inter pr eta t ion . He also is "pos itive" 
that I have "misconstrued" a statement from one of the edi-
tors of the Christian Standard. Again he is mistaken. I 
did not "misconstrue" anything. I did not attempt to "con-
strue" anything. I simply quoted a parag raph from a letter 
which says that Brother Clubb and those on his side of his 
proposition "play with technicalities. They do not show 
forth an unmistakable 'Thus sa ith t he Lord.' " Brother 
Clubb know s that the Christian Stand ard will not affirm his 
proposition as he has . it stated. 
He does not deny being in the class with Stark an d Payne. 
Stark says that instrumental music "is positively com-
manded by the apostles" and that Paul "authorized the use 
of instrumental music in the worship of the church." Does 
Brother Clubb indorse these statements of J. C. Stark? 0. 
E. Payne said: "Henceforth we must unite in agreeing that 
if we forego musical instruments we cannot conform to the 
divine injunction to psallein." Does Brother Clubb agree 
with Payne?' 
Reader, bear in mind that a.ny proposit ion in th e realm 
of religion that carimot be proved by our English Bible is not 
true-it cannot be pro'ved. I join my opponent in asking 
you to "ponder" this statement. My opponent states by 
implication that the English New Testament cannot be un-
derstood without Greek lexicons. This is a serious charge 
against the English translators. It is an unpardonable re-
flection on the intelligence of English-speaking people. 
We have observed that there are two divisions of Greek 
literature--classical and New Testam ent. We are now to 
observe that there are two kinds of lexicons-classical and 
New Testament. There are two kinds of classical lexicons-
those which give the meaning of words according to classical 
usage only, with no reference to the New Testament mean-
ing (Donnegan's Greek and English lexicon belongs to this 
list) ; second, those which give classical meaning with inci-
dental reference to the New Testament (Liddell and Scott's 
lexicon belongs to this class). There are also two classes of 
New Testament lexicons-those which give firs t the classical 
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meaning and then the New Testament use (Thayer belongs 
to this class) ; second, those which give only the New Testa-
ment meaning ("Dictionary of the Vulgate New Testa-
ment," by J. M. Harden, belongs to this class). 
Now, in this discussion we are concerned only with New 
Testament lexicons and only with the New Testament use of 
"psallo." It is confusing to the reader for Brother Clubb 
to lug into this discussion, without any discrimination, 
Greek lexicon s, and then quote the classical meaning of 
"psallo" as though it were a New Testament meaning. The 
issue must be kept clear; no sophistry should be used. 
"Psallo" is used only five times in the Greek New Testament. 
What is it s meaning as used in the New Testament? 
I should like for Brother Clubb to explain why he has to 
leave the English New Testament and go to the Greek 
lexicons to prove instrumental music is "a Christian expe- . 
diency." Does he think that he can get "Christian expe-
diency" out of "psallo ?" May we ask what other "expe-
diencies" are in "psallo ?" Let us make "psallo" disgorge 
all of its "expediencies." What say you, Brother Clubb? 
We now notice the testimony of the lexicographers which 
were introduced by my opponent in Chapter I. 
LIDDELL AND SCOTT. As has al:::-eady been observed , this 
belongs to the classical list , making incidental reference to 
the Septuagint and New Testament . It makes no discrimi-
nation between the clas sical and New Testa ment meaning of 
"psallo." 
ROBINSON. This is a New Testament lexicon, giving firs t 
the classical meaning and then the New Testament meaning. 
"P sallo, in New Testament, to sing, and construed with a 
dative, to sing in honor or in praise of any one, to sing 
praises to, to celebrate in song (Rom. 15: 9; Eph. 5: 19; 
James 5: 13; 1 Cor. 14: 15). Psalmos , in New Testament , 
an ode, song, and spoken of odes in prai se of God, a psalm." 
(Greek and English Lexicon of the New Testament, 1825.) 
This definition differs from that . given by my opponent. I 
challenge the correctness of his definition. Please give the 
date of the edition quoted. 
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PARKHURST. This is in the same class with Robinson. 
The New Testament meaning of "psallo," "to sing, sing 
praises or psalm s to God, whet her with or wi thoiit instru-
'Ylients (Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15; Eph . 5: 19; James 5: 
13) ." It will be noted that Parkhur st says that "psallo" in 
t he New Testament mean s "to sing, whether with 
or wi thout instruments." 
YONGE. This is a classical lexicon giving reference to 
the New Testament, but says that "psallo" means "to sing 
psalms (Rom. 15: 9) ." 
BRETSCHNEIDER. Thi s belongs to the same class with 
Robinson and Parkhur st . "Psallo, to produce music, eith er 
to a musical instrument or wi th th e voice a,lone." To make 
music "wi th the voice alone" is to sing, hence "to glorify in 
songs." 
ZORELL. This belongs to the New Testa ment class. 
"Psallo, sing, sing sacred hymns." 
THAYER. Thi s is a New Testame nt lexicon giving first 
the classical meaning and then the New Testament meaning. 
He says: "In the New Testament , to sing a, hymn , to cele-
brate the praises of God in song." 
ABBOTT-SMITH. This belongs to the New Testament class 
of lexicons. "Psallo, in th e New Testam ent, to sing a hymn, 
sing prais e." 
When the evidence of the se eight lexicons is properly 
classified, we see that they do not sustain my opponent's 
proposition. Five of them say that "in the New Testament" 
"p sa llo" mean s "to sing." 
My opponent concluded Chapter I with the following lan-
guage: "We now have before us the evidence of eight of th e 
best Greek lexicons in existence. . . . What is their com-
bined testimony? It is this: that 'psallo' in the New Testa-
ment allows, permits, the use of instrumental accompani-
ment in Christian worship." In this statement he very 
adroitly evades the issue and seeks to divert the mind of the 
reader from the logical issue of his proposition to another 
proposition. The "combined testimony" of these eight "be st 
Greek lexicon s" is not that "instrumental accompaniment in 
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Christian worship" is "allowed" or "permitted;" neither is 
that what "the proposition calls on" him "to prove." He 
has not reasoned logically; neither has he drawn a legiti-
mate conclusion. Even if he had proved just what he claims 
that he has proved-namely, that instrumental accompani-
ment is "allowed" or "permitted" in the New Testament-
that is the width of the heavens from what his proposition 
calls on him to prove. But since he thinks he has proved 
that instrumental music is "allowed" or "permitted" in the 
New Testament, now I want him to prove his proposition-
namely, "Instrumental music in Christian worship is Scrip-
tural." 
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CHAPTER V 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE 
It is with genuine regret that we are compelled to notice 
the spirit in which the negative is proceeding in this discu s-
_sion. We had hoped that he would meet the issue between us 
in a frank, candid, courteous manner. It looks now as if we 
are to be disappointed in our expectation. From the firs t he 
has been raising irrele vant issues and accusing the affirma-
tive of insincerity , in such terms as "quibbling," "sophis-
try," "playing with technicalities," "evading," "equivocat-
ing," etc. Of cour se, he must have some object in all this. 
Just what his purpo se is , however, we leave the readers to 
conjecture. We are perfectly willing to trust their intelli -
gence and fairne ss in making proper discrimination. 
My opponent challenges the accuracy of the definition I 
gave from Robin son's New Testament lexicon and substi-
tutes another. I have on my desk the edition of 1850-the 
last, I think, of Robinson 's lexicon. On page 791 the defi-
nition of "psallo" and "psalmos" will be found . It is need-
less to add that I quoted it exactly as it is there. I may add 
that the lexicon which Brother Boles substitutes is not Rob-
inson's at all. It is, as Robinson says, his first venture in 
translation, being Wahl's "Clavis Philologica Novi Testa-
menti." It is strange that Brother Boles did not discover 
this in time to save himself from this embarrassment . 
What our opponent says in his effort to classify the Greek 
lexicons is so confused and misleading that we feel we must 
take space to clear it up; and it is a very simple thing to do. 
We have consulted Greek lexicons for over thirty-five yea rs, 
and it is our conviction that it is as easy, if not easier, to 
consult a Greek lexicon as it is an English dictionary. Any 
one who knows enough Greek to consult a lexicon at all ha s 
absolutely no difficulty in knowing what the lexicon says. 
3 
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This is true in all cases, and in the case of "p sallo" and 
"psalmos, " as the lexicons given have defined them, there is 
no possibility of anybody making a mistake, who is will-
ing t o take what these lexicons plainly say. 
The r eal distinction between a general Greek lexicon, 
such, for instance , as Liddell and Scott' s, and a New Test a-
ment lexicon, such as Robinson's, is briefly and simply thi s : 
a gene ral lexicon covers the whole field of Greek literature, 
while the New Testament lexicon deals only with word s 
found in the New Testament. Each gives a full and com-
plete definition of the words it defines, and each is equall y 
accurate and reliable. 
To say, as our opponent does, that Liddell and Scott's 
lexicon gives only "incidental reference to the New Testa-
ment meanings of words" is an assertion which has not one 
single fact to support it . If this greatest of all Greek lexi-
cons could be proved unreliable and inaccurate in its defini-
tions of New Testament words , it would instantly lose it s 
high place in the confidence and esteem of the world's best 
scholarship. My opponent's statement is simply absurd . 
Brother Boles' handling of the lexicons is, to say the least, 
surpr1smg. He faces eight witnesses of the very highe st 
integrity and scholarship, seven of whom testify in the most 
specific and definite way, and one by the fairest implication , 
that "psallo" and "psalmos" indicate instrumental accom-
paniment in the New Testament. And he is not able to see 
anything in thi s combined testimony, which is as clear as 
sunlight, that contradicts his pet theory. 
Let us review the definitions of these eight lexicons, tak -
ing note only of their references to the New Testamen t 
meaning of "psallo" and "psalmos." Let the reader note 
very carefully what each one says. 
LIDDELL AND SCOTT: "Psallo, to sing to the harp. Eph. 
5: 19." 
"Psalmos, a song sung to the harp, New Testament." 
RciBINSON: "Psallo, to sing, to chant, properly as accom-
panying stringed instruments. New Testament." . 
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"Psal mos, a song, properly as accompanying stringed in-
struments. New Testament." 
..--P ARKHURST: "Psallo, to sing, to sing praises or psalms to 
God, whether with or without instruments. Eph. 5: 19." 
"Psalmos, a psalm, a sacred song, or poem, properly such 
a one as is sung to stringe d instrument s. .1 Cor. 14: 26." 
YONGE: "Psallo, in the New Testament, to sing, while 
touching the chords , while accompanying one's self on a 
stringed instrument, to sing psalms. Rom. 15: 9." 
"Psalmos, a song sung to the accompaniment of music." 
BRETSCHNEIDER: "Psallo, to produce music, either to mu-
sical inst r uments or with the voice alone, and only of a joy-
ful music , hence to glorify in song." 
ZORELL: "Psallo, sing a hymn to the notes of the lyre." 
"Psalmos , a song to be sung to the sound of the lyre, to 
be sung in honor of God." 
THAYER: "Psallo, Septuagint for nigg en and much oft-
ener for zamar; to sing to the music of the harp; in the New 
Testament , to sing a hymn, to celebrate the praise of God. 
in song. James 5: 13; Eph. 5: 19; Rom. 15: 9." 
"Psalmos, a pious song, a psalm." 
ABBOTT-SMITH : "Psallo, later to sing to a harp, sing 
psalms; in New Testament , to sing ~t hymn, sing praise . 
James 5: 13; Rom. 15: 9; Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15." 
"Psalmos, in Septuagint chiefly for rnizmor, and 
hence in later writers, a sacred song sung to musical accom-
paniment, a psalm. Eph. 5: 19 et al." 
We have placed together the definitions of Thayer and 
Abbott-Smith, because they each use the phrase, "in th~ 
New Testament," in the same way. In Thayer, this ex-
pression has been construed to exclude instrumental accom-
paniment. In 1911, J. B. Briney addressed the following 
to Prof. J. H. Ropes , the successor of Thayer in Harvard 
University: "After giving the general meanings of the 
word (psallo) as found in Greek literature, Thayer's lexicon 
says: 'In the New Testament, to sing a · hymn, . to celebrate 
the praises of God in song.' It is contended that the phrase, 
'in the New Testament,' is intended to convey the notion 
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that in its New Testament use the word does not admit of 
the use of an instrument in connection with singing. My 
understanding of the matter is that the phrase in question 
simply indicates that in the New Testament 'psallo' is lim-
ited to sacred singing, and does not mean that instrumental 
accompaniment is excluded. Am I , in your opinion, right 
or wrong?" 
To this, Profes sor Ropes replied: "You are entirely right 
in your understanding of the definition of 'psallo' in Thay-
er's lexicon. In a word, the term in the New Tes-
tament use has subst antiall y the meanin g of our word 'sing,' 
which is used of vocal music both with and without aecorn-
paniment. If the write r s had intended to speak of accom-
panied singing, they would have used 'psallo.' " 
We have 2. personal letter from Abbott-Smith, dated 
August 19, 1925. Dr. Abbott-Smith is the author of one 
of the latest New Test ament Greek lexicons, and it is one 
of the best . He says: "I am sure that Thayer, like myself, 
does no more than group the New Testament passages to-
gether. If he meant to say that the idea of instrumental 
music was excluded, he surely ought to have plainly said 
so." It is thus perfectly clear that, in the judgment of 
these two eminent scholars, Thayer does not exclude instru-
mental accompaniment from his New Testament definition 
of "psallo." 
Confronted with this array of witnesses, what does my 
opponent do? I will enumerate. 
First. He attempts to prejudice the reader again st 
them by holding up the English Bible and shouting in CAP-
ITALS: "ANYTHING THAT CANNOT BE PROVED BY 
OUR ENGLISH BIBLE CANNOT BE PROVED. Brother 
Clubb has left the Bible and hied off after the Greek lexi-
cons." This will have no effect on the intelligent reader. 
Alexander Campbell, in the Campbell and Rice debate, 
appealed to this same class of witnesses as to the action of 
baptism, and Dr. Rice was just as uncomfortable, when he 
did it, as my opponent is now when I do the same thing in 
regard to "psallo." 
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Dr. T. W. Brents, in his debate with Herod (page 6), 
said: "The King James Version, as it is called, is made the 
standard of authority in this discussion. I would have pre-
ferred it otherwise. While I believe it, on the whole, about 
as good as any other version, yet I know them are manifest 
errors in it, and in discussions of this kind it should be the 
aim of all parties to get at the truth; and when there are 
errors in translation , known to be such, we ought to be at 
liberty to correct them by any light we can get, either fr om 
critics or commentators who have given us the benefit of 
their labors or by an appeal to the or·iginal for ourselve s." 
Dr. Brents was a leader among our conservative brethren. 
Again, in the "Query Departme nt" of the Gospel Advo-
cate of December 10, 1925, my opponen t deposes as follows : 
"Some versions are better than others; some express more 
cleady the thought than other s. The scholarship of to-day 
is better than the scholarship of four hundred years ago. 
Scholar s to-da y have access to manu scr ipts and resource s 
which were not known then . Therefo r e, the translation or 
version of to-day is better in man y respects than the version 
which was made four hundred years ago. It is dense igno-
rance on the part of any one to claim that one is leaving 
'the old Bible' simply because he quot es from the Revised 
Version." Is my opponent willing to live up to this p1·0-
nouncement? We have several versions of the New Tes ta-
ment by the scholars of to-day. In the present discussi on 
I heartily and unres ervedly accept them, all. Will he accept 
Moffatt's, made in the light of the most recent researche s in 
Greek? Dr. Moffatt is considered the greatest New Testa -
ment Greek scholar in the world. Will my opponent accept 
the Riverside edition of the New Testament, by Dr. Ballan-
tine? He is a present-day scholar of undoubted ability in 
the field of New Testament criticism. Vv'ill he accept t he 
Twentieth Century New Testament, which met with such a 
cordial reception from scholars twenty years ago? Will he 
accept Rotherham's translation of the New Testament? Dr. 
Rotherham is highly regarded as a scholar, both in England 
and America. None of t hese contra dict the American 
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Stan dard Revision , but in the present discussion they throw 
some very clear light on it. 
Second; 'My opponent says that I admit his practice and 
teaching on music in the worship , and this, too, with the 
plain statement to the contrary ri ght before him. This dis-
cussion ought to show the reader th at the very opposite is 
the truth. · I call in question, with all the energy I can com-
mand, the · position of Brother Boles and the conservat ive 
brethren on the subject . Let that suffice. 
Third. His garbling of the definitions of my witnesses 
is wholly unwarranted and deceiving. It is an unheard-of 
procedure in honor able discussion for a man to remove the 
t estimony of a witness and substitute something else for it. 
This Brother Boles did in the case of Robinson. I cheer-
fully accord him the right to challenge the accu racy of the 
testimony of any of my witnesses, but he has no right to 
make any substitutions. I do not question my opponent's 
honesty here, but I question the ethics of his action. 
Again, in handling the · definitions of some of my wit-
nesses, he leaves out that part of their definitions which 
plainly contradicts his position in this discussion, and thus 
makes them say exactly the opposite to what they do say. 
Examples: 
1. YONGE. This is what Brother Boles says: "This is a 
classical lexicon, giving reference to the New Testament, 
but says that 'psallo' means 'to sing psalms (Rom. 15: 9) .'" 
Now, here is what 'Yonge actually does say: "Psallo, in the 
New Testament, to sing while touching the chords, while 
accompanying one's self on a stringed instrument, to sing 
psalms. (Rom. 15: 9.) Psalmos, a song sung to the ac-
companiment of music." All that Brother Boles quotes 
from Yonge is that he "says sing psalms." But let the 
reader note that he omits that part of Yonge's definition 
which tells us how to sing psalms. Yonge says: "A psalm 
is a song sung to the accompaniment of music." 
2. ZoRELL. Brother Boles says: "This belongs to the 
New Testament class. 'Psallo,' 'sing, sing sacred hymns.'" 
Now, here is- what Zorell actually says: "Psallo," sing a 
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hymn to the notes of the lyre; sing , sing sacred hymn s in 
honor of God. Psalmos, song to be sung to the sound of 
the lyre, to be sung in honor of God." 
I protest against this unfair handling of my witnes ses. 
That these witnes ses te st ify to singing as a meaning of 
"psallo" in New Testament times, no one denies. That is 
not the point at issue. The real question is: Do they, or do 
they not, include instrumental accompaniment in their New 
Testament definition s of "p sallo" and "psalmos ?" And the 
answer to this question they have given with one accord, in 
words plain enough for anybody who wants to know. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THIRD NEGATIVE 
Brother Clubb in Chapter III quarreled with his propo-
sition and quibbled with it s issue; now in Chapter V he 
seeks to wrangle with his opponent. He informs us that 
he is displeased with his opponent. Well, I am not seeking 
to please my opponent. I know that when I expose his fal-
lacies and hold him to the issue, that he will not love me. 
As this discussion continues, his aversion to me will aug-
ment more and more, because I am determined to hold him 
to the issue and let the public see that he is failing to meas -
ure up to the requirements of his proposition. 
My sweet-spirited brother complains that I have accused 
him of "quibbling," "evading," etc. Either he is evading 
the issue, or else he does not know what the issue is. I give 
him credit for being an intelligent man ; others may look 
upon his efforts with leniency if they can. While he is dis-
pleased at my using the words "quibbling," "evading," etc., 
yet he does not hesitate to charge me with "attempting to 
prejudice the reader," "garbling definitions," "deceiving ," 
etc. I suppose my opponent's standard of ethics permits 
him to use such expressions without marring this discussion. 
I have asked my opponent to discuss the issue of his prop-
osition. He has promised to prove that the Scriptures teach 
that inst rumental music is "in Christian worship" -that is, 
it is "Scriptural" for instrumental music to be "in Christian 
worship." I leave it to the readers' candid judgment 
whether he is proving his proposition. He did not quote a 
single Scripture in Chapter I; he quoted only one (Eph . 5: 
19) in Chapter III; and he has not quoted a single Scripture 
in Chapter V. I ask again: How can he prove that instru-
mental music "in Christian worship" is "Scriptural," when 
he does not quote any Scripture? The New Testament 
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Scriptures do not mention instrumental music "in Christian 
worship," and, therefore, he cannot pro ve his proposition 
to be Scriptural. / challenge him to give one New Testa-
ment Scripture that mentio ns ins trum ental music "in Chris-
tian worship." I know that he would gladly quote the ver se 
if he could find one. 
A few words more need to be said about Robinson's lexi-
con. He says I did "not quote from Robinson's lexicon at 
all ." I quoted from the 1825 edition of Robinson's "Greek 
and English Lexicon of the New Testament." He says that 
the definition I quoted is from "Wahl's 'Clavis Philologica 
Novi Testamenti.'" Again he is mistaken. Wahl's lexicon 
was written in Latin. Dr. Robinson used Wahl's lexicon as 
a basis for his own lexicon. However, he did not use Wahl' s 
definition s for New Testament word s. In hi s preface Dr. 
Robinson says: "It became necessary to recur constantly to 
the original Greek, and to form the definition s from the 
New Testament itself, rather th an fro m the very general 
Latin definitions either of Wahl or Schleusner.' ' Robinson 
formed his "definitions from the New Testament itself" and 
not from "the very general Latin definition s either of Wahl 
or Schleusner.' ' Brother Clubb says that the definition 
given "is not Robinson's at all," but Robinson say s that he 
formed his definitions "from the New Testament it self" and 
not from Wahl. Which shall we believe, Robinson or 
Brother Clubb? Brother Clubb is afraid of Robinson's defi-
nition of "psallo" as given by him in hi s 1825 edition; hence, 
he tries to discredit that edition of Robinson's lexicon. 
I have asked my opponent this question: "Is singing com-
manded in th e N ew Testament?" Brother Clubb forgot to 
answer this. I hope that he will remember it in his next 
chapte r . 
Brother Clubb for some cause misquoted me. I have 
stated in all of my previous chapter s th at "any proposition 
in the realm of religion that cannot be proved by our Eng-
lish Bible is not true-it cannot be proved." The reader 
may refer to page 36 and see how he has misquoted my state-
ment. He leaves out the words , "any proposition in the 
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re alm of religion," and substitutes the word "any thing. " 
Surely it was not an oversight, as I have written the stat e-
ment in capitals in each chapter. He cannot prove his prop -
osition by the English New Testament. He has retre at ed 
to the Greek lexicons, and has sought under the cover of the 
Greek lexicons to confuse the mind of the reader and obscure 
the real issue of the proposition. He is to prove that instru-
mental music is "in Christian wor ship." · 
A word should be sai d about Liddell and Scott's lexicon. 
This does not claim to be a New Testament lexicon. I ha ve 
before me the third and eighth editions of this lexicon. In 
each of these there is subjoined "an alphabetical catalogue 
of authors quoted , with a note of the edition used, when the · 
reference is made by pages." (Preface, eighth edition .) 
The third edition ha s a list of more than three hundred au-
thors quoted, and the eighth edition more t han five hundred 
and fifty. The Septuagint is menti oned in both lists of au-
thors quoted, but th e New Testament is not men tioned in 
either list. Now, why is the New Testament not mentioned? 
The references to the New Testament meaning of words in 
the body of the lexicon is only incidental, as is shown by the 
New Testament's not being tabulated in the list of authors 
quoted. 
Brother Clubb does not quote Brother Briney's question 
accurately, neither does he quote Dr. Ropes' answer to 
Brother Briney accurately or fully, as the reader can see by 
referring to Brother Briney's book, "Instrumental Music in 
Christian Worship," pages 40-42. Brother Clubb did not 
quote this part of Dr. Ropes' answer concerning "psallo :" 
"The word implies nothing whateve r with regard to accom-
paniment." The reader can see very clearly why Brother 
Clubb did not quote the above sentence from Dr. Ropes. 
However, what Dr. Ropes and Abbott-Smith say in private 
lett ers about what they thinlc Thayer means does not in the 
least change what Thayer says. He says that "psallo" 
means, "in the New Testament, to sing a hymn, to celebrate 
the praise of God in song ." The reader will have to see Dr. 
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Ab bott -Smith's lett er in fu ll befo r e much weight can be 
given t o the quota ti on offer ed by Brother Clubb. 
My oppone nt is r ap idly est ablishing the rep utat ion of 
handling authors and quotations very carele ssly and inac-
curately. He boas t s t hat he has been consult ing "Greek 
lexicons for over t hir ty-five years." The rea der will won-
der if he has always been so inaccu r ate in . quot ing them. 
Some of hi s definitio ns given in Chap ter V differ from the 
definit ions which he gave in Chapter I. I quote the defini-
tions which he gav e in Chapter I and ask the reade r to com-
pare t hem with t he ones which he now gives in Chapter V. 
Of cour se, we are comparing only the part s of hi s definition s 
as he gave the m in Chapter V. 
LIDDELL AND SCOT  : "Psallo, to sing to a ha rp ; Septua-
gint ." (In Chapter V he leaves out "Septuagint. " ) 
"P salmos, a song sung to the harp , a psalm , Septuagint, 
New Testament." (In thi s he leaves out "a psalm, Septua-
gint. " ) . 
ROBINSON: "P sallo, in Septuagint and New Testament , 
to sing, to chant , properl y as accompanying st ringed instru-
ment s." (Here he leaves out "Septuagint and New Testa-
ment" and put s in "New Testament" at the last.) 
"P salmos, a song, properly as accompanying stringed in-
st r uments." (He re aga in Brother Clubb added "New Tes-
ta ment.") 
ZORELL: "P sallo, sing a hymn to the note s of the lyre, 
sing, sing sacred hymn s in honor of God." (Here Brother 
Clubb left out "sing, sing sacred hymns in honor of God.") 
ABBOTT-SMITH: "Psallo, later to sing to a harp, sing 
psalms (Septuagint); in New Testament, to sing a hymn, 
sing praises, James 5: 13 et al." (Here he leaves out "Sep-
t uagint.") 
"P salmos , in Septuagint chiefly for mizmor; 1. a strik-
ing, and hence in later writers, 2. a sacred song 
sung to musical accompaniment, a psalm (Septuagintf, 1 
Cor. 14: 26 et al." (Here he left out "Septuagint" again in 
order that it may appear to be a New Testament meaning.) 
He garble s the quotation from the Gospel Advocate. as 
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the reader can see by turning to page 1190, December 10, 
1925, of the Advocate, and misapplies the quotation. His 
quotation from Dr. Brents is not accurate and full enough. 
See "A Theological Debate" between Brents and Herod, 
page 6. Brother Clubb, why did you not quote the next 
sentence from Dr. Brents? You stopped too short. The 
next sentence reads: "But with all its [King James Ver-
sion] defects in translation, we believe it sufficiently clear 
to enable us to understand the will of the Lord and be 
saved." Brother Clubb does not think that the English 
Bible is "sufficiently clear to enable us to understand the 
will of the Lord" on singing God's praises "in Christian 
worship." 
He says he does not admit my practice as being true. 
In Chapter III he said this about my practice: "His prac-
tice of singing without instrumental accompaniment, of 
course, no one questions. I sing without the instrument 
frequently." Brother Clubb's position is on trial; mine is 
not. He admits my position to be right and even practices 
it himself, so he says. 
Again, he quotes Alexander Campbell in regard to lexi-
cons; yet he will not take what Mr. Campbell says on the 
question of instrumental music. Reader, is it not strange 
that he would introduce a witness and accept what he says 
on everything else except the ve1·y point at issue? Mr. 
Campbell, who knew lexicons and their value, said of instru-
mental music: "I presume, to all spiritual-minded Chris-
tians, such aids would be as a cowbell in a concert." 
Brother Clubb will not take Mr. Campbell's testimony on 
instrumental music. 
We have established the fact that there is a difference 
between the use of words in classical Greek and in the New 
Testament Greek. My opponent now admits this distinc-
tion, but in Chapter I he tried to confuse the mind of the 
reader by quoting a classical meaning with the New Testa-
ment meaning of the word "psallo." He also admits now 
that there are classical lexicons and New Testament lexi-
cons, and that some New Testament lexicons give first the 
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classical meaning of "psallo" and then the New Testament 
meaning. 
The history of "psallo" shows that it gradually dropped 
off some of its original meaning and took on new meaning. 
In classical Greek it first meant "to touch," "to pluck the 
hair," then "to pluck the strings of a bow," then "to pluck 
the strings of an instrument ," then "to sing with the instru-
ment," and finally "to sing." The following lexicons show 
that it came to mean "to sing:" 
1. GREEK LEXICON (A.D. 1816) : "Psallo, by a 
change of use, it also refers to singing songs , singing 
psalms." 
2. HESYCHIUS: "Psallein , to sing songs; to pluck; to set 
in motion." 
3. SCAPULA: "Psallo , likewise , metaphorically , 
psallo with songs and glorify the Lord with hymns. I sing 
praise s to the Lord." 
4. SOPHOCLES : "Psallo , to chant , sing, as religiou s 
hymns." (This is the only definition Sophocles gives for 
"psallo.") 
5. GREENFIELD: "Psallo, by implication, to sing, 
and with a dative of person, to sing in honor or praise of, 
sing pr aises to, celebrate in song or psalm (Rom. 15: 9 et 
al.)." 
6. JONES: "P sallo, sing; sing to a name; cele-
brate." 
7. GROVES: "Psallo, 
praise, celebrate." 
8. DUNBAR: "Psallo, 
hymns." 
9. HAMILTON: "Psallo, 
ment, sing." 
to sing to the harp ; to 
to sing; to celebrate with 
play on stringed instru-
The nine authors quoted above are given only to show 
that t he word "psallo" finally came to mean "to sing." The 
reader will note that I have not given the definition in full; 
just enough to show its latter use. I now submit eleven 
standard Greek lexicons which give the New Testament use 
of the word "psallo." Only that part of the meaning of 
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"psallo" which belongs to the New Testament use is quoted 
here. 
1. THAYER: "Psallo, in the New Testament, to 
sing a hymn , to celebrate the praises of God in song. Jame s 
5: 13 et al." 
2. GREEN: "Psallo, in New Testament, to sing 
praises. Rom. 15: 9 et al." 
3. BAGSTER: "Psallo, in New Testament, to sing 
praises. Rom. 15: 9 et al." 
4. ROBINSON : "Psallo, in New Testament, to 
sing, and construed with a dative of person, to sing in hono r 
or in praise of any one, to sing praises to , to celebrate in 
song." 
5. CONTOPOULOS: "Psallo, to sing, to celebrate." 
6. HARDEN (Dictionary of the Vulgate New Testament , 
1921) : "Psallo, sing, sing hymns. 1 Cor. 14: 15 et al." 
(This is the only definition that Dr. Harden gives.) 
7. ABBOTT-SMITH: "Psallo, in New Testament, 
to sing a hymn, sing praise." 
8. DR. A. T. ROBERTSON (Commentary on James, page 
253) : "Psalletto, the word originally meant to play on a 
stringed instrument, but it comes to be used also for singing 
with the voice and the heart (Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15), 
making melody with the heart also to the Lord." 
9. ENGLISHMAN'S GREEK CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW TES-
TAMENT (1868 edition) : "Psallo, make melody, 
sing psalms, sing." 
10. ZORELL: "Psallo, sing, sing sacred hymns in 
honor of God." 
11. ANALYTICAL GREEK LEXICON: "Psa.llo, in 
the New Testament, to sing praises." 
The eleven standard New Testament Greek authorities 
confirm the definitions given above by the nine classical 
Greek lexicons. The nine quoted show that the latter use 
of the word "psallo" came to mean "to sing," and the eleven 
authorities quoted show that this was the New Testament 
meaning of the word. Brother Clubb cannot claim the 
greatest number of Greek New Testament lexicons in sup-
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port of his proposition. He has hopelessly failed to estab-
lish a point by Greek lexicons. He should now attempt to 
prove that "instrumental music in Christian worship is 
Scriptural." May we hope that he will attempt in the next 
chapter to give Scripture for the use of instrumental music 
"in Christian worship?" 
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• CHAPTER VII 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE 
Whether the lexicon from which Brother Boles quoted is 
Robinson's or Wahl's, we will let Dr. Robinson himself tell 
us. In the '"Preface" to his lexicon of 1850 he says: "The 
author's earliest effort in the department of New Testament 
lexicography was a translation of Wahl's 'Clavis Philolog-
ica Novi Testamenti,' with some additions, published in 
1825. This was followed in 1836 by his own Greek and 
English lexicon." Observe he calls the first a "translation," 
the second he calls his own. 
In 1850 Dr. Robinson brought out a new edition of his 
lexicon, which was his last. It was from this edition, made 
twenty-five years after his translation of Wahl's, that I took 
his definition of "psallo." M. C. Kurfees did the same. 
(See "Instrumental Music in the Worship," pages 9, 10.) 
Brother Kurfees placed Robinson's lexicon on the affirmative 
side of this discussion. He could not have done otherwise 
and been true to the facts. 
In common fairness, Brother Boles should recognize the 
validity of Robinson's definition as I gave it, certified to, 
as it is, by Brother Kurfees; and he should plainly admit 
that the definition he gave was taken from the translation 
of Wahl's lexicon, made by Robinson. 
Brother Boles says that I do not think the English Bible 
is sufficiently clear to enable us to understand the will of 
the Lord on singing God's praises in Christian worship. 
Yes, I do. I think the English Bible is perfectly plain on 
that subject. I accept what it says, without any reserva-
tions ; but I do not accept Brother Boles' interpretation of 
what it says. There is a vast difference between what Paul 
says on the subject of singing God's praises in worship and 
what Brother Boles interprets him as saying. 
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Brother Boles submitted some lexical authorities in Chap-
ter VI in support of his claim that at the time the New Tes-
tament was written "psallo" had lost its instrumental mean-
ing and had come to indicate vocal music only. Robinson 
and Zorell say specifically, in their lexicons, that instrumen-
tal accompaniment is in the New Testament meaning of 
"psallo." Abbott-Smith says that his definition does not 
exclude instrumental accompaniment in the New Testament. 
Professor Ropes, as quoted in Chapter V, and Dr. Abbott-
Smith both say that no such construction as my opponent 
gives it should be placed on Thayer's definition. These four , 
then, should not be counted in his list. 
Now let the reader carefully scan Brother Boles' authori-
ties for the faintest indication of any evidence in the entire 
list to support his claim. Which one of them says or im-
plie s that instrumental accompaniment is excluded from his 
New Testament definition of "psallo ?" Not one. The com-
bined evidence of these authorities is at best simply neutral. 
It says nothing one way or the other. They all say "to 
sing ," but they leave the question of accompaniment abso-
lutely untouched. 
How different is the testimony of the witnesses I have 
presented to show that instrumental accompaniment is in 
the New Testament meaning of "psallo" and "psalmos !" 
Look at it. 
LIDDELL AND SCOTT: "Psallo, to sing to the harp; Eph. 5 : 
19." 
ROBINSON : "Psallo, to sing, to chant properly as accom-
panying stringed instruments." 
PARKHURST: "Psallo , to sing, whether with or without 
instruments." 
YONGE: In the New Testament, "psalmos, a song sung to 
the accompaniment of music." 
BRETSCHNEIDER: "Psallo, to produce music either to mu-
sical instruments or with the voice alone." 
ZoRELL: "Psalmos, a song sung to the sound of the lyre, 
to be sung in honor of God." 
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THAYER AND ABBOTT-SMITH, properly interpreted, say 
the same. 
Here is positive evidence-evidence that would be ac-
cepted as final by any jury of Greek scholars . in the world. 
It is clear, explicit, convincing. It leaves no room for un-
certainty or doubt in any unp rejudiced mind. With one 
voice, these · truthful, impartial, accurate Greek scholars , 
whose testimony, says Alexander Campbell, "is the most 
learned and competent evidence in the world," declare that 
"psallo" and "psalmos" indicate instrumental accompani-
ment in the New Testament. 
And this does not exhaust the list by any means. Note 
these: 
SOUTER, the most recent of New Testament lexicons: 
"Psalmos, a psalm that is sung, that is, a song of praise to 
God with an accompaniment on the harp." 
EWING, Greek and English lexicon: "Psallo, 
sing praises or psalms to God, whether with or without in-
struments." 
STEPHANUS, Thesaurus Grrecre Lingure, Paul in Eph. 5: 
19: "Psallontes (making melody), that is, striking the cith-
ara, or lyre, playing." 
YOUNG: Dr. Robert Young was the author of the large 
concordance which bears his name, a great and learned man. 
Under "sing" in his concordance he says: "Psallo, to sing 
praise with a musical instrument; Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 
15." 
HASTINGS, Bible Dictionary: "Psalmos, properly a song 
to the accompaniment of a stringed instrument." 
TRENCH, New Testament Synonyms (no similar work 
ranks above this) : "Psalmos, from 'psao,' properly a touch-
ing of the harp or other stringed instrument with the fingers 
or with the plectrum, was next the instrument itself, and 
last of all the song sung with musical accompaniment." 
The following question was sent to a number of out-
standing Greek scholars: "Is there any authority for the 
position that 'psallo' had lost the idea of instrumentation 
at the time the New Testament was written, and had come 
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to mean only vocal m:usic ?" We received the following re-
plies: 
DR. ABBOTT-SMITH, author New Testament Greek Lexi-
con: "There is no evidence that I know of." 
DR. A. T. ROBERTSON, Professor New Testament Greek, 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville: ·"Not as 
far as I know." 
PR01''. BENJAMIN W. BACON, Professor New Testament 
Greek, Yale University: "In the New Testament the word 
'psallein' and its derivatives still retains its original sense 
'to pluck the strings' ( of a stringed inst ·ument of music), 
hence 'to harp.' " 
PROF. R. C. H. LENSKI, dean of the Evangelical Lutheran 
Theological Seminary: "If there is any such authority, then 
in my almost forty years of New and Old Testament exeget-
ical and in general theological study it has escaped me." 
DR. W. G. BALLANTINE, author Riverside Version of the 
New Testament: "There is absolutely no proof.'' 
DEAN J. HEINRICHS, Northern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary, Chicago : "There is no authority that 'psallo' had lost 
the idea of instrumentation at the time the New Testament 
was written." 
Conclusion. In the words of DR. Lours F. BENSON, a 
learned Greek scholar and a specialist in the field of re-
search: "If the apostles had wished to enjoin that church 
songs must be without musical accompaniment, or to indi-
cate that in fact they were, is it conceivable that they should 
employ a word with such a history and such a meaning? " 
THE SEPTUAGINT AND CONTEMPORANEOUS WRITINGS 
We come now to our second class of witnesses that 
"psallo" carries its instrumental significance in the New 
Testament. This evidence is given to show that the cur-
rent meaning of "psallo" outside of the New Testament, at 
the very time that Paul and James used it, still retained its 
-classical and later meanings "to play an instrument" or "t o 
sing to musical accompaniment.'' · The universal law of lmi-
guage, says Greenleaf, the great interpreter · of law, is "that 
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words are to he understood in their pla 'in, ordinary, and 
popular use." If we find that "psallo" was used by the peo-
ple of Paul's day in the sense of "to play an in strument" or 
"to sing to musical accompaniment," then it is positively cer -
tain that he used it in this sense--in which he knew it would 
he understood. 
1. THE SEPTUAGINT. The Septuagint is a translation of 
the Old Testament from Heb rew into Gr eek. It was made 
by Jews, and in th ought and sp ir it shows strongly the He-
brew idiom. The New Test ament was also writ ten by Jews, 
aiming to expres s Jewish thoughts, conceptions, and feel-
ings in the Greek tongu e. The similarity of style and ex-
pression is as close as could be between a trans lation and 
ori ginal writings . . Dean Alford says of th e New Testament , 
humanly speaking , could not have been written, unles s t he 
Septuagint had pro vided for it a language . Prof. C. L . 
Loos, a distingui shed Greek scholar an d president of Ken-
tucky University , said that the Septua gint may be regarded 
as the mother, religiously, of the New Testament Greek; 
that both are in the sa me diction; and, the refore, the t esti-
mony it offers as to the meaning o:f a Greek word in the New 
Testament is decisive. 
What, then , is the testimony it has to offer as to the 
meaning of "ps allo ?" Over fifty times this word is used 
in the Septuagint. It carries over into the Greek the mean-
ing of the Hebrev, , words it translates. There are three 
Hebrew words that refer to music. They are nagan, shir, 
and zamar . What do these words mean? I shall give what 
the Hebrew scholars say . Nagan means to play an instru-
ment, but never means to sing. Shi?- means to sing, but 
never means to play. Zamar means to play, or to sing to 
musical accompanimen t . 
Let the reader follow me closely. "P sallo" is used in the 
Septuagint to translate nagan, which means only to play, 
and it is used also to tra nslate zamar, which means to play, 
or sing to musical accompaniment; but it is never used to 
translate shir, which means only to sing. This is in perfect 
keeping with the clas sica l and later meanings of "psallo." 
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Now, zamar means to sing to music al accompaniment in 
Ps. 18: 49. It reads: "Therefore · I will give thanks unto 
thee, 0 Jeho vah , among the nations, and I will sing praise s 
[zama r ] unto thy name." Zamar was translated into Greek 
in the Septuagint by "psallo." Th is Scriptm-e was a proph-
ecy that one day the Gentiles should rejoice and glorify God. 
Paul ta kes this prophecy and bri ngs it over into the New 
Test ament in Rom. 15 : 9. Now, whatever zamar· meant in 
Hebrew, "psallo" meant in the Septuag int; and what ever 
"psallo " meant in the Septuagint, sing or sing pr aises means 
in Rom. 15: 9. So say Parkhurst and Yonge in their lexi-
sons, and so says that great schola r , Dr . Robert Young, in 
his monum enta l concordance. All of them refer to Rom. 
15: 9 as an example of the meaning of "psallo," to sing to 
musical ~ccompaniment. 
Our Lord used the Septuagint frequently, and so did the 
apostles. It was the Bible of the Greek-speaking Chris-
tians of the early church for many years. When Paul vis-
ited the churches at Ephesus, Colosse, Corinth, and Rome, 
he found the Septuagint in their assemblies. These Chr is-
tians were familiar with the psalms in the Septuagint, an d 
certainly knew what the word "psallo" as used there meant. 
It is inconceivable that the apostle Paul should have used 
this . word, both in its verb and noun form, in writing his 
epistles to these churches, in a sense different to that to 
which they were accustomed, unless he made it clear that he 
was so doing, and of this we have no evidence. 
2. Jo sE_PHUS. The testimony of Josephus is of the very 
highest value in determining the meaning of "psallo" in the 
New Testament. Josephus was a Jew, and was born and 
educated in Palestine. He was born about thirty-seven 
years after Christ. He wrote in the time when the New 
Testament was written, and wrote in the same diction, and 
in its best form. He wrote as a cultivated scholar. His 
testimony on "psallo," therefore, is decisive. How does he 
use the word? 
"Antiquities" (Book XI, Chapter 3, 9): "Being played 
to on the lyre (psallomenoi) and flute, and surrounded by 
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the voice of cymbals." Robinson's New Testament lexicon 
refers to this as an example of the use of the word in its 
instrumental sense in Josephus . 
"Antiquities" (VI, 3, 2) : "That if there is any one per-
son could charm those passions by singing (exadein) and 
playing upon the harp (psallein) ." 
"Antiquities (IX, 13, 3) : "While the Levites stood round 
about them, with their musical instruments, and sang 
(adon) hymns to God, and played (epsallon) on their psalte-
ries." 
3. PLUTARCH. The value of Plutarch's testimon y lies in 
the fact that he also wrote at the same time that Paul did. 
Plutarch's "Live s" will endure as long as time lasts as a 
monument to the greatness of the man. He used the word 
"psallo" many times in his "Lives." We have space for 
only a few examples. Both Thayer and Robins on in their 
lexicons refer to Plutarch's use of "psallo" in it s instrumen-
tal signification, thus -showing th at they knew that the word 
had not lost its classical meaning in New Testament time s. 
PERICLES I. "And so Philip once said to his son, who as 
th e wine went rou nd, plucked the str ings (pselanta) charm-
ing ly and with a master touch. " 
ARATUS 6. "To play the lyr e (psallein) and the flute ." 
POMPEY 36. "Stratonice playing the harp ( pse-
lasa ) at the banquet, captivated Mithridates." 
-Here are indisputable examples of the use of "psallo" 
with instrumental . meaning by authors writing at the very 
ti me when the apostle Paul was writing his Epistles . It 
fo llows, therefore, with absolute certainty, as Professor 
Bacon says, that "psallo" retained its instrumental significa-
t ion in the New Testament. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
FOURTH NEGATIVE 
Brother Clubb is having a hard time. He first quarreled 
with his proposition; next he attempted to evade the issue; 
and then he tries to wrangle with his opponent. In the last 
chapter he does not discuss his proposition or its issue. He 
has forsaken his proposition in the hour of need. 
He is to affirm that the New Testament teaches that in-
strumental music is "in Christian worship." I should like 
for him tb analyze "Christian worship" and tell us what else 
he thinks is "in" it besides instrumental music. "Chris-
tian worsliip" as an integral or complete whole is made up 
of parts; the whole of anything is the sum of all of its parts. 
If any of its parts are lacking, the nature of the whole is 
destroyed. Brother Clubb's proposition says that instru-
mental music is one of the parts of "Christian worship." 
Will Brother Clubb kindly tell us what other items compose 
"Christian worship?" May "Christian worship" have more 
parts at one time than at another? · Can any of its parts be 
left off without destroying the nature of "Christian wor-
ship?" If instrumental music is "in Christian worship," 
then there can be no "Christian worship" without instru-
mental music. 
I have tried to get Brother Clubb to answer these ques-
tions: "ls singing commanded in th e New Testament?" 
And: "Is singing in Christian worship?" · The reasons for 
his not answering these questions are obvious. I repeat: 
"Any proposition in the realm of religion that cannot be 
proved by our English Bible is not true-it cannot be 
proved." I have also challenged h1m to give a New Testa-
ment Scripture that mentions instrumental music "in Ch?'is-
tian worship." He has failed to meet the challenge. 
Brother Clubb is still disturbed about Robinson's Greek 
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Lexicon (1825 edition). He says "we will let Dr. Robin-
son himself tell us" if he is the author of it. He then quotes 
from the "Preface" of the 1850 edition, in which the author 
says that his 1825 edition "was a translation of Wahl's 
'Clavis Philologica Novi Testamenti,' with some additions." 
Yes, "with some additions." What were those "some addi-
tions?" We will let Dr. Robinson tell us what those "addi-
tions" were. As quoted in Chapter VI, Dr. Robinson says 
of the 1825 edition: "It became necessary to recur constantly 
to the original Greek, and to form the definitions from the 
New Test ament itself, rather than from the very general 
definitions either of Wahl or Schleu sner." So we see that 
the "some addi t ions" which Dr. Robinson made were those 
"definitions" which he "formed from the New Testament 
itself." I quoted Dr. Robinson's definition of "psallo" as 
used only in the New Testament. It is as follows: "Psallo , 
in the New Testament, to sing, and construed with 
a dative of per son, to sing in honor or in praise of any one, 
to sing praises to, to celebrate in song." It is very obvious 
why Brother Clubb is afraid of this definition. 
I gave nine classical lexicons showing that "psallo" finally 
came to mean "sing;" and then eleven New Testament lexi-
cal authorities were quoted showing that its New Testament 
meaning was "sing" or "praise." Brother Clubb does not 
even show enough respect to these twenty lexical authorities 
to examine what they say. This is an admission that he 
cannot dispute such an array of lexical authorities which 
are opposed to his proposition. He makes a feeble effort to 
discredit Thayer's definition, which betrays the death strug-
gle which he is making in order to save his proposition . 
Any reader can pick up Thayer's Lexicon and read the New 
Testament meaning of "psallo." I quote it again: "Psallo, 
in the New Testament, to sing a hymn, to celebrate 
the praises of God in song." I remind him again that Lid-
dell and Scott's Lexicon is not a New Testament lexicon; 
it does not even claim to be a New Testament lexicon. It is 
a classical lexicon. 
Thayer and Abbott-Smith both claim the same for 
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"psallo"-namely, "in the New Testament, to sing a hymn, 
sing praise." Again he quotes A. Campbell on the author-
ity of Greek lexicons, yet he will not take what Mr. Camp-
bell says on instrumental music. Mr. Campbell said: "I 
presume , to all spiritual-minded Christians, such aids would 
be as a cowbell in a concert." He has introduced Mr. Camp-
bell, but will not take Mr. Campbell's testimony on the very 
point which is at issue. 
He does not quote Trench fully on "psalmos." On page 
143 of his book, "Synonyms of the New Testament," in 
speaking of "psalmos," "humnos," and "ode," Trench says 
that "the words, even at the time when he [Paul] wrote , 
may have been often promiscuously, confusedly used." That 
is, these words were used synonymously. All know that 
"ode" never had an instrumental accompaniment, and yet 
"psalmos" is used synonymously with "ode." 
He refers to a number of private letters. The reader 
will have to see more than Brother Clubb's brief excerpts 
of these private letters before any weight can be given them. 
But suppose that his private letters bear the testimony 
which he claims, what of it? He only makes them contra-
dict the twenty lexical authorities that have been given. He 
puts the authors of his private letters in direct opposition to 
the standard New Testament lexicons which have been 
quoted. 
He has appealed to the scholarship of the world to help 
him support his proposition, and has been groping in the 
darkness of confusion, garbling quotations, and misapply-
ing the testimony of standard authorities. I respect schol-
arship and revere consecrated scholars. This proposition 
cannot be proved by an appeal to scholarship. It must be 
proved by the word of God. He has agreed to prove his 
proposition to be "Scriptural." May I again plead with him 
to cease rambling around in the musty volumes of human 
wisdom and return to the refreshing source of infinite wis-
dom, the Bible? He knows that the English Bible does not 
suppo rt his proposition; he ought now to admit that the 
scholarship of the world is against him. 
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Brother Clubb assumes that because the Septuagint Ver-
sion uses a word in a certain sense, that the writers of the 
New Testament must use that word in the same sense. The 
fact that a word is used in the Septuagint and then used in 
the New Testament by no means proves that the word has 
the same meaning in the New Testament that it had in the 
Septuagint. He assumes the very point which he must 
prove. An examination of a few words will show the fal-
lacy of this assumption. Take, for example, "circumcision." 
It is used in the Septuagint and also in the New Testament. 
Its New Testament use shows that it has a new and differ-
ent meaning to that which it had in the Septuagint. The 
same is true of "altar," "sacrifice," "priest," "temple," "in-
cense ," etc. The same Greek word for each of these is used 
both in the Septuagint and the New Testament , yet their 
meaning in the New Testament differs widely from their 
meaning in the Septuagint. 
He mentions th ree Hebrew words-nagan, shfr, zamar-
which refer to music in the Septuagint. Of course these 
words are not used in the Septuagint, as they are Hebrew 
words, but they are translated by "psallo" in the Septua-
gint. "N agan" in the Hebrew meant only to play an in-
strument; "shir" meant only to sing; and "zamar" meant to 
sing, or sing with an instrumental accompaniment. Dr. 
Clinton Lockhart, J. C. Stark, and 0. E. Payne all admit 
that "psallo" is used to translate all three of these words in 
the Septuagint. This is an admission that "psallo" in th~ 
Septuagint meant to "sing." 
Brother Clubb finds that in the Hebrew text of Ps. 18: 49 
"zamar" is used, and he assumes that "zamar" included the 
instrument in that Scripture; he further finds that "zamar" 
is translated with "psallo" in the Septuagint, and that Paul 
quoted Ps. 18: 49 in Rom. 15: 9. Therefore, he concludes 
that "psallo" in Rom. 15: 9 includes instrumental music. 
There are two or three assumptions in his reasoning here 
which make his argument very fallacious. First, he as-
sumes that "zamar" included the instrument in the Hebrew 
text of Ps. 18: 49. This assumption is without proof, be-
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cause "zamar" meant to sing with or without instrumental 
accompaniment. His second assumption is that "psallo" in 
the Septuagint in Ps. 18: 49 included the instrument. This 
is a mere assumption, as I have before me the Septuagint 
with English translation , and "psallo" in this Scripture is 
tr anslated with "sing." Ezek. 36: 25 uses the word "sprin-
lde," and the wri t er of the Hebrew letter (10: 22) uses the 
word "sprinkle ." The same Greek word used in Ezekiel is 
used in Hebrews . Will Brother Clubb conclude that the 
meaning of "sprinkle" in Hebrews means the same as 
"sprinkle" used in Ezekiel? 
As rebuttal evidence, I submit forty-se ven translation s of 
all of the Scriptures where "p sallo" is found in the New Tes-
tament. The following tabulation will show how "psallo" is 
t ran slated by the se t ran slations. The reader will note that 
"ps allo" as here translated by these fort y-seven translations 
occurs in its translated form more than two hundred and 
twenty -five time s. It is tran slated "sing " one hundred and 
fifty -nine time s ; "prai se," twenty-six time s ; "make melody," 
twent y-three times; "strike the strings," five time s ; "psalm ," 
five t imes ; "make music," five times; "pl ay the harp," t wo 
t imes ; "play ing ," three time s; "sing to the harp, " two times; 
"dancing, " "chantin g," and "sing and play," one time each. 
These translation s repre sent more than two hundred and 
sixty scholars . They had the Septuagint before them and 
knew the New Test amen t meaning of "p sallo." As will be 
seen from thi s list of t ranslati ons, th e might y weight of 
scholar ship is again st Br other Clubb . 
Translations R om. 15: 9 · 1 Cor. 14: 15 .Eph .. 5: 19 J ames 5: 13 
Ty ndale (1534) ___________ Sing ________ Sing ________ lVIa ke melody ____ Sing 
Cra nmer (1540) __________ Siqg ________ Sing ________ M ake melody ____ Sing 
Ge nevan (1560) __________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Ma ke melody ____ Sing 
R heims (1582) ____________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Make melody ____ Sing 
Do uay (1610) ____________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Mak e melody ____ Sing 
Kin g J ames (16 11) ________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Mak e melody ____ Sing 
M acknight (1795) _________ Sing ________ Sing ________ :VIa ke melody ____ Sing 
Rhemi sh (1833) __________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Ma ke melody ____ Sing 
Germ an and En g. (l 853)_ __ Sing __ _____ Sing ________ :vlake melody ____ Sing 
Anderson (1864) __________ Sing ________ Sing _______ (\/lake melody ____ Sing 
Bible U nion (1865) ________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Mak e melody ____ Sing 
Elli cott (1866) ____________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Ma ke melody ____ Sing 
T ischendori (1868) _______ Sing ________ Sing _, _______ i\Iak c melody ____ Sing 
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Translations Rom. 15: 9 1 Cor. 14: 15 Ep h. 5: 19 J ames 5: 13 
Conybeare & H. (1869) ____ Sing ________ Sing ________ M ake melody ____ Sing 
Living Oracles (1873) ___ __ Sing ________ Si1ig ________ M ake melody ____ Sing 
E ng. R. V. (188 l ) _________ Sing ________ Sing ________ M ake melody ____ Sing 
Bible Un ion R . (1883) _____ Sing ________ Sing ________ :Make melody ____ Sing 
Amer ican R . V. (190 l ) ____ Sing ________ Sing ________ Make melody ____ Sing 
Worrells (1904) __________ Sing ________ Sing ________ M ake melody ____ Sing 
Mod ern R . B. (1907) ______ Sing ________ Sing ________ Ma ke melody ____ Sing 
Newcome 's N . T. _________ Sing ________ Sing ________ M ake melody ____ Sing 
Newb erry Bible __________ Sing ________ Sing ________ M ake melody ____ Sing 
Polyglott Bible ___________ Sing ________ Sing ________ M ake melody ____ Sing 
Gr. Im ., En g. ____________ Prai se _______ Pra ise _______ P raising _________ Prai se 
Gr. Int ., Han dy __________ Pr aise _______ P raise _______ P raising _________ Pr aise 
Gr. Int. , Barry ___________ Pr aise _______ P raise _______ Prai sing _________ Pra ise 
Goodspeed (l92 4) _________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Sing praise __ ____ Sing 
Weymouth (1902) __ ______ Sing Ps . _____ P raise _______ Offer prai se ______ Sing P 
Moffatt (1918) ___________ Sing ________ Sing P . ______ Pra isc H. W. i\L Sing P 
Short er Bible (Kent ) ______ Omitt ed _____ P raise _______ P raising _________ Sing P 
Mo ntgomery (1924) _______ Sing ________ P raise _______ M ake music _____ Pl ay H 
Twe nt ieth Cen. (1902) _____ Sing ________ Sing ______ ·-_M ake music _____ Sing 
Emph a tic Dia glott (1864) _Sing ________ Sing p ______ M ake music _____ Sing P 
Roth erha m (1872) ________ Sing ________ Sing ________ M ake music _____ Sing H 
H ayman _________________ Sing ________ Praise _______ Make music _____ Sing 
Ferra r Fenton 's (l 905) ____ Sing ________ Sing ________ D ancing _________ Sing 
Syriac Peshito ____________ Sing ________ Sing P s. _____ Sing ____________ Sing P 
Doddr idge (182 l ) _________ Sing P ______ Sing p ______ Sing and chant __ Sing P 
Rotherh am (1897 ) ________ St r. strin gs __ St r. st rings __ Strike strings ____ Str. st . 
Wycliffe (1380) ___________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Sing P s. _________ Sing P 
Coptic ___________________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Chant ing ________ Sing P 
Vulgate __________________ Sing ________ Psalm _______ Psalm ing ________ Psalm 
Ballant ine (1923) _____ ____ Sing ________ Sing ________ Play ing har p ____ Sing H 
Lu the r 's _________________ Sing ________ Sing ________ P laying _________ Sing 
Coptic Version (1905) ____ _ Sing ________ Sing _______ . Play ing ________________ _ 
Alford' s_ ________________ Sing ________ Sing ________ Play ing _________ Sing 
Weizsaker _______________ Sing ________ SinJ.r ________ Sing and play ____ Sin 
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CHAPTER IX 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE 
I want to refer the reader again to the five passages which 
ha ve to do with the present discussion, this time quoting 
what each one ha s to say. 
Rom. 15: 9 say s : "I will sing [psallo] unto thy 
name." 1 Cor. 14: 15, 26 says: "I will sing [psallo] with 
the spirit, and I will sing [psallo] with the under standing. 
When ye come together, each one hath a psalm 
[psalmos], hath a teaching," etc. Eph. 5: 19 says: "Speak-
ing one to another in psalm s [psalmoi] and hymns and spir-
itual songs, singin g and making melody [psallontes] with 
your heart to the Lord ." Col. 3: 16 says: "Let the word of 
Chri st dwell in you richl y ; in all wisdom teaching and ad-
monishing one another with psalms [psalmois] and hymn s 
and spiritual song s, singing with grace in your heart s unto 
God." James 5: 13 says : "I s any cheer ful, let him sing 
prai se [psalleto] ." 
Now, is it not clear that whatever "p sallo" in it s noun , 
ver b, and partici pial form s means in these passage s, our 
En glish word s, "sing," "p salm," and "making melody" must 
mea n, in order to convey the sense of Paul' s words? There-
fore, we must go back t o the Greek to find out what these 
word s must mea n in the above passage s. And this is ex-
actly what we have always done when in doubt about the 
int erp t·etation of any New Testament word or pa ssage. 
Th is is what Alexander Campbell did in his debate s on what 
our Eng lish word "baptize" means. He went to the Greek 
word "baptizo, " and produced evidence from lexicons , 
classical writers, the Septuagint, contemporaneous writings , 
etc., to show what "baptizo" means in the Greek New Tes-
tament, and, therefore, what our English word "baptize" 
must mean. Pre sident Loos did the same thing in a serie s 
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of articles on the same subject in the Millennial Harbinger 
of 1870. John S. Sweeney in all his discussions did like-
wise. These great men made their appeal to the word of 
God as interpreted by the best scholarship available. Schol-
arship is not infallible, but its conclusions are the most au-
thoritative we know, in our search for truth in the Bible and 
in every other realm of human interest. 
It is a strange thing for a college president, in this day, 
to say: "This question [instrumental music in worship] can-
not be settled by scholarship. It must be settled by the 
word of God." This statement means, in the judgment of 
Brother Boles, that scholarship can give us no help in seek-
ing to know the will of God as revealed in his word. On the 
contrary, the simple truth is that this and all other religious 
questions must be settled, as far as human judgment can 
settle them, by the word of God, as interpreted and ex-
plained by the most enlightened scholarship we have. A 
man who puts a premium on ignorance in his approach to 
the study of the Bible will not get very far in knowing wha t 
it teaches on any subject. 
My use of the Septuagint, Jose phu s, and Plutarch, in 
Chapter VII , was to show that outside of the New Testa-
ment "psallo" carried its inst rumen tal meaning at the very 
time the New Testament was written. As this is very im-
portant evidence, I must notice the feeble attempt of my 
opponent to answer it. I quoted from Dean Alford and 
President Loos to show that the Septuagint and the New 
Testament are in the same diction, and th at the meaning of 
a word in the Septuagint is decisive as to its meaning in the 
New Testament. Dean Alford says: "The Septuagint ren-
dered to Christianity a most important service, for it formed 
the Greek of the New Testament both in its vocabulary and 
its grammar . The New Testament, humanly speaking , could 
not have been written unless the Septuagint had provided for 
it a language." 
Dr. Abbott-Smith says, in a personal letter to me, that 
" 'psallo' is a distinctively Septuagint word." This can 
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only mean, as he goes on to say, that its meaning in the 
Septuagint is the same as it is in the New Testament. 
Professor Loos says : "The Septuagint may be regarded 
as the mother, religiously, of the New Testament Greek. 
The testimony it offers, therefore, of the meaning of 'bap-
tizo' is decisive as to its meaning in the New Testament, 
both using the same diction.'' (Millennial Harbinger, 
1870.) 
Brother Boles mentions "circumcision," "altar," "sacri-
fice," "priest," "temple," "incense," and says: "The same 
Greek word for each of these words is used in both the Sep-
tuagint and the New Testament, yet their meaning in the 
New Testament differs widely from their meaning in the 
Septuagint." Now, just the opposite is true. These word s 
are repeatedly used in the New Testament in precisely the 
same sense as they are used in the Septuagint, as the fol-
lowing references clearly show: Gal. 5: 6; 1 Cor. 10: 18; 
Heb. 9: 6; Matt. 4: 5; Luke 1: 10.' That these words are 
used also in a secondary or figurative sense is true, but the 
context always makes this use clear. The plain, ordinary 
use of these words is exactly the same in the Septuagint as 
in the New Testament. 
My opponent says that "psallo" is used in Ps. 68: 25 to 
translate the Hebrew word shir , which means only to sing. 
I thought so, too, till my attention was called to the matter 
by Prof. Robert N. Pfeiffer, the distinguished Hebrew 
scholar, of Harvard University. In a letter, dated July 30, 
1925, he says: "It is not true, as you say, that in Ps. 68: 25 
the Septuagint translates the particle of shir (shar,im) with 
'psallo ;' 'psallonton' of the Greek translates negonim (from 
nagan) of the Hebrew; sharim of the Hebrew was read 
sarim by the Greek and rendered accordingly arxontes (rul-
ers, princes).'' I have verified this statement in my own He-
brew Bible, and find that Professor Pfeiffer is correct. I 
repeat that "psallo" is never used in the Septuagint to trans-
late a Hebrew word which means simply and only to sing. 
Brother Boles says I assume that zamar in Ps. 18: 49 in-
cludes the instrument. This is the prophecy which Paul 
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quotes in Rom. 15: 9. Thi s fact gives it its importance in 
this discussion. I am not assuming that zamar in this pas-
sage includes the instrument. I do not know of any scholar 
who denies it. I wrote to several Hebrew scholars on thi s 
point. In answer to my question, Professor Pfeiffer , of 
Harvard University , replied: "In P s. 18: 49 the word zamar 
means to sing with musical accompaniment; the Greek 
'psallo' is a correct rende ring." Prof . R. H. Gowen, Uni-
versity of Washington , a Hebrew scholar of rank , was asked 
by me: "What is the meaning of zamar in P s. 18: 49? Does 
it carry the idea of instrumental accompaniment there?" 
He answered: "Yes. " Professor Kemper Fullerton , Ober-
lin College, a Hebrew scholar, wa s asked : "Does zarnm · ever 
mean to sing without musical accompaniment?" He an-
swered: "I believe it alw ays carries with it the idea of sing-
ing to instrumental accompaniment. " I asked him: "What 
is the meaning of zamar in P s. 18 : 49 ?" He answered: 
"It has its regular meaning; nothin g in the context to sug-
gest any other." 
The evidence , then, from the Septuagint as to the meaning 
of "psallo" in the New Testament is overwhelming . 
I must stop here and make an explanation. Brother 
Boles and I had written and exch anged five chapters each , 
when we discovered that hi s eighth chapter, as well as his 
first, was very much too long to appear as written. It wa s 
necessary, therefore, that it should be redrafted. Of course, 
it was understood that neither one of us, in this redrafting 
process, could leave out or change any argument, reply, or 
rebuttal , which had been wr itten . The shortening must be 
accomplished without that. I was surprised, therefore, 
when I got hi s redrafted Chapter VIII back for review and 
reply, to find th at he had omitted his comment on my refer-
ences to Josephu s and Plutarch. That he had no right to 
leave this out goes without saying. He had already seen my 
reply to his comment in my original ninth chapter. In the 
language of the court, this act of Brother Boles is a "con-
fession and avoidance." I must, therefore , give his com-
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ment as it appears in his original eighth chapter, which I 
hold in my possession. 
In Chapter VII I gave three references to Josephus' use 
of the word "psallo." Brother Boles' comment on the sec-
ond is in keeping with what he says about the other two; · 
so there is need to notice only one, the second. He says: 
"The second reference (Antiquities, VI, 3, 2) refers to an 
event which occurred during the days of King Saul, long 
before New Testament times. Josephus is describing Saul's 
madnes s and David's ministering to him. He must use 
words with the 'meaning which they had in th e days of Saul 
in order to describe the event at that time." (Italics mine.) 
I call attention to two or three things in connection with 
this remarkable statement. (1) Josephus was writing in 
Greek , and they did not speak Greek in King Saul's day . 
This takes all the wind out of Brother Boles' sail. There 
was neither a Greek language nor a Greek people in exist-
ence at that time. (2) Josephus was not writing for the 
people that lived in King Saul's day, but for those who were 
living at the time he was writing, and, therefore, he must 
use words which were in common use by them, or they would 
not understand him. They knew what "psallo" meant, and 
he used the word in the sense in which he knew he would 
be understood. In describing an event which took place in 
Chaucer's time, would it be necessary to use Old English 
with which to do it? This is the logic of Brother Boles' po-
sition . (3) He concedes that Josephus did use the word 
"psallo" with its ins_trumental meaning, and thus realJy sur-
renders the whole question; for if Josephu s used the word 
in this sense, then it is absolutely certain that this was its 
current meaning at the very day when Paul was writing hi s 
Epistles. 
Professor Loos' opinion of Jo sephus and the value of hi s 
testimony as to the meaning of the Greek of the New Tes-
tament is of great importance. He says: "Josephus wa s 
born about thirty-seven years after Christ. He wrote in 
the time the New Testament was written, and wrote in the 
same diction-Hellenistic Greek-and in its best form. He 
5 
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wrote as a cultivated scholar." He goes on to speak of the 
Greek which Josephus used thus: "And this is Hellenistic 
Greek, immediately, in all respects as to time, author, coun-
try, alongside New Testament Greek. The force of this tes-
timony is as complete as evidence can possibly be." (Mil-
lennial Harbinger, 1870.) 
As to Plutarch, from whom I quoted in Chapter VII, and 
who lived and wrote in the days of Paul, only a word more 
is needed. Thayer and Robinson both, in their New Testa-
ment lexicons, in defining "psallo," refer to Plutarch's use 
of the word with instrumental signification. The incontest-
able fact that both Josephus and Plutarch were using 
"psallo" with its instrumental meaning, at the very time 
when Paul was writing his Epistles, is proof beyond all 
doubt that it carried the idea of instrumental accompani-
ment in the New Testament. This fact so well established, 
all opposition to its use to-day should be abandoned. 
THE VERSION S 
We come now to the third class of witnesses that "psallo" 
carries its instrumental meaning in the New Testament. 
First, I must notice the long list of versions given by Brother 
Boles in Chapter VIII. Not one of these gives the slighte st 
supp_ort to his contention, for the evident reason that twelve 
of them are outspoken against him, and the rest have not a 
word to say in his behalf. Why he should have run on 
ahead of the affirmative and referred to them at all is not 
clear. What he needs is just one sta9dard Greek lexicon 
or version of the New Testament that explicitly, or by im-
plication, excludes instrumental accompaniment in the New 
Testament. He counts two hundred and sixty authorities , 
he says, that favor him, the names of whom he does not 
know, and of whose opinion on the subject we are discuss-
ing he is equally ignorant. This wholesale counting of sup-
posed authorities is a very lame excuse for an argument in 
a discussion which calls for something definite and to the 
point. 
Brother Boles, in his use of the versions, assumes the ver y 
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point at issue : He assumes that "psalms," "sing," and 
"singing and making melody," ~ . ~sed in· these versions, 
excludes instrumental accompaniment, and that the authors 
of these versions intended this to be understood. This as-
sumption is without proof. All the evidence there is, is to 
, -·· 
the contrary. 
Three of the members of the American Standard Revi-
sion yommittee have spoken right on. this point. Let us 
hear them. 
Dr. Philip Schaff, president of the committee, comment-
ing on 1 Cor. 14: 15, "I will sing with the spirit, and I will 
sing with the qnderstanding also," says: "A proof that the 
prayer was accompanied with song and harp also." (Crit. 
Doc. and Hom. Com.) 
Prof. M. B. Riddle, a member of the Revision Committee, 
wrote the following letter to J. B. Briney , dated October 16, 
1911: 
MY DEAR MR. BRINEY: 
The word psallo occur s five t imes in the New 'f estament. The Re-
visers render it twice "sing praises," twice, "sing," and once "mak e 
melody. " Originally th e Greek word meant striking the strings of a 
mu sical instrument , but afterwards got the more general sense of 
singin g, the use of an accompa nying instrum ent not being necessarily 
implied. I have no r ecollectio n of any purpose on the part of the 
Revisers to preclude the use of an instrument. My own opinion is 
that the word does not pr eclude the use of an instrument. 
Yours truly, 
M. B. RIDDLE. 
Timothy Dwight, another member of the committee , 
wrote J. B. Briney as follows: 
DEAR Sm: NEW HAVEN, CONN., November 23, 1911. 
I beg your kind indulgence f or not havin g given you an earlier re-
ply to your letter . I would say, in answ er to your question , that I 
do not think the Rev isers meant to imply, by their rendering of psall o, 
that at the time of the wr itin g of the New Testament the word pre-
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eluded the use of an instrument. The use ·of such an instrument is 
regarded, I think, by sctu.lars, as altogether probable. 
Again asking your kind indulgence, I am, 
Very respectfully yours, 
TIMOTHY DWIGHT. 
These men, all great scholars, have given very conclusive 
testimony as to the attitude of the Revisers, both English 
and American Committees, as to the meaning of "sing," 
"sing praises," and "make melody," in the English and 
American Standard Revised Versions of the New Testa-
ment. 
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CHAPTER X 
FIFTH NECA TIVE 
Brother Clubb makes a lame excuse for not quoting Scrip-
ture in support of his proposition. No Scriptures are in 
dispute . His proposition is in dispute; and the Scriptural-
ness of it cannot be proved. The reader will have no trou-
ble in deciding that the English Bible as given by the schol-
arship of the world is right and that Brother Glnbb's prop-
osition is wrong. We must choose between the English Bi-
ble and Brother Clubb's proposition. Both cannot be right, 
for they are contradictory. If Brother Clubb claims to be-
lieve his proposition, he cannot believe the English Bible to · 
be true. He does claim to believe his proposition, and he 
seeks to destroy the force of the English Bible. 
He admits that he cannot prove · his proposition by the 
American Revised Version. Therefore, he says: "We must 
go back to the Greek to find what our English words must 
mean." This is a strange sentence or declaration. We go 
to a Latin dictionary to learn the meaning of La.tin words; 
we turn to a French dictionary to learn the meaning of 
French words; we go to a Greek lexicon to learn the mean-
ing of Greek words; and we go to an English, dictionary to 
learn the meaning of English, words. But Brother Clubb 
says that he goes to Greelo lexicons to find the meaning of 
English words. No wonder he is so confused. He violates 
all laws of language. He does not think that the transla-
tors used clear, definite terms in translating "psa)lo." 
His position forces him ' to say that the average church 
member cannot learn ,how to sing God's praises from the 
standard English versions. This is an insult to the intelli-
gence of the average reader of our English New Testament 
and a futile attempt to impeach and repudiate the standard 
English translations of the English New Testament. Again 
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let me repeat that a,ny proposition in the reaJm of religion 
tha,t ca,nnot be proved by our English Bible is not triw-.it 
cannot be proved. 
There is something fundamentally wrong with a propo-
sition when it is claimed that the American Standard Re-
vision of the New Testament cannot be understood until we 
get the private opinion in private letters from men as to 
what they think was "in the mind" of the translators when 
they gave us the Revised Version. It does not matter what 
others may think was "in the mind" of the translators, the 
fact still remains that they translated "psallo" by "sing." 
All the private letters that Brother Clubb can collect can-
not change this fact. The Revised Version in the transla-
tion of "psallo" excludes mechanical instruments. 
Brother Clubb asserts that "the Septuagint and the New 
Testament are in . the same diction, and that the meaning 
of a word in the Septuagint is decisive as to its meaning in 
the New Testament." Dr. Goodspeed differs from Brother 
Clubb. He says: "The New Testament was written, not in 
classical Greek, nor in the Biblical Greek of the Greek ver-
sion of the Old Testament [Septuagint], not even in the lit-
erary Greek of its own day, but in the common language of 
everyday life." (Preface, New Testament.) Brother 
Clubb's assertion is also contradictory to Dr. A. T. Robert-
son's statement. Dr. Robertson says: "The New Testa-
ment Greek is not translation Greek, and thus differs rad-
ically in most respects from the Septuagint. . . . In 
general the .New Testament stands on a very different plane 
from the Septuagint as to its language, though like it in 
many idioms." (Short Grammar of Greek New Testa-
ment, page 6.) According to these authorities, there is a 
wide difference between the Greek of the Septuagint and the 
Greek of the New Testament. Which shall we believe, Dr. 
Goodspeed and Dr. Robertson or Brother Clubb? 
He claims to have a priva,te letter from Dr. Abbott-Smith 
from which he gets some encouragement. I confess that I 
have but little confidence in his claim based on private let-
ters: Dr. Abbott-{,mith has published in book form to the 
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world: "It is now abundantly clear that' the diction of the 
apostolic writers is not a peculiar isolated idiom, character-
istic of Jewish Hellenists, but simply a common speech of 
the Greek-speaking world at the time when the New Testa-
ment books were written." (Preface , Greek Lexicon of 
New Testament.) If Brother Clubb has a private letter 
from Dr. Abbott-Smith contradicting what he has published 
to the world in book form, he puts Dr. Abbott-Smith in an 
embarrassing situation. 
Brother Clubb contends that because a word is used in 
the Septuagint with a certain meaning, that it must be 
used in the New Testament with the same meaning. At-
tention was called to "circumcision," "altar," "sacrifice," 
"temple," "incense," etc. He says that these words have 
"precisely the same" meaning in the Septuagint and in the 
New Testament . Again he is in error. Does "circumci-
sion" in Ex . 4: 25 and Col. 2: 11 mean the same? "Alta r" 
in Ex. 20: 25 and Heb. 13: 10? "Sacrifice" in Ex . 34: 25 
and Heb. 13: 16? "Temple" in 1 Kings 6: 3 and 2 Cor. 6: 
16? "Incense" in Ex. 37: 29 and Rev. 8: 3? Brother 
Clubb knows that the same Greek word is used both in the 
Septuagint and in the New Testament . He also knows that 
these words are used with different meanings in the above 
references. The same is true with respect to "psallo," as 
has been abundantly pro ved. 
Brother Clubb makes reply to some things which are not 
in the last chapter. He gives a quotation from a manu-
script which he claims to hold. I suppose he thought that 
he could do better in replying to something which was not 
published than he could to reply to what was published . 
Thi s,is a confession on his part that he was unable to meet 
some things presented in Chapter VIII. Brother Clubb, 
why did you not answer my questions which were published 
in Chapter VIII? I asked: Is singing commanded in the 
N ew Testament? Is singing in Christian worship? He 
should have given some attention to these questions; but , in-
stead of doing so, he replies to something that is not pub-
lished. 
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But I wish to notice his comment on that which was not 
published. He gave three references to Josephus, trying to 
show that Josephus used "psallo" in the same sense that the 
New Testament writers used it. The best translators · of 
Josephus translate the three references which Brother Clubb 
gave by "sing." In one reference Josephus is describing an 
event in the days of Saul. Brother Clubb says, "There was 
neither a Greek language nor a Greek people in existence at 
that time"-that is, during the days of King Saul. Now, 
that is a very bold statement. "Aristotle and Aristarchus 
seem to have put Homer's date about 1044 B.C." (The En-
cyclopedia Britannica, Eleventh Edition, Volume 12, page 
508.) All know that Homer was a gooat Greek poet. 
"King Saul began his reign 1023 B.C." (The Chronology 
of the Bible, by Philip Mauro, page 57.) According to this 
chronology, the Greek poet Homer wrote twenty-one years 
before King Saul began reigning. This has nothing to do 
with the proposition; it is irrelevant; but I suppose Brother 
Clubb must occupy space with such things, as he cannot give 
any Scripture in support of his proposition. 
Attention is called to a quotation which Brother Clubb 
says is from Dr. Philip Schaff. I regret to expose Brother 
Clubb on this point. The quotation is not from Dr; Schaff. 
Brother Clubb's great eagerness to discredit the American 
Revised Version caused him to make this blunder. - Dr. 
Lange, with a number of European scholars, wrote in Ger-
man, "A Commentary on the Holy Scriptures-Critical, Doc-
trinal, and Homiletical." Dr. Lange as editor in chief as-
signed to other scholars different books of the Bible upon 
which to write a commentary. He assigned First Corin-
thians to Dr. Kling. Dr. Schaff as editor in chief, with other 
American scholars, translated Dr. Lange's commentary 
from the German into the English. Dr. D. W. Poor trans-
lated Dr. Kling's commentary on First Corinthians from the 
German into English. Brother Clubb's quotation is Dr. 
Poor's translation of Dr. Kling's comment on 1 Cor. 14: 15. 
Next he quotes from a private letter of M. D. Riddle, a 
member of the American Standard · Revision Commitee, try-
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ing to show that the Revision Committee did not translate 
"psallo" correctly when it translated "psallo" by "sing." 
Unfortunately for Brother Clubb; Dr. Riddle has published 
in book form to the world the following statement: "It is 
perhaps impossible to distinguish these [psalms, hymns , 
songs] very exactly; but 'psalms' would include Old Testa-
ment Psalms and probably sacred songs of a similar char-
acter . The original idea of the word [psalmos], that of . 
musical accompaniment, would hardly be retained at thi s 
time." (A Popular Commentary on the New Testament , 
Volume III, comment on Eph. 5: 19, by M. D. Riddle.) The 
reader may put in contrast Dr. Riddle's published statemen t 
to the world, in book form, with his scholarship at stake, 
with what Brother Clubb claims that he said in a privat e 
letter. The two statements contradict each other. Which 
should we believe? 
Brother Clubb says that "psallo " is never used in the Sep-
tuagint to translate the Hebrew word shir . Again he is 
not supported in this assertion by sound scholarship. Roth-
erham, Clinton Lockhart, J. C. Stark, and 0 . E. Payne all 
say that shir in Ps. 68 : 25 is translated with "psallo" in the 
Septuagint . Frequently form s of shir are translated with 
forms of "psallo." 
(1) "Psaltodein, to sing, is a translation of shir in 2 
Chron. 5: . 13, 'when the trumpe ters and singers were as 
one.' (2) Psaltdos, singer s, is a translation of shir (verbal 
form) in 1 Chron. 6: 33; 9: 33 ; 15: 16; 15: 19; 15: 27; 2 
Chron. 5 : 12; 20: 21 ; 35 : 15. It is a translat ion of shir 
(noun form) in 1 Chron . 13: 8; 2 Chron. 29: 28 . (3) 
Psalmos, a noun, is a translation of shir, a noun, in the title 
of three Psalms-that is, 46, 48, 66.' ' (Dr. H. B. Carre, 
Vanderbilt University.) 
It should be remembered that shir always means to sing 
and never to play or to be accompanied with an instrument. 
It is amusing to know how Brother Clubb ·could "verify" 
what is in the different editions of the Septuagint (a Greek 
t;ext) by looking "into my own Hebrew Bible.'' What he 
should have done was to "verify the statement" by looking 
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"in his own Septuagint [Greek] Bible." Brother Clubb 
looked into the wrong book to "verify" what he claims that 
he did verify. I suppose it sounds more "learned and schol-
arly" to say, "I looked into my own Hebrew Bible." 
Will Brother Clubb take the definition of "baptizo" as 
given by some of the authorities which he quotes on 
"psallo ?" Some of the authorities that he quotes on 
"psallo" give the meaning of "baptizo" to "sprinkle." Why 
take the definition of his scholars of "psallo" and not take 
their definition of "baptizo ?" 
Brother Clubb contends that the mechanical instrument 
is in "psallo." God commands us to "psallo." I admit that 
we must do whatever is commanded in "psallo." If the 
mechanical instrument is in "psallo," then Brother Clubb 
cannot do what God commands in "psallo" without using 
the mechanical instrument. He has committed himself to 
this inevitable conclusion. He cannot now consistently say 
that instrumental music is "a mere aid" or "an expedient." 
If he is consistent in his practice with his reasoning, he 
must use a mechanical instrument in all of his worship. 
A word further should be said about the references to 
Josephus and Plutarch. The best translations of these two 
authorities translate "psallo" in the quotations by "sing." 
Robinson does not refer to Josephus and Plutarch in giving 
the New Testament meaning of "psallo." Thayer does not 
refer to Josephus at all in defining "psallo," not even in giv-
ing its classical meaning. Again Brother Clubb commits 
the crime of confusing the classical meaning of "psallo" 
with its New Testament meaning. 
Forty-seven translations have been given. These repre-
sent more than two hundred and sixty scholars. A list of 
commentators with their comments is now submitted. 
DR. FINDLAY: "Through its Septuagint use, especially in 
the title 'psalmoi,' the word came to signify the singing of 
praise to God ; but the connection indicates a larger ref er-
ence than to the singing of the Old Testament Psalms." 
(Expositor's Greek Testament, 1 Cor. 14: 15.) 
DR. WHEDON: "Psalm. By the derivation of the 
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word it signifies a sacred poem to be chanted in accompani-
ment with an instrument. But during the period of 
churchly inspiration, when each one had an improvised 
psalm ( 1 Cor. 14: 26), the psalm lost the instrument." 
(Commentary on New Testament, Eph. 5: 19.) 
DR. J. A. BEET: "Paul first bids his readers speak in their 
songs one to another, and then bids them sing to the Lord. 
To him they can and must sing in their hearts, both in vocal 
praise and when their song is silent." (A Commentary on 
St. Paul's Epistles, Eph. 5: 19.) 
BLOOMFIELD: "Accordingly such psalmoi differed in no 
material respect from humnoi." (Greek New Testament, 
with English Notes, Eph. 5: 19.) 
AMERICAN COMMENTARY ON NEW TESTAMENT: "Personal 
enjoyment of singing, which is all that James here speci-
fies, would lead to congregational singing." (Comment on 
James 5: 13.) 
CONYBEARE AND HOWSON : "When you meet, let your en-
joyment consist not in fullness of wine, but fullness of the 
spirit; let your songs be, not the drinking songs of heathen 
feasts, but psalms and hymns; and their accompaniment, 
not the music of the lyre, but the melody of the heart; while 
you sing them to the praise, not of Bacchus or Venus, but of 
the Lord Jesus Christ." (Comment on Eph. 5: 19.) 
MACKNIGHT: "But as the precept concerning our singing 
psalms when cheerful does not imply that we are not to 
pray then, so the precept concerning prayer in affliction does 
not imply that we are not to express our joy in suffering ac-
cording to the will of God, by singing psalms as Paul and 
Silas did in the jail at Philippi." (Comment on James 5: 
13.) 
BURKITT'S NOTES ON NEW TESTAMENT, Volume II: "Sing-
ing these with the mouth, and also making melody in your 
heart to the Lord. . That in singing these, there 
must be an inward harmony and musical melody, in the 
soul and heart, as well as in the tongue. Besides a melo-
dious tuning of the voice, the exercise of the understanding 
and the orderly motions of the affection must accompany 
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them that will make melody in the heart to the Lord in their 
singing." (Comment on Eph. 5: 19.) 
. ADAM CLARKE: "I further believe that the use of such in-
struments of music .in the Christian Church is without the 
sanction and against the will of God ; that they are subver-
sive of the spirit of true devotion, and that they are sinful. 
· I am an old man, and an old minister ; and I here 
declare that I never knew them productive of any good in 
the worship of God, and have had reason to believe . that 
they were productive of much evil. Music, as a science, I 
·esteem and admire; but instruments of music in the house of 
God, I abominate and abhor. This is the abuse of music; 
and here I register my protest against all such corruptions 
in the worship of the Author of Christianity. The late ven-
erable and most eminent divine, the Rev. John Wesley, who 
was a lover of music and an elegant poet, when asked his 
opinion of instrumental music being introduced into the 
chapels of the Methodists, said, in his terse and powerful 
manner: 'I have no objection to instruments of music in our 
chapels, provided they are neither heard nor seen.' I say 
the same, though I think the expense of purchase had better 
be spared.'' (Comment on Amos 6.) 
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CHAPTER XI 
s1xm AFFIRMATIVE 
We found in Chapter IX that three of the members of the 
Revision Committee stated that the Revisers had no thought 
of excluding instrumental accompaniment from the meaning 
of "psallo," as translated "sing" and "make melody" in the 
English and American Standard Revised Versions of the 
New Testament. The three men who testified to this fact 
were all outstanding scholars on the committee. Dr. Philip 
Schaff, the great church historian, was president of the 
American section of the committee. Timothy Dwight was 
president of Yale University and the author of many critical 
works, including a commentary on Colossians. Professor 
Riddle was a distinguished scholar. The character and 
weight of this testimony is of the greatest importance. If 
ai1ybody on earth knew what was in the minds of the Re-
visers, these three men did . 
I want to introduce the testimony of twelve men to sub-
stantiate what these members of the Revision Committee 
have stated. The judgment of these scholars puts the mat-
ter absolutely beyond dispute. These men are among the 
finest Greek scholars in the world. They have access to the 
most adequate and up-to-date means of information. If 
they do not know the Greek New Testament and how it 
should be translated into English , it is useless to look else-
where. 
The following question was sent to each: "Do you think 
the Revision Committee of the English and American Stand-
ard Versions intended to convey to the mind of the reader 
the idea that mechanical musical instruments are excluded 
by their translating the words 'psallo,' 'psallontes,' and 
'psalleto,' to 'sing,' 'sing psalms,' and 'making melody?' " 
They replied as follows: 
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PROF. JAMES HARDY ROPES, New Testament Greek, Har-
vard University: "No. 'Psallo' seems in the New Testa-
ment to have been used to mean 'sing' without regard to 
the question of whether the singing was accompanied or 
not." 
PROF. JULIAN PRICE LOVE, New Testament Department, 
Lane Theological Seminary: "I do not imagine for a mo-
ment that the Revisers had in mind excluding such musical 
instruments by their translation. I do not suppose the mat-
ter occurred to them at all. The English versions do not 
limit the meaning of 'psallo' to vocal music." 
PROF. R. C.H. L~NSKI, New Testament Exegesis, Evan-
gelical Lutheran Theological Seminary: "I answer no. 
They knew too much Greek." 
DEAN J. HEINRICHS, Northern Bapti st Theological Semi-
nary : "The Revisers did not intend to exclude the use of 
mechanical instruments in their t ra nslations of this word 
(psallo) in the above passages." 
PROF. HARRY RANSTON, New Zealand: "No." 
PROF. JAMES STALKER, Scotland , author of the Life of 
Christ, also the Life of Paul: "The derivation of the Greek , 
so far from excluding , suggests instrumental accompani-
ment." 
REV. J . R. DUMMERLOW, Cambridge University, England , 
author of the One-Volume Commentary of the Bible: "No. " 
PROF. EDGAR GOODSPEED, Chicago Univer sity: "No." 
PROF. WALTER LOCK, Oxford Univer sity, England : "No." 
DR. A. T. ROBERTSON, New Test ament Greek, Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary: "No. " (Brother Boles say s 
Dr. Robertson is the greate st living Greek scholar. See 
Chapter II .) 
PROF. BENJAMIN W. BACON, New, Testa ment Greek , Yale 
Univer sity: "No." 
PROF. WILLIAM G. BALLANTINE, author River side Ver sion 
of the New Testament: "No." 
Where is there in all the world a rec ognized scholar who 
denies the te stimony of the se fifteen men? In the light of 
this evidence by the world 's finest New Testament scholar s, 
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it is perfectly clear that, both in the King James and 
the American Standard Revised Versions, "sing," "sing 
praises," and "making melody" do not exclude instrumental 
accompaniment from the singing in worship. 
But now, let us go a step further, We have some modern 
versions which are very emphatic and illuminating as to the 
meaning of "psallo," the word which Paul used. 
1. TWENTIETH CENTURY NEW TESTAMENT: Eph. 5: 19, 
"Sing and make music in your hearts to the Lord." 
2. MONTGOMERY: Eph. 5: 19, "Singing and making music 
in your hearts to the Lord." 
3. ROTHERHAM, Emphasized New Testament: Eph. 5: 19, 
"Singing and striking the strings with your heart unto the 
Lord." 
4. MOFFATT'S NEW TESTAMENT: Eph. 5: 19, "Praise the 
Lord heartily with words and music." This is a new trans-
lation from the original, and is a marvel of accurate schol-
arship . Dr. W. G. Ballantine, whose translation I give 
next, says Moffatt is the finest Greek New Testament scholar 
in the world. The following question was add ressed to Dr. 
Moffatt: "Does your translation limit the meaning of 'psallo ' 
to vocal music?" He replied: "No, certainly not." 
5. RIVERSIDE NEW TESTAMENT, by w. G. Ballantine, 
translated from the original, 1923: Eph. 5: 19, "Singing 
and playing the harp heartily to the Lord." 
How could testimony be more conclusive than this? 
One step more in the versions. How is ' 'psallo" trans-
lated into other lan guages than our own? How do the 
Christians of other countries read the word of God in their 
tongue? Let us see. 
1. THE COPTIC BIBLE for the Egyptian Christians reads: 
Eph. 5: 19, "Praising and playing to the Lord in your 
heart s." 
2. THE NORWEGIAN NEW TESTAMENT for the Christians 
of Norway reads : Eph. 5: 19, "Sing and play for the Lord 
in your hearts." 
3. LUTHER'S BIBLE for German Christians reads: Eph . 
5: 19, "Sing and play to the Lord in your hearts." 
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4. WEIZSAECKER'S TRANSLATION for the Christians of his 
land reads: Eph. 5: 19, "Singing and playing with your 
heart to God the Father." 
5. SCANDINAVIAN EW TESTAMENT for the Christians of 
that country reads: Eph. 5: 19, "Sing and play in your heart 
to the Lord." 
The testimony of the versions is complete. The King 
James, the English and American Standard Revised, the 
modern versions, and the •versions of other lands-all unite 
in saying that "psallo" in the New Testament indicates sing-
ing with instrumental accompaniment. 
COMMUNICATIONS FROM SCHOLARS 
We next present the fourth class of witnesses that 
"psallo" carries its instrumental meaning in the New Tes-
tament. The scholars now to testify are representative of 
the best scholarship of the world. They are all distin-
guished men, and what they say is of the greatest impor-
tance. They are neither partial nor prejudiced. The ques-
tion we are discussing is a matter of no special concern to 
them, one way or the other. They bring to us their un-
biased, disinterested judgment. These men are qualified to 
speak with authority. They are in possession of all the 
facts in the case. 
This question was asked each of these men: "Does the 
Greek word 'psallo,' as used in Rom. 15: 9; Eph. 5: 19; Col. 
3: 16; and James 5: 13, permit the use of mechanical instru-
ments in connection with the singing in Christian worship?" 
They replied as follows: 
PROF. JAMES H. ROPES, of Harvard University: "They 
certainly do not forbid it." 
PROF. EDGAR GOODSPEED, Chicago University: "It does 
not exclude it." 
PROF. WILLIAM N. BATES, University of Pennsylvania: 
"Yes." 
DR. DUMMERLOW, Cambridge University, England: 
"Yes." 
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PROF. WALTER LOCK, Oxford University, England: "Yes." 
PROF. A. T. ROBERTSON, Louisville, Southern Baptist The-
ological Seminary: "Yes." 
Dr. Robertson wrote me the following letter, dated Jan-
uary 18, 1926: 
MY DEAR BROTHER CLUBB: 
I have your favor of January 18. If you have my books, you can 
easily see whether I have been correctly quoted and understood. I 
am not responsible for inferences that people draw. Liddell and 
Scott and Thayer's lexicons are still the standard among scholars. I 
do not care to be a party to your disputes about "psallo." I can only 
say that I see no objection to the use of instrumental music in wor-
ship. Sincerely yours, 
A. T. ROBERTSON . 
PROF. BENJAMIN w. BACON, New Testament Greek, Yale 
University: 
DEAR Mn. CLUBB: September 18, 1925. 
It is certainly unfortunate that union among Christian bodies 
should be made to depend on childish questions; but since the case is 
such, you are entitled to all the information I can give. 
In the New Testament the word "psallein" and its derivatives still 
retains its original sense "to pluck the string'' ( of a stringed instru-
ment of music), hence "to harp." In the passages cited (Rom. J-5: 9; 
Eph. 5 : 19; Col. 3: 16; James 5: 13) this sense has become merged in 
the more general sense, "offer a hymn," just as to-day, in communi-
ties where the use of church organs is universal, a reporter would 
stat e that "the congregation joined in a hymn" without making special 
mention of the organist's part, though doubtless hymns often are sung 
without accompaniment among ourselves, and also were in New Tes-
tament times. 
Neither Thayer, nor Sophocles, nor the American Revisers give any 
ground for the statement that the New Testament use of the words in 
que stion excludes instrumental accompaniment. 
Very sincerely yours, 
BEN.JAMIN W. BACON. 
PROF. w. G. BALLANTINE, author Riverside New Testa-
ment. Here is a remarkable letter, showing the marks of 
the most painstaking scholarship: 
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DEAR MR. CLUBB: 
In reply to your letter of the 16th, I would say: The Greek word 
psa,llo means primarily ''to touch the strings of a harp and make 
them vibrate." In the Greek Old Testament it is used to translate the 
Hebrew words that mean this. From this it came to mean the whole 
performance, words and music. The words were called psalms be-
cause they were the words sung with the harp. The word vsalni i s 
a noun derived from the verb psallo, and the only reason for -using it , 
and not some other word, was that harp music was used with thos e 
words. 
In Eph. 5: 19 Paul first say s "singing," using the word ad ont es, 
whi ch refe rs to the voice alone, and then adds psallonte s . Why did he 
do this? Did he desir e merely to say the same thing over? No; he 
meant "singing and playing the harp." 
The Old Version say s, "singing and making melody." How can 
melody be made? If the performer is already singin g, he can mak e 
melody only by using an instrument. 
Moffatt, who in my opinion is the best G1·eek scholar amon g mod-
ern translators, renders Eph. 5: 19, "praise the Lord heartily wi t h 
words and music." How can music be made in addition to singing the 
words? Only with an instrument. 
In Col. 3: 16 the verb psallo does not occur, but the noun psalmos 
does, and I think that that implies an instrument. 
The word psallo occurs four times in the New Testament. In two 
of these places I have brought in the word harp in the Riverside New 
Testament (Eph . 5: 19 and James 5: 13). Twice I have not intro-
duced the word harp, although I believe that it is meant, because it 
would make the sentence heavy and distract the reader's attention 
from the apostle's main point. These passage s ar e Rom. 15: 9 and 1 
Cor. 14: 15. 
Some claim that the word psallo had come to mean singing without 
an instrument . There is absolutely no proof of this. 
Cordially yours, 
W. G. BALLANTINE. 
I must use the rest of my space in noticing a few of my 
opponent's statements in Chapter X. His reply to my ref-
erence to Philip Schaff only makes the case stronger for the 
affirmative by adding the weight of three other scholars-
Lange, Kling, and Poor. Kling was the author of the words 
I quoted, but Schaff, as general editor of the Scribner edi-
tion of the "Critical, Doctrinal, and Homiletic Commen-
tary," gave them his approval. 
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Brother Boles refers to my statement that "psallo" is not 
used in the Septuagint to tr anslate the Hebrew word shit, 
and says: ''Frequently forms of shir are translated by forms 
of 'psallo.' " He cites "psaltodein" and "psaltdos" as exam~ 
pies of s,uch use in the Septuagint. But these words are not 
forms of "psallo." They are forms of "psaltodeo," -a differ-
ent word. "Psaltodeo" is a compound :word, made from 
"psallo" and "ado." The word "ado" means to sing, as in 
Eph. 5: 19. Of course, this compound word may be used 
in the Septuagint to translate the Hebrew word shir. Let 
him find an example of "psallo" alone doing it, and he will 
have something to the point. But this he cannot do. 
He says "psalmos, a noun, is a translation of shir, a noun 
in the title of three psalms." Well, what of that? Pro-
fessor Pfeiffer, of Harvard Un iversity , a Hebrew scholar of 
first rank, says: "A shir (a noun) was a poem in music, 
accompanied by musical instruments.'' This being true, 
"psalmos" in the title of t hese psalms could stand for shir, 
a noun, which means a "poem in music, accompanied by 
musical instruments." 
My opponent says: "Robinson does not refer to Josephus 
and Plutarch in giving the New Testament meaning of 
'psallo.'" Of course not, because they were not New Tes-
tament writers. But Robinson does refer to Josephus and 
Plutarch as examples of the use of "psallo" with instrumen-
tal meaning, in thei r day, which was the New Testament 
period. And Thayer refers to Plutarch in the same way. 
Both Thayer and Robinson say that right at the very time 
the New Testament was being written, Josephus and Plu-
tarch were using the word "psallo" with instrumental sig-
nification. 
ABBOTT-SMITH says: "It is now abundantly clear that the 
diction of the apostolic writers is not a peculiar isolated 
idiom, characteristic of the Jewish Hellenists, but simply 
the common speech of the Greek-speaking world at the time 
when the New Testament books were written." 
Josephus and Plutarch , both living in the New Testament 
period, were writing, therefore, in the common speech of 
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the very day in which the New Testament was written. 
This is as positive and complete as evidence can be that Jo-
sephus, Plutarch, and Paul used "psallo" in the same sense . 
There is no escape from this conclusion. There is abso-
lutely no proof that Paul used the word in any other sense 
than the one it had in the common speech of the day, which 
was its simple, ordinary meaning . 
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CHAPTER XII 
SIXTH NEGATIVE 
Brother Clubb is in a dilemma. He must either repu-
diate the standard English versions of the New Testament 
and say that the translators did not translate "psallo" cor-
rectly when they translated it "sing," or he must acknowl-
edge that he cannot prove his proposition by the New Tes-
tament. He has attempted to do the former; the latter 
would have been more honorable. The mechanical use of 
an instrument has never been in the New Testament mean-
ing of "psallo," and, therefore, the translators did not have 
to exclude it. They could not exclude a thing tha t was 
never included in the New Testament use of "psallo." 
The New Testament Scriptures which authorize and de-
scribe Christian worship are both inclusive and exclusive. 
They include everything that is commanded or authorized 
in Christian worship, and they exclude everything not au-
thorized. No Scripture has been found or quoted by 
Brother Clubb authorizing or describing instrumental mu-
sic "in Christian worship." I challenge Brother Clubb to 
quote a single Scripture from the New Testament that even 
mentions instrumental music "in Christian worship." It 
is excluded by the Scriptures which describe and authorize 
Christian worship. 
There are three, and only three, ways by which man can 
make music : (a) with the voice--singing, vocal music ; 
(b) with an instrument-playing; ( c) with the voice and 
instrument combined-singing and playing. God teaches 
man to praise him. Do the New Testament Scriptures 
designate which one of these three ways man should praise 
God? If the New Testament does not designate which kind 
of music man should make in praising God, man may use 
any or all of the ways; but if the New Testament specifies 
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which kind of music man should use in praising God, then 
man must use that kind of music or be in rebellion against 
God. All standard translations of the New Testament des-
ignate singing, or vocal music, as the kind to be used in 
praising God. He who uses any other kind of music not 
only does so without any divine authority, but he rejects 
the very kind that God authorizes. 
Brother Clubb occupies the same attitude toward the 
standard versions of the New Testament that 0. E. Payne 
did. 0. E. Payne said: "Is error so venerable, when it 
chances to be . three hundred years old, that it must be 
termed sacrilege to point to such blunders as those in rela-
tion to 'psallo' and 'baptizo' by King James' translators and 
slavishly followed by the revisers (not translators), whose 
hands we~·e tied in advance by the State Church of Eng-
land?" ('.'Instrumental Music is Scriptural," page 198.) 
Again, he says that "King James' translators, and their too 
servile revisers, must bear a portion of the blame for the 
strife in regard to baptism and acceptable music." (Ibid. , 
216.) Again, he says apologetically: "Lest he [Bacon] and 
the author shall .seem to censu re the revisers unduly for tn-
adequately translating 'psallo,' etc." (Ibid., 308.) Brother 
Payne was frank enough to state boldly that the King Jame s 
Version and the Revised Version did not translate "psallo" 
correctly when they translated it "sing ." This is what 
Brother Clubb i.~ trying to say, but lack s courage. Payne 
is consistent; Brother Clubb is not . I repeat: Any proposi-
tion in the ·realm of religion that cannot be proved by ou1· 
English Bible is not true-it cannot be proved. 
Let us now notice Brother Clubb's question which he sent 
to twelve scholars. The question is very adroitly framed. 
Its . drafting is similar to one asked by a shrewd lawyer or 
designing . politician. It is not asked to elicit truth, but 
technically to . prove a point. It does not call for the un-
biased ,scholarship on the New Testament use of "psallo," 
but it asks what one thinks the Revision Committee "in-
tended to convey .to the mind of the reader" by translating 
"psallo" by '.'sing.' .' \-Vhy ask what was "in . the mind" of 
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the translators? Their words express what was "in their 
mind," and they say "sing," not "play," nor "play and sing." 
Suppose we substitute the word "baptize" in his question 
and ask the same scholars if they think that the translators 
meant to exclude sprinkling and pouring by translating 
"baptizo" with baptize. Will Brother Clubb take the testi-
mony of all twelve of his scholars? Brother Clubb is afraid 
to answer this question. He knows that some of his twelve 
scholars say that sprinkling is baptism. Why take these 
twelve scholars as authority on the New Testament use of 
"psallo" and not take them as authority on "baptizo ?" 
Brother Clubb claims to have pri vat e letters from three 
members of the Revision Committee, trying to weaken the 
force of the American Revised Version. He ought to know 
that the Revisers could not consistently contradict the trans-
lation as given in the Revised Version. He ought also to 
know that the testimony of any or all living scholars to-day 
cannot change the fact that the American Revision Commit-
tee translated "psallo" to "sing." His twelve men might 
bear witness as to what is "in their own minds," but they 
cannot tell what was "in the mind" of the translators except' 
by what the translators said in the Revised Version, and 
the y have said in that version that "psallo" means to "sing." 
In Chapter IX he gave a quotation which he said was from 
Dr. Philip Schaff, trying to prove that Dr. Schaff did not 
indorse the Revised Version. His attention was called to 
the fact that the quotation was not from Dr. Schaff. I want 
the reader to look at these two statements. First: "Dr. 
Philip Schaff, president of the Committee, commenting on 
1 Cor. 14: 15, 'I will sing with the spirit, and I will sing with 
the understanding also,' says: 'A proof that the prayer was 
accompanied with song and harp also.'" (Clubb, in Chap-
ter IX.) Second: "Kling was the author of the words I 
quoted.'; (Clubb, in Chapter XI.) The last statement is 
true; the first one is not true. Brother Clubb admits now 
that his first statement was not true. He is to be com-
mended in this admission ; but the ugly thing about it is that 
he says that he knew it was not true when he made it . He 
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is too careless with his quotations. He is an unsafe teacher. 
Dr . Schaff's published statements all harmonize with the 
American Revised Version. He says: "The song passed 
immediately from the temple and synagogue into the Chris-
tian Church along with the Psalms. The Lord 
himself sang with his disciples at the institution of the Holy 
Supper, . thus consecrating the singing of psalms 
as an act of the new Christian worship. Paul (Eph. 5: 19; 
Col. 3: 16) expressly enjoins the use of psalms and hymns 
and spiritual songs for social edification." ("History of 
the Apos tolic Church," page 563.) Dr. Riddle has pub-
lished to the world, as quoted in Chapter X, the followin g : 
"The original idea of the word [psalmos], that of musical 
accompaniment, would hardly be retained at this time." 
("A Popular Commentary on the New Testament," Volume 
III, comment on Eph. 5: 19, M. D. Riddle.) 
The reader can refer to Chapter VIII and see that I 
quoted all the translations that Brother Cl.ubb gives in 
Chapter XI, except two. Four of the five translations 
quoted by Brother Clubb are made by individuals. None of 
them are standard translations. These individual transla-
tions are not to be compared with the King James Version 
and Revised Version. They have no weight in comparison 
with the Revised Version. 
A private letter from Prof. James H. Ropes is quoted as 
saying that "psallo" in the New Testament includes "the 
use of mechanical instrument." Unfortunately for Brother 
Clubb's private letter, Dr. Ropes has published in book form 
to the world the very opposite of what is claimed he said in 
a private letter. "Psalleto, 'let him sing a hymn;' 
properly, 'play the harp,' hence, frequently in the Old Tes-
tament, . especially in Psalms (forty times), for 
zamar, 'sing to the music of a harp,' e. g. Ps. 7: 17; 98: 4. 
But the word does not necessarily imply the use of an in-
strument." ("Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the 
Epistle of James,'' by Dr. James H. Ropes, page 303.) 
Shir in the Hebrew never meant to play or accompany 
with instrumental music; it always meant to sing. The in-
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contestable fact still remains that "psallo" and its forms 
are used .frequently to translate shir and its forms. Sound 
schola rship has been given as proof, and other speakers and 
writers on Brother Clubb's side of this question have ad-
mitted it. 
Brother Clubb assumes that the translation of a sentence 
means the indorsement of that sentence. He says that Dr. 
Schaff and Dr. Poor translated Dr. Kling's statement about 
1 Cor. 14: 15 from the German into English and the reby 
indorsed it. This is a fatal blunder. Students studying the 
classics in the original Latin and Greek are not held respon-
sible as indorsing the thought when translated into English. 
Brother Clubb would not want to be charged with indorsing 
all that he may have translated from Greek into English. 
He should not claim that Dr. Schaff and Dr. Poor indorsed 
Dr. Kling's statement unless he can find where they have so 
stated their indorsement. 
Both Thayer and Robinson refer to Plutarch in defining 
the classical meaning of "psallo ;" Robinson refers to both 
Josephus and Plutarch in giving his classical meaning; but 
neither of these lexicons refers to Josephus and Plutarch in 
giving the New Testament meaning. Both of these lexicons 
refer to Paul's writings in giving the New Testament use of 
"psallo." "This is as positive and complete as evidence can 
be that Josephus and Plutarch" use "psallo" with its clas-
sical meaning, while Paul uses "psallo" with the New Testa-
ment meaning. Indeed, "there is no escape from this rea-
sonable conclusion." 
Brother Clubb tries to claim that instrumental music is 
"only an aid" or "a Christian expediency." This is not his 
proposition ; his proposition places the mechanical instru-
ment "in Christian worship." However, he makes two fatal 
blunders in this claim from which he cannot recover. The 
first one was made in stating his proposition and putting 
instrumental music "in Christian worship;" the second 
blunder was made in introducing "psallo." In discussing 
"psallo," . he has contended that the mechanical instrument 
is in "psallo," and by this contention he commits himself to 
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the inevitable conclusion-namely, that he must use the 
mechanical instrument if he "psallos." This contention 
puts the mechanical instrumen t "in Christian worship" as 
an essential part of it, and whatever is an essential part of 
worship can never be "an aid to wor ship" or an "expe-
diency." Brother Clubb tries to evade meeting t hi s conclu-
sion by declaring that he is only trying to find in "psallo" a 
"permit" to use the mechanical in strument . Such reason-
ing is ridiculou s, for how could God command us to "psallo" 
and it be only a "permit?" 
Brothe r Clubb is in another dilemma. If he leaves his 
pr oposition and trie s to argue that instrument al music is 
a "Christian expedien cy," he repudiates all that he ha s 
said on "psallo ;" if he st ays with hi s proposition and argues 
that the mechanic al in strument is in "psallo," he commit s 
himself to the ine vitable conclusion that he mu st use the 
instrument if he does what God tell s us to do in "p sallo." 
He has insisted t hat he be permitted to substitu te the 
classical . meaning of "p sallo" for it s New Testament mean-
ing . I have refu sed to let him do thi s. But if he should 
make this substitution and say that the meaning of "psallo" 
is "to play on a stringed instrument," he could not use the 
organ in Chri stian worship, for the organ is not "a stringed 
in strument." He would be permitted to use only "stringed 
instruments" in his wor ship. 
I wish now to continue the testimony of commentator s. 
J. ARMITAGE ROBINSON: "In the earliest times these sup-
per s were hallowed by the solemn 'breaking of the bread,' 
followed by singing, exhortation s, and prayer s." ("Expo-
sition and Note s on Ephe sians.") 
DR. A. T. ROBERTSON: "The word (psalleto) originall y 
meant to play on a stringed instrument (Sir. 9: 4), but it 
comes to be used also for singing with the voice and heart 
(Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15), making melody with the heart 
also to the Lord." ("Studies in the Epistle James," com-
ment on James 5: 13.) 
INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL COMMENTARY: "Psallo, origi-
nall y meant playing on a stringed instrument; then singing 
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to the harp or lyre; finally singing without accompaniment, 
especially singing praise." (Comment on First Corinthians 
by Drs. Robertson and Plummer.) 
DR. JOHN GILL: "It is not a mental praising of God, for 
it is called speaking and teaching and admonishing; but it 
is a praising of God with the modulation of the voice, and 
is rightly performed when the heart and voice agree; when 
there is a melody in the heart as well as in the tongue; for 
singing and making melody in the heart is singing with or 
from the heart, or heartily." ("Exposition of New Testa-
ment," comment on Eph . 5: 19.) 
OLSHAUSEN: "Aidein kai psall ein is to be viewed as a 
collective idea, by which the inward spiritual joy is de-
noted." ("Biblical Commentary," comment on Eph. 5: 19.) 
THOMAS SCOTT: "That the inward melody of holy love 
· and gratitude unto the Lord might unite with the outward 
melody of poetry and singing." ("Commentary," comment 
on Eph. 5: 19.) 
ALBERT BARNES : "Psallo is used, in the New 
Testament, only in Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14: 15, where it is 
translated sing; in James 5 : 13, where it is rendered sing 
psalms, and in the place before us. The idea here is that 
of singing in the heart, or praising God from the heart." 
("Notes on New Testament," comment on Eph. 5: 19.) 
DR. CHARLES J. ELLICOTT: "The term psallein is here 
properly used without any reference to any instrument 
( comp. James 5 : 13), but as denoting the slnging of 
praise." (Comment on 1 Cor. 14: 15.) 
JOHN CALVIN: "Musical instruments in celebrating the 
praises of God would be no more suitable than the burning 
of incense, lighting up of lamps, and the restoration of the 
other shadows of the law." (Comment on Ps . 33.) 
DEAN ALFORD: "Literally, play on an instrument; but 
used in reference, Romans, and First Corinthians, and else-
where, of singing praise generally." (Comment on James 
5: 13.) 
DR. J. H. ROPES: "Psalmos. But the word does 
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not necessarily imply the use of an instrument." ( Com-
ment on James 5: 13.) 
MOSES E. LARD: "When David represents himself as 
among the Gentiles as confessing to God, and singing with 
them, he foreshows that the time was coming when the 
Jews and Gentiles would mutually accept each other. Nay , 
more, th at they would be so completely one as to recognize 
the same God and sing the same songs ." ( "Commentary 
on Romans," page 435.) 
J. W. MCGARVEY: "And if any man who is a preacher 
believes that the apostle teaches the use of instrumental 
music in the church by enjoining the singing of psalms, he 
is one of those smatterers in Greek who can believe any-
thing that he wishes to believe. When the wish is father to 
the thought, correct exegesis is like water on a duck's back." 
("Biblical Criticism," page 116.) 
ROBERT MILLIGAN: "The word 'psalm' is from the Greek 
noun psalmos, and this is again from the verb psallo , to 
touch, to feel, to play on a stringed instrument with the 
fingers, and, finally, to make music or melody in the heart, 
as in Eph. 5: 19. It is evident that the word 
'psalm' may or may not refer to instrumental music. Its 
proper meaning, in any and every case, must be determined 
by the context. And, according to this fundamental law 
of interpretation, it is pretty evident that in Ephesians and 
Colossians the term psalmos has no reference whatever to 
instrumental music; for in both cases it is the strings or 
chords of the heart, and not of an instrument, that are to be 
touched." ("Scheme of Redemption ," page 381.) 
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CHAPTER XIII 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE 
The subject of worship, which my opponent introduces 
in Chapter XII, will receive attention later. We mention it 
here only to say that, so far as instrumental music as an 
accompaniment to the singing is concerned, he assumes 
without proof the very point in dispute. Has he produced 
a single passage of Scripture which excludes instrumental 
accompaniment to the singing? Not one. Can he? Nay, 
verily. But he can assiime, and this is what he has been 
doing all along-assuming without proof. 
He challenges me to give the Scripture which authorize s 
instrumental accompaniment to the singing in worship. 
This I will do in Chapter XV, and with overwhelming proof 
that the interpretation I give to it is in accord with the will 
of God. The conclusion reached will not be my own unsup-
ported assumption ; it will be the result of the combined 
judgment of the best and most enlightened scholarship of 
the world on the subject. 
THE COMMENTARIES 
We now come to the fifth class of witnesses that "psallo" 
carries with it its instrumental meaning in the New Testa-
ment. The evidence from this source is overwhelming in 
support of the affirmative. The reader will be struck with 
the clear-cut, definite testimony each witness gives as to the 
meaning of "psallo" in t}:le passages containing that word in 
the New Testament. 
But before I proceed, I must notice the commentaries sub-
mitted by Brother Boles to support his claim that the New 
Testament excludes instrumental accompaniment to the 
singing in worship. He gives twenty-three in all. Seven-
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teen of them have not a word to say on the point at issue. 
Some of the seventeen are decidedly on the affirmative, when 
the facts are known. Take the first in the list submitted, 
DR. J. ARMITAGE ROBINSON. Brother Boles quotes him as 
follows: "In the earliest times these suppers were hallowed 
by the solemn 'breaking of the bread,' followed by singing, 
exhortations, and prayers." ("Exposition and Notes on 
Ephesians.") Is there anything there excluding instrumen-
tal music as an accompaniment to singing in worship? Not 
a word. But why did Brother Boles leave out of Dr. Robin- . 
son's comment on Eph. 5: 19 the following: "While the lead-
ing idea of psalmos is a musical accompa niment, and that of 
humnos praise to God, ode is the general word for song, 
whether accompanied or unaccompanied , whether of praise 
or of some other subject?" Dr. Robinson quotes these 
words from Bishop Lightfoot with approval, and as a part 
of his comment on Eph. 5: 19. Thi s puts Dr. Robin son 
squarely on the affirmative side of this discussion. 
Take another, DR. A. T. ROBERTSON: "The word (p sal-
Ieto) originally meant to play on a stringed instrument , but 
it comes to be used also for singing with the voice and 
heart." Anything there excluding instrumental music as an 
accompaniment to the singing in worship? Not a word. 
Here is what Dr. Robertson says in a personal letter of Jan-
uary 18, 1926: "I can see no objection to the use of instru-
mental music in worship. " There is no conflict in these two 
statements. They are both true . 
CONYBEARE AND HOWSON'S "Life and Epistles of Paul" 
is quoted. Does this quotation exclude instrumental ac-
companiment? The contrast which the apostle make s in 
Eph. 5: 18, 19 is very clear, and this contrast is what this 
quotation is st ressing . The heathen relied on the mere 
sound oi' both vocal and instrumental music in their festi-
vals and religious rites. The Christians were not to do this, 
but depend for their enjoyment upon the devotional senti-
ments of the heart. No distinction is drawn between ac-
companied and unaccompanied ·singing in worship, but ref-
erence is made to the character of th e worship itself, 
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whether it was mere sound for entertainment and revelry , 
or the devout feelings and sentiments of the heart. "Be 
not drunk with wine, bµt be filled with the Spirit." These 
words of Paul make clear all that follows , and show that the 
contrast suggested is the true one. 
ADAM CLARKE is quoted. Not much weight can be given 
to Adam Clarke, for three reasons: First, he held that in-
strumental music in worship was neve r divinely authorized; 
that David sinned when he introduced it in the temple ser v-
ice. This flatl y contradicts the plain statement of the Bible . 
(See 2 Chron. 29: 25.) Second , he misses the point of the 
prophet's words entirely , as any one can see from a casual 
reading of the passage (Amos 6: 1-6). Third, when he 
said , "Instruments of music in the house of God, I abomi-
nate and abhor," he displayed a prejudice which disqualified 
him from expressing an unbiased opinion. The temple at 
Jerusalem was as much the house of God as any modern 
church building, and there were instruments of music in it 
by divine authority, and the Savio r and his apostles fre-
quented that house of God, and yet no word of "abomination 
and abhorrence" ever fell from their lips concerning it. 
ROBERT MILLIGAN is quoted. He says: "It is evident that 
the word 'psalm' may or may not refer to instrumental mu-
sic. Its proper meaning, in any and every case, must be 
determined by the context." There is nothing in the con-
text in Ephesians and Colossians to preclude the idea that 
"psalms" does not have the meaning which the Jewish Chris-
tians were accustomed to give it. "Everything," says Jame s 
Stalker, "so far from excluding, suggests instrumental ac-
companiment" in those passages. 
J. W. MCGARVEY is quoted. Here is what he says: "And 
if any man who is a preacher believes that the apostle 
teaches the use of instrumental music in the churcli. by en-
joining the singing of psalms, he is one of those smatterers 
in Greek who can believe anything that he wishes to be-
lieve." Professor McGarvey was my teacher for five years. 
I loved him as a father, and I revere his memory. As most 
people know, he was opposed to instrumental music in the 
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worship. But remember this: He never made it a test of 
fellowship, as my good Brother Boles is doing. His son, 
J. T., said to his father, when he had decided to go to Chest-
nut Street Church: "Suppose they put an organ in at Chest-
nut Street, what will you do then?" He answered: "If I 
cannot find a place where they do not have it, I will worship 
where they have it." He went to Chestnut Street because 
he preferred to worship without the instrument, not because 
he could not fellowship those who used it. 
I do not believe Brother McGarvey would call men like 
James Moffatt, W. G. Ballantine, Dr. A. T. Robertson, Pro-
fessor Bacon, "smatterers" in Greek . These men are among 
the finest Greek scholars in the world. Professor McGar-
vey was not a Greek scholar. He had only a working knowl-
edge of Greek. President Robert Graham, a colaborer and 
lifetime friend of Brother McGarvey, deeply regretted his 
stand on the music question. He said to me: "Brother Mc-
Garvey made the mistake of his life when he espoused the 
cause of the opposers of instrumental music in worship." 
Robert Graham was the equal of McGarvey in scholarship . 
We are now to hear what the commentaries have to say 
on the affirmative side of the question we are discussing. 
I shall quote no witness who does not testify to the point. 
Every one of these men speaks clearly and definitely. They 
are all scholars of international reputation. What they say, 
therefore, is decisive. 
H. C. G. MOULE, of Cambridge University, England, in 
Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges, comment on Eph. 
5: 19: "'Making melody'-literally, 'playing instruments.' 
This seems to assume the use of the lute or flute on such oc-
casions. 'In your heart.' Both voice and instrument were 
literal and external, but the use of them both was to be spir-
itual, and so 'in the heart.' No other use of either, in and 
for worship, can be truly according to the will of God (John 
4: 24) .'' 
JAMIESON, FAUSSETT, AND BROWN, Eph . 5: 19: "Psalms, 
generally accompanied by an instrument. 'Mak-
ing melody'-Greek, 'playing and singing with an instru-
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ment.' 'In your heart' -not merely with the tongue, but the 
serious feeling of the heart accompanying the singing of the 
lips." Then Conybeare and Howson are quoted, to which I 
have referred, showing that they agree as to the contrast I 
pointed out above. 
PREACHERS' HOMILETIC COMMENTARY, Eph. 5: 19: "The 
psalms of the Old Testament were sung, accompanied by 
musical instruments. 'Singing and making melody ' means 
singing and playing, the voice and instrument blending in 
joyous strains of praise. There might not be much 
artistic taste in the music, either of voice or instrument; but 
the sincerity of the heart was the true harmony." 
MATTHEW HENRY'S COMMENTARY, Eph. 5: 19: "By 
psalms may be meant David's psalms, or such composures as 
were fitly sung with musical instruments." 
JAMES MACKNIGHT ON THE EPISTLES, Eph. 5: 19: " 'Speak 
to one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs.' 
Estius says 'psalms' in profane authors denotes songs in 
general, especially those which were sung with the harp. 
Beza thinks 'psalms' in this passage denotes those poetical 
compositions in which David uttered his own complaints 
and prayers." On Col. 3: 16: " 'Psalms and hymns and 
spiritual songs.' (See Eph. 5: 19, notes.) Odai are poems 
which were composed to be sung, accompanied with a lyre 
or other musical instrument." Note this: Macknight says 
that odes or spiritual songs were composed to be sung with 
accompaniment. According to Macknight, then, both psalms 
and odes, or spiritual songs, were accompanied with the 
instrument. And to this agree both Thayer in his lexicon 
and also Bishop Lightfoot in his commentary on Colossians, 
as we shall see. Thayer, in connection with his definition 
of "humnos" (hymns) says: "While the leading idea of 
psalmos is a musical accompaniment, and that of humnos 
praise to God, ode is a general word for a song, whether ac-
companied or unaccompanied, whether of praise or on any 
other subject." Thayer quotes these words from Lightfoot. 
EXPOSITOR'S GREEK TESTAMENT, Eph. 5: 19: "Psalms, 
hymns, and spiritual songs are mentioned again in Col. 3: 
7 
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16. What the distinctions are, if any , between the three 
terms has been considerably disputed. Psalmos is a reli-
gious song, especially one sung to musical accompaniment , 
and par excellence an 0. T. psalm; humnos is, properly 
speaking, a song of praise; ode (spiritual song) is the most 
general term, applicable to all kinds of songs, secular or 
sacred, accompanied or unaccompanied." 
BISHOP LIGHTFOOT'S COMMENTARY ON COLOSSIANS: On 
Col. 3: 16, after quoting the definition of Gregory of Nyssa, 
of psalms, odes, and hymns, Bishop Lightfoot adds : "In 
other words, while the leading idea of psalmos is a musical 
accompaniment, and that of humnos is praise to God, ode 
is the general word for song, whether accompanied or un-
accompanied, whether of praise or of some other subject. 
Thus it was quite possible for the same song to be at once 
psalmos, humnos, and ode." 
MEYER, who ranks with the world' s greatest exegete s, 
says on Eph. 5: 19: "P roperly, psalmos (which originally 
means the making of the citha r a sound) is a song in gen-
eral, and that, indeed, as sung to a stringed instrument; but 
in the New Testament the character of the psalm is deter-
mined by the psalms of the Old Testament." 
CRITICAL, DOCTRINAL, AND H0MILETICAL COMMENTARY 
(Schaff, editor), 1 Cor. 14: 15: " 'I will sing with the spirit, 
and I will sing with the understanding also,' a proof that the 
prayer was accompanied with song and harp also." 
G0DET, one of the greatest exegetes of his day, on 1 Cor. 
14: 15, says: "The verb psallein strictly signifies to touch 
the chord of the instrument, hence to sing with accompani-
ment. Edwards, agree ably to the sense of psallein, 
thinks the singing might be accompanied in public worship 
with the sound of the harp." 
E. H. PLUMPTRE, in Cambridge Bible for Schools and Col-
leges, on James 5: 13, says: "The verb (psalleto) is used 
by St. Paul. (Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15; Eph. 5: 19.) 
Primarily it was used of instrumental string music, but, as 
in the word 'psalm,' had been transferred to the words of 
which that music was the natural accompaniment. It is , 
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perhaps, specially characteristic of St. James that he con-
templates what we may call the individual use of such music, 
as well as the congregational, as a help to the spiritual life." 
DR. HODGE, on Eph. 5: 19, says: " 'Singing and making 
melody' are two forms of expressing the same thing. The 
latter is more comprehensive; as, adein is to make music 
with the voice; psallein is to make music any way; literally, 
to play on a stringed instrument, to sing in concert with such 
an instrument, and then to chant or sing." 
DR. ALFRED PLUMMER, in "Expositor's Bible," on James 
5: 13, says: "The word used by St. James for 'to ·sing praise' 
(psallein) is worthy of notice. Originally it meant simply 
to touch, especially to make to vibrate by touching; whence 
it came to be used of playing on stringed instruments. Next 
it came to mean to sing to the harp; and finally to sing, 
whether with or without a stringed accompaniment. This 
is its signification in the New Testament." 
BISHOP ELLICOTT, in "Handy Commentary," Eph. 5: 19, 
says: "The psalm, as the word itself implies, is music with 
instrumental accompaniment, and can hardly fail to refer 
to the Old Testament psalms, familiar in Jewish worship , 
and, as we know, used in the first instances we have of apos-
tolic worship (Acts 4: 24) ." 
DEAN ALFORD, on Eph. 5: 19 : "Psalms are not to be con-
fined to hymns. The word properly signified those sacred 
songs which were performed with musical accompaniment. 
'Hymn' is the word for song without accompani-
ment." On James 5: 13 he says: "Psalleto-let him sing 
praise; literally, let him play on an instrument ; but in Ro-
mans, First Corinthians, and elsewhere, of singing praises 
generally." 
PROF. G. G. FINDLAY, in "Expositor's Bible," on Eph. 5: 
19, says: " 'Singing and playing,' says the apostle. For 
music aided song; voice and instrument blended in His 
praise whose glory claims the tribute of all creatures. But 
it was 'with the heart,' even more than with the voice or 
tuneful strings, that melody was made. For this inwara 
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music the Lord listens. Where other skill is wanting and 
neither voice nor hand can take its part in the concert of 
praise, He hears the silent gratitude, the humble joy that 
wells upward when the lips are still or the full heart cannot 
find expression." 
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CHAPTER XIV 
SEVENlH NEGATIVE 
But little progress can be made in this discussion if the 
issue is not kept clear. The proposition expresses the exact 
point of issue-namely, the Scriptures teach that the me-
chanical instrument is "in Christian worship" -that is, that 
the mechanical instrument is a part of Christian worship. 
The Scriptures are plain and simple so far as they relate to 
the praise of God in worship. The discussion would be 
more profitable to the average reader if Brother Clubb 
would confine himself to the Scriptures. Let me repeat 
again that any proposition in the realm of religion that can-
not be proved by our English Bibl e is not true-it cannot be 
proved. 
Attention is called to a general law governing the use of 
words-namely: "E very word in a given passage has, in that 
place, one fixed meaning, and no more." This law is the 
foundation of all lexicography. It is axiomatic that a word 
has one meaning, and one only, in a given sentence. Let 
this rule be applied to "ps allo." The New Testament use 
of "psallo" either includes the mechanical instrument or it 
excludes the inst rument; it cannot include the mechanical 
instrument and exclude it in the same passage. Such would 
be a violation of the fundamental law of interpretation. Yet 
this is Brother Clubb's position. He contends that "psallo" 
in the New Testament means to "sing with or without the 
mechanical instrument." 
There is another law governing the interpretation of 
Scripture-namely: "Whatev er be the true seme of a word 
under any given set of circumsta nces, it will in all cases re-
tain that sense under the same circumstances." The five 
instances of "p sallo" in the New Testament must mean one 
and the same thing, as the same set of circumstances belong s 
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to each instance of the word in the New Testament. If 
Brother Clubb should succeed in establishing his contention 
that the New Testament use of "psallo" includes the me-
chanical instrument, then the mechanical instrument should 
always be used in Christian worship , since we are com-
manded to "psallo ;" but if he fails to establish his conten-
tion, then "psallo" does not include the mechanical instru-
ment and his proposition is found to be false. Again, if he 
should admit that the New Testament use of "psallo" does 
not always include the mechanical instrument, then he sur-
renders his proposition. These facts force upon Brother 
Clubb the inevitable conclusion that he must use the me-
chanical instrument if he "psallos," or give up his proposi-
tion. 
It will be remembered that Brother Clubb has agreed to 
pro ve that the Scriptures place the rnechanical instrument 
"in Christian worship." "Psallo" may retain the figura-
tive idea of a~ instrument in the New Testament use, but it 
is not the mechanical instrument; it is the instrument of 
the human heart. As proof of the above statement, the 
following authorities are quoted: "It is a praising of God 
with th e modulation of the voice, and is rightly performed 
when the heart and voice agree; when there is a melody in 
the heart as well as in the tongue." (Dr. John Gill, in 
"Exposition of New Testament," Eph. 5: 19.) "Aidein kai 
psallein is to be viewed as a collective idea, by which the 
inward spiritual joy is denoted." ("Biblical Commentary," 
Eph. 5: 19.) "That the inward melody of holy love and 
gratitude unto the Lord might unite with the outward mel-
ody of poetry and singing." (Thomas Scott, "Commen-
tary," Eph. 5: 19.) "It is pretty evident that in Ephesians ~ 
and Colossians the term 'psalmos' has no reference whatever 
to instrumental music; for in both cases it is the strings or 
chords of the heart, and not of an instrument, that are to be 
touched." (R. Milligan, "Scheme of Redemption," page 
381.) This will help the reader to understand many of the 
authorities which Brother Clubb has quoted. The instru-
ment is the human heart. 
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Brother Clubb is not a competent judge when he says 
that seventeen of the twenty-three commentators which I 
gave "have not a wor d to say on the point at issue." The 
reader can refer to the quotations and see what they say. 
He says that Dr. J. Armitage Robinson was not quoted fully. 
Let me say that Brother Clubb added a sentence to the quo-
tation which he gave from Dr. Robinson. I have before me 
Dr. Robinson's book, "St. P aul's Epistle to the Ephe sians ," 
second edition , published 1922; and Dr. Robinson does not 
give the clause , "whether accompanied or unaccompanied, 
whether of praise or of some other subject ." I challenge 
Brother Clubb's quotation from Dr. Robinson. It seems 
hard for Brother Clubb to give accura t e quotations. 
Again, he says that there is not a word in Dr . A. T. Rob-
ert son's quotation which exclude s instrumental music. 
Aga in he is in error. Let the re ader judge. Here is the 
quotat ion: "The word (psalleto) ori ginally meant to play 
on a stringed instrument, but it comes to be used also for 
singing with the voice and the hea r t (Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor . 
14 : 15), making melody with the heart also t o the Lord ." 
Dr . Robinson puts the origin al use of "psalleto" in contra st 
wit h its New Testament use. The former meant "to play 
on a stringed instrument ," but the latte r use is "singin g 
with the voice and the heart. " 
Aga in, he says th at Conybeare and Howson do not 
"exclude instrumental accompaniment. " Again he is in er-
ro r . I repeat a part of the quotation that th e reader ma y 
see whether instrumental music is excluded. It is as fol-
lows : "When you meet, let your enjo yment consist not in 
t he fullness of ·wine , but fullne ss of the spirit; let your songs 
be, not the drinking songs of heathen feasts , but psalms and 
hymns; and their accompaniment, not the music of the lyre, 
but the melody of the heart ." There are four pairs of 
word s contrasted in this quotation; they are "fullness of 
wine" and ·"fullne ss of spirit;" "drin king songs" an d: "p salms 
and hymns ;" "the music of the lyre" and "the melody of the 
heart." The accompaniment of the "drinking songs" was 
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"the lyre," but the accompaniment of the "psalms and 
hymns" is "the melody of the heart." 
Brother Clubb's railing against the testimony of Adam 
Clarke shows that he feels the mighty force of Dr. Clarke' s 
testimony. Let the reader review it as given in Chapter 
X, and it will appear clear why Brother Clubb tries to dis-
credit such a competent and profound scholar as Dr. Clarke. 
The next reference is made to the quotation from Robert 
Milligan. Brother Clubb is very unfair in the way that he 
suppresses a part of the quotation which was given from 
Dr. Milligan. Let the reader refer to that part of the quo-
tat ion given by Brother Clubb in Chapter XIII and then 
read the following, which is the next sentence: "And, ac-
cording to this fundamental law of interpret at ion, it is 
pretty evident that in Ephesians and Colossian s the term 
'psalmos' has no reference whatever to instru mental mu-
sic." It will be seen that Robert Milligan st ates positi vely 
that "psalmos" in Ephesians and Colossians "h as no refer-
ence whatever to instrumental music." Now, what does the 
reader think of one who would willfully suppress th is part 
of the quotation and claim that Robert Milligan is on the 
affirmative side of this question? I regret to ma r thi s dis-
cussion with such unpleasant references, but it would not 
be right on the part of the negative to let such go unchal-
lenged and unexposed. 
His next reference is to the quotation from the lamented 
J. W. McGarvey. I must say that Brother Clubb does him-
self no honor and his own cause an injury by t rying to 
impeach the scholarship and int egrity of Brother McGarvey 
when he says tha t "McGarvey was not a Greek scholar." 
All know that Brother McGarvey was a Greek scholar , and 
that he was very careful to state facts in writing his arti-
cles. The venerable W. T. Moore said that he was "re-
garded as one of the sa fest and true st men in the church of 
Christ." ("The Living Pulpit," page 325.) Again, he 
said : "That which most distinguishes him as a writer and 
speaker is his clearness; there is never the slightest confu-
sion in his ideas. He has very little imagination , and relie s 
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almost exclusively on facts for effect." (Ibid., page 326.) 
So it does not matter what Brother McGarvey's son says 
about his father, nor what any one else may say about him. 
The fact still remains that Brother McGarvey said: "And if 
any man who is a preacher believes that the apostle teaches 
the use of instrumental music in the chur ch by enjoining 
the singing of songs, he is one of those smattere rs in Greek 
who can believe anything that he wishes to believe. When 
the wish is father to the thought, correct exegesis is like 
water on a duck's back." 
Twenty-three commentators have been quoted who are 
on the negative side of thi s question . Other s are now sub-
mitted. 
B. W. JOHNSON: "'Singing and making melody .' While 
the lips sing, the heart must join in the melody by an up-
lifting to God.' ' ("New Testament with Note s," Eph . 5: 
19.) 
JOHN WESLEY: "It is evidence th at t he pr omise of the 
Holy Ghost to believers in the last day s wa s, by his larger 
effusion, to supply the lack of it; singing with your heart s, 
as well as your voices, to the Lord." (" Notes on New Tes-
tament ," Eph. 5: 19.) 
A. MACLAREN: "The best prais e, however , is a hear t song. 
So the apostle adds , ''singing in your hear ts unt o God.' " 
("E xpos it or' s Bible ," Col. 3 : 16.) 
JAMIESON, FAUSSETT, AND BROWN: "Sing psalms - of 
praise. St. P au l and Silas sang psalms even in affliction." 
("Bible Comment ary ," J ames 5: 13.) We know that the 
psalms that Paul and Silas sang in pr ison were not accom-
panied with a mecha nical instrument , and yet they are the 
kind that James inst ructs Chr istian s to sing. 
F. C. COOK: " 'S inging and making melody in your heart .' 
'Singing' is the word from which 'song' is derived; 'making 
melody' (in the original) , that from which 'psalm' is de-
rived. Spi r itu al enthusi asm create s an inner music in t he 
heart as well as the utter ance aloud of psalm, hymn, and 
song.'' ("Bible Commentar y," Eph. 5: 19.) 
J . B. MAYOR: "Psalleto, prope r ly used of playing on a 
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stringed instrument. We find it also used of sing-
ing with the voice and with the heart. (Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 
14: 15.) The word is only used of sacred music in the New 
Testament." ("The Epistle of St. James," James 5: 13.) 
HISTORY OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
We have now seen that the Standard New Testament lex-
icons do not authorize the use of mechanical instruments 
"in Christian worship." Next we gave all the standard 
t ranslations of the New Testament, and found that they did 
not so translate "psallo" as to include mechanical instru-
ments. We have also given tw enty-ni ne commentator s, and 
find that they do not support the affirmative side of this 
proposition. We next submit the testimony of encyclope-
dias and histories of music which bear clear and emphatic 
testimony to the fact that the early church did not use in-
strumental music in the worship. 
SCHAFF-HERZOG: "But this argument would prove that it 
is as much a duty to play as to sing in worship. It is ques-
tionable whether, as used in the New Test ament, 'psallo' 
means more than to sing. The absence of instru-
mental music from the church for some centuries after the 
apostles and the sentiment regarding it which pervades the 
writings of the fathers are unaccount able, if in the apostolic 
church such mus ic was used." (Volume III, page 1961.) 
W. D. KILLEN: "It is not, therefore, strange that instru-
mental music was not heard in their congregational serv-
ices. In the early church the whole congregation 
joined in the singing, but instrumental music did not ac-
company the praise ." ("The Ancient Church ," pages 193 
and 423.) 
E. S. LORENZ: "Yet there was little temptation to undue 
elaboration of hymnod y or music. The very spirituality of 
the new faith made r itual or liturgy superfluous and music 
almost unnecessary. Singing (there was no instrumental 
accompaniment) was little more than a means of expressing 
in a practicable , social way, the common faith and expe-
rience. The music was purely vocal. There was 
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no instrumental accompaniment of any kind. It 
fell under the ban of the Christian church, as did all other 
instruments, because of its pagan association ." ("Church 
Music," pages 217, 250, 404.) 
ALFREDO UNTERSEINER: "It wa s exclusively vocal , for the 
Christian had an aversion to instruments which served at 
pagan feasts." ("A Short History of Music," page 28.) 
DR. F. L. RITTER: "We have no real knowledge of the 
exact character of the music which formed a part of the 
religious devotion of the first Chr istian congregations. It 
was, however, purely vocal. Instrumental mu sic was ex-
cluded, at first, as having been used by the Romans at their 
depraved festivities; and everything reminding them of 
heathen worship could not be endured by the new religion-
ists." ("History of Music from the Christian Era to the 
Present Time," page 28.) 
EDWARD DICKINSON: "While the Greek and Roman songs 
were metrical, the Christi an psalms were antiphons, prayers, 
responses, etc., were unmetrical; and while the pagan melo-
dies were always sung to an instrumental accompaniment, 
the chu rch chant was exclusively vocal." ("History of Mu-
sic," page 54.) 
FRANK L. HUMPHREYS: "All the music employed in their 
early services was vocal, and the rhythmic element and all 
gesticulation were forbidden." ("The Evolution of Church 
Music," page 42.) 
MCCLINTOCK AND STRONG: "The Greek word 'p sa llo' is 
applied among the Greeks of modern times exclusively to 
sacred music, which in the Eastern Church has neve r been 
any other than vocal , instrumental music being unknown in 
that church, as it was in the primitive church. But 
students of ecclesiastical archreology are generally agteed 
that instrumental music was not used in churche s till a 
much later date." (Encyclopedia, Volume VIII, page 739.) 
FESSENDEN'S ENCYCLOPEDIA: "That . instrumental music 
was not practiced by the primitive Christians, but was an 
aid to devotion of later times, is evident from church his-
tory." ("Art, Music," page 852.) 
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GEORGE P. FISHER: "Church music, which at the outset 
consisted mainly of the singing of the Psalms, flourished 
especially in Syria at Alexandria." ("History of the Chris-
tian Church," page 65.) 
DR. A. H. NEWMAN: "The worship of the early Christians 
was very free and informal. It consisted of prayer, the 
singing of psalms, and the reading and exposition of the 
Old Testament Scriptures (prophesying)." ("Manual of 
Church History ," Volume I, page 140.) 
W. J. MCGLOTHLIN: "The wor ship was simple and demo-
cratic. There was singing and prayer, reading from the 
Old Testament and the books of the New as they appeared, 
with exhortation. The worship consisted of sing-
ing, Scripture reading, pr ayers, and informal preaching." 
("The Course of Christian History," pages 18, 31.) 
PHILIP SCHAFF: "The Lord himself inaugurated psalmody 
into the new covenant at the institution of the Holy Sup-
per, and Paul expressly enjoined the singing of 'p salms and 
hymn s and spiri t ual songs' as a means of social edification." 
("Hi story of the Christ ian Church ," Volume I, page 121.) 
J. L. MOSHEIM : "To the se wer e added certain hymns, 
which were sung, not by the wh ole assembly, but by pers ons 
appointed for that purpose, dur ing the celebration of t he 
Lord' s Supper , and the feast s of charity. The 
psalms of David were now re ceived among the public hymns 
that were sung as a part of divine serv ice." ("E cclesias-
t ical History ," pages 28, 98.) 
J . W. MCGARVEY: "To sum up these argument s, you can 
now see that this pr act ice is one of recent ori gin among 
P rot est ant churches , adopted by the m from the Roman apos -
t asy ; that it was one of the lates t corruptions adopted by 
that corrup t body; that a lar ge part of the religiou s world 
has never accepted it ; th at, thou gh einployed in the Jewi sh 
r it ual, it was deliber ately laid aside by t he inspired men who 
organized the church of Christ; and that several prece pts of 
the New Testament implicitly condemn it." ("What Shall 
We Do About the Organ ?" pages 6, 7.) 
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CHAPTER XV 
EIGHTH AF.FIRMATIVE 
The negative is still trying to read into the proposition 
the thing we are rwt discussing. He would have very little 
to say if he could not indulge in this. But he knows, and I 
know, and everybody else knows, that the questi on we are 
discussing is whether the general practice of accompanyin g 
the singing in worship with a musical instrument is, or is 
not , Scriptural. I am affirmin g that it is; he is denying it . 
That is all there is to the proposit ion . 
My opponent accu ses me of willfu lly suppre ssing a par t 
of a quotation he made fr om Robert Milligan and then 
claiming Milligan as bein g on the affirmative side. That is 
a gra ve charge . Nothin g is far ther fr om the t ruth. The 
full quota t ion was alre ady before the reader as given by 
Brothe r Boles. Milliga n says : "It is eviden t that the word 
'psa lm' may or may not r efer to in st rumental music. It s 
pro per meaning, in any an d every case, must be determ ined 
by the context." My comment on thi s was : "The re is noth-
ing in the context in Ephe sians and Colossians to preclude 
the idea t hat 'psalm ' does not ha ve the meaning which the 
Jewish Christians were accustomed to give it. , 'Every-
thing,' says Stalker, 'so far fr om excludin g, sugge sts in-
st rument al accomp animent ' in tho se passa ges." In stead of 
claiming Milligan, I took issue with him, and in thi s I am 
sust ained by the weigh t of scholars hip . 
Brother Boles says Robinson' s quotation from Bishop 
Light foot does not contain th e phra se, "whether accom-
panied or unacc ompanied ,'' etc. He is right in this, I find 
by investigation. In consulting thi s commentary, I not ed 
that Robin son quot ed Lightfoot, and so jotted down in my 
notebook: "Robinson quotes Lightfoot with approval." Be-
ing in a hurr y to leave the libra ry, I failed t o read the quota-
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tion entire. But this does not affect the point I made. 
Robinson quotes from Lightfoot with approval: "While the 
leading idea of psa/,mos is a musical accompaniment, and 
that of hymnos praise to God, ode is the general word for 
song." I still ask: Why did Brother Boles omit this? It 
is the only part of Dr. Robinson's comment which bears on 
the question , and it places him squarel y on the side of the 
affirmative. 
My opponent adds six more commentaries t o his list, and 
the strange thing is that not one of them says a word in 
favor of the negative, and five of them are outspoken advo-
cates of instrumental accompaniment. Let us notice them 
briefly. 
B. W. JOHNSON utters not a syllable which can be con-
strued as excluding instrumental accompaniment from sing-
ing in worship. 
JOHN WESLEY say s nothing in the words quoted from him, 
on the subject. But in his journal he goes on record as 
favoring instrumental music in worship. He says in Vol-
ume VIII: "Sunday, April 2, 1786. We had a large and 
serious congregation at the new church , both morning and 
afternoon. The organ is one of the finest-toned I ever 
heard, and the congregation singing with it make a sweet 
melody." 
A. MACLAREN is quoted as saying: "The best praise, how-
ever , is a heart song. So the apostle adds, 'singing in your 
hearts unto God.'" ("Expositor's Bible," page 332.) Is it 
not strange that Brother Boles overlo oked the following, on 
page 330 of the same volume: "The distinc t ion between 
'ps alms' and 'hymns' appears to be that the former is a 
song with a mu sical accompaniment, and that the latter is 
vocal prai se to God?" He must have seen it, for it was 
right befo,re him. I must confess I do not understand how 
he could quote Dr. Maclaren as being opposed to instrumen-
tal music, with these words right before his eyes. 
JAMIESO~, FAUSSETT, AND BROWN'S COMMENTARY is 
quoted on James 5: 13. But Brother Boles forgets to look 
up this commentary on Eph. 5: 19, which we quoted in 
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Chapter XIII. Here it is : "Psalms, generally accompanied 
by an instrument. 'Making melody' -Greek, 'play-
ing and singing with an instrument.' 'In your heart ' -not 
merely with the tongue, but the serious feeling of the heart 
accompanying the singing of the lips.'' How did he happen 
to miss this, which completely destroys the force of the im-
pression he seeks to make? 
He quotes the "Bible Commentary" on Eph. 5 : 19, but 
strangely overlooks the following on the same page and im-
mediately above what he quotes: "Others explain the differ-
ence between the three words: 'Psalms,' they say, are songs 
with musical accompaniment, 'hymns' are without accom-
paniment , and 'spiritual songs' are lyrical effusions.'' This 
puts a different construction on the passage. 
J. B. MAYOR, on James 5: 13, is quoted: "Psalleto, prop-
erly used of playing on a stringed instrument. . We 
find it also [italics mine] used of singing with the voice and 
with the heart. (Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15.) The word is 
only used of sacred music in the New Testament.'' Note 
the word "also.'' This tells the story. The well-known 
reference to Lucian, which Brother Boles omits, confirms 
the fact that Mayor is on the affirmative , and not the nega-
tive, in this discussion. 
To sum up, Brother Boles has given twenty-eight com-
mentaries, and what do we find? Ten of them are neutral-
that is, in the comments quoted, they have nothing to say 
one way or the other. Only six definitely support the nega-
tive. They are: Adam Clarke, Dr. Whedon, John Calvin , 
Moses E . Lard , J. W. McGarvey, and Robert Milligan. I 
give Lard, not because he says anything against instrumen-
tal music, in the passage quoted, but because he was opposed 
to it, as I f reely concede. 
Twelve of the authorities are definite and clear-cut in 
their advocacy of instrumental music in worship. They 
are: G. G. Findlay, Jamieson, Faussett, and Brown, John 
Wesley, Dr . A. Maclaren, F. L. Cook in "Bible Commen-
tary,'' J. B. Mayor, James Macknight, Bishop Ellicott, J . 
Armitage Robinson , Prof . J. H. Ropes , Dean Alford , and 
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Dr. A. T. Robertson. I have quoted from each of these men 
a positive declaration, except Mayor. What they say can-
not be misunderstood. They advocate instrumental music 
in worship, and they base their attitude on the plain teach-
ing of the New Testament. What is the reader to think of a 
position which has to be supported by such tactics as are 
being employed by the negative in this discussion? 
I ha ve a few more authorities to quote before summing 
up what the comment aries have to say. 
ARCHBISHOP TRENCH, in "New Test ament Synonyms: " 
"Psalmo s, from psao, properly 'a t ouching' and then 'touch-
ing of the harp' or other stringed instrument, with the fin-
gers or with the plectrum; was next the instrument itself, 
and last of all the song sung with musical accompanimen t. " 
DR. ROBERT YOUNG, in his great concordance , says: 
"Psallo, to sing praise with a musical accompaniment." 
And he refers to Rom. 15 : 9 as an example of this use . 
WEYMOUTH, in "The New Testament in Modern Speech," 
says in a note on Fir st Corinthian s regarding psallo: "The 
word may imply instrumental accompaniment." 
PROF. SAMUEL BASSETT says: "In the Septuagint and 
New Testament , it (psallo) means to sing as one sings a 
psalm. In Eph. 5: 19 it is coupled with ado, and appar-
ently means 'playin g the lyre' ('singing and making music'). 
In Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor . 14: 15 certainly the accompani-
ment is not precluded any more than our 'sing a hymn' pre-
cludes an instrument." 
S. W. DUFFIELD say s : "Did the early Christians use any 
instrument s ? In reply, it can be noted that psallei n , 'to 
make melody,' is usually taken to refer to a musical accom-
paniment. In Rom: 15 : 9 it is a quotation from Ps. 18: 50, 
where it means, 'I will sing psalms.' In 1 Cor. 14: 15 ('I 
will sing with the spirit, and I will sing with the under-
standing also') and in James 5: 13 ('Is any merry? let him 
sin,g psalms ') we have nothing decisive, except that we know 
the Jewish method of 'singing psalms' was to the accompani-
ment of musical instruments.'' 
LANGE, one of the greatest of commentators, on Eph. 5 : 
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19, says: "Luther is incorrect by 'psalms.' Since psalmos 
is something historical, the word should here retain the 
meaning of 0. T. psalms, which were well known, and had 
been accepted in the public service.'' Duffield says we know 
the Jewish method of singing Old Testament psalms was to 
the accompaniment of musical instruments. 
DR. A. T. ROBERTSON says: "Psallo originally meant to 
strike an instrument like a harp ; then to sing to the music 
of the instrument. This was its common use, and the 
psa.lms were sung with musical accompaniment. The early 
Christians seem to have followed Jewish usage in the use of 
musical instruments in praising God.'' This is the testi-
mony of the man whom Brother Boles declares to . be the 
greatest living Greek scholar. I do not dispute the claim. 
Dr. Robertson is certainly a great scholar, and his opinion 
has great weight. In a letter to me he said: "I can only say, 
· I see no objection to the use of instrumental music in wor-
ship." 
DR. ALEXANDER MACLAREN, in "Expositor's Bible," com-
menting on Col. 3: 16, says: "The distinction between 
'psalms' and 'hymns' appears to be that the former is a song 
with musical accompaniment, and that the latter is vocal 
prai se to God. The onward march of the church 
has ever been at tended by music of praise; 'as well the sing-
ers as the playe rs on instruments' have been there.'' Dr. 
Maclaren quotes these words from Ps. 87, which is said to be 
a prophecy of the church. 
I ha ve now given twent y-four authorities under the head 
of commentaries. Each speaks with clearness and to the 
point. Every one of them indicates instrumental accom-
paniment to the singing in worship. These commentators 
are among the greatest of the world's Biblical scholars. If 
we cannot trust to their combined judgment, it is useless to 
look elsewhere. 
Here I rest my case, so far as the meaning of the word 
or words which Paul and James used in connection with 
singing in worship is concerned. The evidence presented, 
to my mind, is as strong and conclusive as evidence can be 
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that the New Testament sanctions the use of instrumental 
music as an accompaniment to the singing in worship. I do 
not say it commands it, but I do say it permits it. 
I am now ready to produce the passages on which I rely 
1,in support of my proposition. 
Rom. 15 : 9: "Therefore will I give praise unto thee 
among the Gentiles, and sing [psalo] unto thy name." 
1 Cor. 14: 15, 26: "What is it then? I will pray with 
the spirit, and I will pray with the understanding also: I 
will sing [psalo] with the spirit, and I will sing [psalo] 
with the understanding also. . What is it, then, 
brethren? When ye come together, each one hath a psalm 
[psalmos], hath a teaching, hath a revelation, hath a 
tongue, hath an interpretation." 
Eph. 5: 19: "Speaking one to another in psalms [psalmos] 
and hymns [humnos] and spiritual songs [ode], singing 
[adontes] and making melody [psallontes] with your heart 
to the Lord." 
Col. 3 : 16 : "Teaching and admonishing one another with 
psalms [psalmos] and hymns [humnos] and spiritual songs 
[ode], singing [ado] with grace in your hearts unto God." 
James 5: 13: "Is any cheerful? let him sing [psalleto] ." 
The words "psalms," "sing," "make melody," and "spirit-
ual songs" all carry with them the permission to accompany 
the singing they indicate with instrumental music. There 
is no doubt of this, if we accept the voice of the best Biblical 
scholarship in the world. Professor Ropes says: "If the 
writers of the New Testament had intended to speak of ac-
companied singing, they would have used 'psallo.'" And 
that is the word they did use. 
My opponent in Chapter XIV stated a law of interpreta-
tion thus : "Whatever be the true sense of a word under any 
given set of circumstances, it will in all cases retain that 
sense under the same circumstances.'' Brother Boles says, 
in the light of this law: "The five instances of 'psallo' in the 
New Testament must mean one and the same thing, as the 
same set of circumstances belongs to each instance of the 
word in the New Testament." And then he admits, in so 
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many words, that "psallo" means "to play" in Eph . 5: -19, 
but claims that the instrum ent is the human heart. There-
fore, the music is silept music. It cannot be audible, if it is 
made only in the heart. Now, since "psallo" means the 
same thing in each instance of its use in the New Testament, 
as he says it does, and as he says it means "silent music" 
in Eph. 5: 19, the inescapable conclusion is that it mean s 
"silent music" in the three other instances of its use. This 
is the ridiculous position in which Brother Boles has placed 
himself in order to shield his pet theory. 
Let us look for a moment at Eph. 5: 19 : "Speak ing to 
yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, sing-
ing and making melody [psallontes] in your heart to the 
Lord." It would be perfectly plain to all who are seekin g 
for the t ruth in this passage that wherever the "making 
melody" is done, the singing is done also . If the singing 
is audible, so is the pla ying . They may both be said to be 
done in the heart, but not one to-the exclusion of the oth er. 
They go together, t he singing and the making melody (play-
ing the harp) . If one is external, so is the other ; if one is 
in the heart , so is the other. They may both be external 
and both internal. Professor Moule says : "Both voice and 
instrument were literal and external , but the use of them 
both was to be spiritual, and so 'in the heart.' " Professor 
Findlay says: "Singing and playing, for music aided song , 
and voice and instrument blended in his praise.'' "In the 
heart" simply mean s hea r tily. So say Chrysostom , Mof-
fatt, and Ballantine. The latter 's translation of this pas-
sage reads : "Singing and playing the harp heartily to the 
Lord." 
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CHAPTER XVI 
EIGHTH NEGATIVE 
"The negative is" not "trying to read" anything "into 
the proposition," but is trying to keep the affirmative from 
obscuring and evading the issue as set forth in the proposi-
tion. The negative is trying to keep the issue before the 
readers. Let us place the proposition and what Brother 
Clubb claims to be affirming side by side, so that the read-
ers may see how the affirmative is evading. 
Proposition: "Instrumental music in Christian worship is 
Scriptural." 
Brother Clubb claims: "The question we are discussing is 
whether the general practice of accompanying the singing 
in worship with a musical instrument is, or is not, Scrip-
tural." 
There is a wide difference between the two statements. 
In his statement he places "singing in worship," while his 
proposition puts the mechanical instrument "in Christian 
worship." The reader can see that Brother Clubb is t rying 
to substitute another proposition for the one that he ha s 
agreed to prove. He shall not evade the issue, neither shall 
he muddy the water so as to obscure it. He ha s agreed to 
prove that the Scriptu res teach that the mechani cal instru -
ment is "in . Christian worship." This he must do or else 
surrender his proposition. 
It has been pointed out several times in this discussion 
that a mechanical instrument cannot be "in Christian wor-
ship" and at the same time be merely an accompaniment t o 
"the singing." Brother J. B. Briney says: "Thus it ap-
pears that an organ may be lifted from the plane of a mere 
help in the worship to the position of a means of worship-
an instrument by which a heart that is full of devotion may 
exhibit it s adoration and manifest it s sentiments of worship 
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as did David with his harp." ("Instrumental :Music in 
Christian Worship," page 214.) David's harp was an in-
strument by which or. through which he worshiped. Brother 
Briney says that "an organ may be lifted from the plane <:>f 
a mere help in the worship to the position of a means of 
worship." That is to say, the mechanical instrument is "a 
means of worship," or the mechanical instrument is "in 
Chri st ian worship." He further says that worship consists 
of two parts-(1) "internal conditions" and (2) "external 
expression s." "The external expression" is one part of 
Christian worship and may be performed with the mechan-
ical instrument-that is, "the internal conditions" of the 
heart may be expressed with the mechanical instrument, 
thus making the instrument a part of the worship; or , as 
state d by Br other Clubb 's proposition, the mechanical in-
st rument is "in Christian worship." 
I still charge Brother Clubb with suppressing a part of 
the quotation from R. Milligan. Even in Chapter XV he 
fails to give the quotation which expresses Milligan's point .. 
It is the following: "And, according to this fundamental 
law of interpretation, it is pretty evident that in Ephesian s 
and Colossians the term 'psalmos' has no reference wha t-
ever to instrumental music; for, in both cases, it is the 
strings or chords of the hear t , and not of an instrument , 
that are to be touched." This is a quotation which I gave 
fro m Millig an, and that which Brother Clubb suppressed 
an d tried to place Milligan as authority on his side of the 
question. 
He now admits that he garbled the quotation from Dr. 
Robinson and offers a lame excuse for it. He is an unsafe 
teacher. Robinson did not use the clause, "whether accom-
panied or unaccompanied," as Brother Clubb quoted him as 
saying in Chapter XIII. Inasmuch as Dr . Robinson did not 
quote that clause from Lightfoot, it shows that he did not 
approve of Lightfoot's statement of it. 
The negative has made the argument that God's com-
mands are both inclusive and exclusive; they exclude, and 
therefore forbid, what is not included. When God tells his 
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people to sing, that is specific, and includes only that which 
is necessary to sing, and it excludes everything that is not 
necessary to the carrying out of the command. Brother 
Clubb says: "B. W. Johnson utters not a syllable which can 
be construed as excluding instrumental accompaniment from 
singing in worship." Johnson says, in commenting on Eph. 
5 : 19 : "While the lips sing, the heart must join in the mel-
ody by an uplifting to God. Too much singing in the 
churches is only of the lips." He is giving his interpreta-
tion of "singing and making melody ;" and when .he tells 
what it means, he excludes the mechanical instrument. The 
same point may be made of all other quotations which 
Brother Clubb tries to place in "the neutral list." 
JOHN WESLEY is quoted _ as favoring instrumental music , 
but the quotation does not say that Wesley indorses instru -
mental music. He does say, as I have already quoted, in 
commenting on Eph. 5: 19: "Singing with your heart, as 
well as youi: voices, to the Lord." He also says: "I have no 
objection to instruments of music in our chapels, provided 
they are neither heard nor seen ." (Clarke's "Commen-
tary," Volume IV.) 
JAMIESON, FAUSSETT, AND BROWN are quoted as comment-
ing on Eph. 5: 19, but Brother Clubb stops before the com-
ment closes. (See page 111.) I will not repeat the part of 
the comment which Brother Clubb gives, but will begin with 
the very next sentence, which reads as follows: "The con-
trast is between the heathen and the Christian practice. 
'Let your songs be not the drinking songs of heathen feasts, 
but psalms and hymns; and their accompaniment, not the 
music of the lyre, but the melody of the heart.' " Here 
CONYBEARE AND HOWSON are quoted approvingly, and they 
state that the accompaniment is "not the music of the lyre," 
or musical instrument, but "the melody of the heart.'' Now, 
why did Brother Clubb not give the full comment? It was 
before his eyes; he could not help seeing it. 
ARCHBISHOP TRENCH is next quoted, yet Brother Clubb 
does not give all that Trench says. I wonder how it hap-
pened that Brother Clubb did not see the following: "It may 
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reasonably be doubted whether we can draw very accurately 
the lines of demarcation between the 'psalms and hymns and 
spiritual songs' of which the apostle makes mention, or 
whether he drew them for himself with a perfect accuracy; 
the words, even at the time when he wrote, may have been 
often promiscuously, confusedly used." Archbishop Trench 
states that it is very doubtful if the line of demarcation can 
be drawn between psalms and hymns and spiritual songs; 
he says that these words in the days of Paul were used 
"promiscuously," "confusedly" - that is, synonymously. 
Since no instrumental accompaniment belonged to hymns 
and odes, and "psalms" is used synonymously with these 
words, no mechanical instrument accompanied the psalms 
with the early Christians. 
DR. A. T. ROBERTSON, in his "Studies in the Epistle of 
James," says: "'Psalleto,' the word originally meant to 
play on a stringed instrument (Sir. 9: 4), but it comes to 
be used also for singing with the voice and the heart (Eph. 
5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15), making melody with the heart also to 
the Lord." Here Dr. Robertson puts the "original" mean-
ing in contrast with the New Testament meaning. Its orig-
inal meaning included the "stringed instrument," but the 
New Testament meaning is "singing with the voice and 
heart ." I let the readers judge whether Brother Clubb has 
handled Dr. Robertson's testimony fairly. 
He now leaves the definition of "psallo" and turns to the 
New Testament Scriptures. It is to be remembered that 
he started out trying to show that "psallo" in the New Tes-
tament meant to play on a mechanical instrument. He has 
been forced to the same position that 0. E. Payne was finally 
forced to take. Payne was frank enough and bold enough 
to face the inevitable conclusion, and said: "Henceforth we 
must unite in agreeing that if we forego musical instru-
ments, we cannot conform to the divine injunction to 'psal-
lein.' " This is the conclusion that Brother Clubb's logic 
has forced him to take or abandon his first position. If he 
does not take this inevitable conclusion, he must repudiate 
all that he has said in discussing the meaning of "psallo.'' 
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Brother Clubb cannot argue his proposition from the New 
Testament meaning ·of "psallo" without coming to the con-
clusion that he must use the instrument if he does what he_ 
claim s "psallo" means. Soon after this discussion began 
Brother Clubb saw this inevitable conclusion, and instead 
of boldly facing the logical conclusion, he began to shy, 
equivocate, and evade the issue of his proposition, and has 
sought to substitute another proposition which would help 
him to escape, if possible, the crushing and inevitable con-
clusion-namely, that he must use the instrument if he does 
what God commands in "psallo," if "psallo" included a me-
chanical instrument. 
I have been stating in each chapter that any propositw n 
in the realm of religion that cannot be proved by our Eng-
lish Bible is not true-it cannot be proved. I am glad that 
he has now decided to attempt to prove his proposition by 
the New Testament. I am sure that the average reader 
cares nothing about his gyrations in the Greek lexicons. He 
has written eight chapters, more than three-fourths of the 
entire discussion, without quoting Scripture; but he says: 
"I am now ready to produce the passages on which I rely in 
support of my proposition." His proposition calls upon him 
to show that his affirmation is Scriptural. All along through 
his meanderings of Greek lexicons I have impressed upon 
him that he could not prove anything to be Scriptural with-
out using the Scriptures. He now quotes five passages of 
Scripture on which he relies "in support of his proposition." 
I wish to examine each Scripture in the order in which he 
gives them; and if it should be found that these Scriptures 
do not support his proposition, then his proposition must 
fall. 
Rom. 15: 9 
"Therefore will I give praise unto thee among the Gen-
tiles , and sing unto thy name." Here "psallo" is used the 
first time in the New Testament. Every standard transla-
tion of the New Testament translates "psallo" in this pas-
sage by "sing." In Chapter VIII will be found a tabulated 
list of forty-seven translations, representing more than two 
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hundred and sixty scholars, and every one of the forty-seven 
except five translate "psallo" by "sing"-that is, forty-two 
translations translate " sallo" by "sing;" three of the five 
others translate it by "praise." Only Rotherham (not a 
standard translation) renders it "strike strings;" in his 
twelfth edition he t ranslates it by "sing." So, according to 
the scholarship of the world, Rom. 15: 9 excludes the me-
chanical instrument. 
1 Cor. 14: 15 
"What is it then? I will pray with the spirit, and I will 
pray with the understanding also : I will sing with the spirit, 
and I will sing with the understanding also." Let us exam-
ine this Scriptu re as we did the one above. In this passage 
"ps allo" is used twice, but it is transla t ed by the same word 
in every instance. Again referring to the tabulated list of 
translations in Chapter VIII, we find that out of the forty-
seven translati ons, thirty-eight of them render "psallo" in 
this passage by "sing." Only Rotherham tr anslates "psallo" 
with "strike strings;" but in his twelfth edition he trans-
lated it "sing." The scholarship as represented by these 
translations says that the mechanical instrument is not in 
this passage. 
Eph. 5: 19 
"Speaking one to another in psalms and hymns and spir-
itual songs, singing and making melody with your heart to 
the Lord." In this quotation "psalmos" and "psallontes" 
are used. Again referring to the list of translations, 
twenty-three out of the forty-seven render "psallontes" by 
"make melody." Four translate it "praising;" five, by 
"make music;" four, by "sing;" four, by "playing;" one, by 
"dancing;" one (Rotherham), by "strike strings." The 
translations which give "playing" and "dancing" are not 
standard translations. Again the scholarship of the world 
as repre sented by the tran slators excludes the mechanical 
instrument. This Scripture, like the others, does not sup-
port the affirmative of this proposition. 
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Col. 3: 16 
0 Teaching and admonishing one another with psalms and 
hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts 
unto God." In this Scripture the noun "psalmos" is used, 
and it is rendered in nearly every instance by "psalms." 
We have seen that the New Testament use of "psalms" does 
not have the mechanical instrument as an accompaniment. 
Even in the Septuagint "psalms" did not always have in-
strumental accompaniment. So this Scripture does not sup-
port the affirmative side of this question . 
Jam es 5: 13 
"Is any cheerful ? let him sing praise ." Again refer-
ring to the list of forty-seven translations , we find that 
"psalleto" as used here . is translated "sing" by forty out of 
the forty-seven translations. It is rendered once by "play;" 
once, "strike strings;" by others, "praise." Montgomery 
rende r s it in this place by ''play" and Rotherham by "strike 
strings," but neither of these translations is standard. This 
Scripture does not support the affirmative side of this prop-
osition. 
We have now examined all the Scriptures which Brother 
Clubb "relies upon to pro ve his proposition, " and have found 
that not one of them as translated by the scholarship of the 
world supports his proposition . There is nothing in either 
one of these passages which even remotely hint s at a mechan-
ical instrument. No one can read these Scriptures and see 
in them the mechanical instrument ; no one can read into 
them the mechanical instrument . It would be much easier 
for an aff usionist to read into the New Testament use of 
baptism sprinkling than for any' one to read the mechanical 
instrument into these Scriptures . Now, since these are the 
only Scriptures which he claims as supporting his proposi-
tion , and since they do not, his proposition fall s. 
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Cl::IAPTER XVII 
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE 
In Chapter XIV, Brother Boles introduces a number of 
encyclopedias and histories of music to show that the early 
church did not use instrumental music in worship. For 
lack of space, we cannot dwell at length on the character of 
this evidence. As usual, seve ral of his witnesses have not 
a word to say which has any bearing on the issue-e. g., 
Fisher, Newman, McGlothlin, Schaff , and Mosheim. Those 
who do speak to the subject give no proof, merely make un-
supported assertions. Some are vague and indefinite-e. g., 
Ritter . He says : "We have no real knowledge of the exact 
character of the music which formed a part of the religiou s 
devotion of the first Chr istian congregations ." From hi s 
statement, he is evidently not referring to the Jewish con-
gregations, and most likely not to the New Testament times. 
It cannot be shown by authentic historical facts that the 
first Jewi sh congregation s did not use in st rument s. The 
Jewi sh custom for centuries, and the meaning of "psallo," 
which the best scholarship unmi stakabl y declare s permitted 
them to use instrument s, and the further fact that they were 
under no prohibition not to use them, all go to show that 
they did use them, when circum stances were favorable . 
We shall now use two or three undisputed authorities 
among the encyclopedias to show that the early church wa s 
not only permitted to use .instrumental accompaniment to 
the singing, but that in all probability they did use it. 
MCCLINTOCK AND STRONG: Thi s great work speaks ver y 
clearly and to the point. It says: "The early Christians 
used the Jewish psalms in their worship, which would al-
most certainly be sung to their traditional temple music. 
G. B. Martini says: 'This is the Hebrew chant of the psal-
modies which ever since the time of David and Solomon has 
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been transmitted from one generation to another, and the re-
fore goes beyond the first half of the first age of the church. 
These have not materially varied, but have been substan-
tially preserved by the Hebrew nation. Is it not sufficient to 
convince us that the apostles-who were born Hebrews, 
brought up in the customs of their nation, wont to frequent 
the temple and engage in the prayers and divine praises 
therein recited-should retain the same method and use the 
same chants with which the people used to respond to the 
Levi ti cal choir?' " In ref erring to the distinction between 
psa lms, hymns, and spiritual songs, we note: "According t o 
some, the distinction between them was one of subject; ac-
cording to others, it was merely of form, having respect to 
the manner in which they were sung. By some, 
who take this view, the distinction is supposed to lie in this, 
that the psalms were compositions which were chanted to 
the accompaniment of an instrument, the psalterion ; the 
hymns, songs of adoration uttered by the voice alone." Sup-
porting this view, Augustine, Basil, and Gregory of Nyssa 
are mentioned. (Volume VIII, on Psalmody.) 
DICTIONARY OF CHRISTIAN ANTIQUITIES: "In such a mat-
ter, what every Israelite was familiar with, the Christian 
church would be likely to continue. Basil the Great (and 
after him other writers) explains two of the names that 
occur in the titles of the Psalms as having reference to the 
mode of their execution. A psalm, he says, is a composi-
t ion which is instrumentally accompanied." (Volume II , 
page 1746.) 
HASTINGS' ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGION AND ETHICS: "All 
authorities are agreed that the music of the early church 
was of Hebraic origin. It is known that the apostles, as 
Hebrews, engaged in prayer and praise in the temple, and 
they would undoubtedly utilize the same chants used there 
by the people in response to the Levitical choir. 
Music must have played an important part in the early 
Christian worship, if we judge by Paul's references to it in 
his epistles, written not very long after the ascension of 
Christ, since he repeatedly admonishes the adherents to 
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sing and make melody in psa lms , hymn s, and spiritual 
songs." (Volume IX.) 
HASTINGS' DICTION~Y OF THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH: "Our: 
study of the ideals of praise in the apostolic church would 
be incomplete without some refe rence to the music, both 
vocal and instrumental, in which pious hearts desired to 
express it. The earliest Christian hymns were sung, no 
doubt , like the psalms, but we know very lit tle about the 
vocal methods of the Hebrews." Again: "In Rev. 15: 2, 
'the harps of God' are sounded with pointed allusion 
to the Sabbath services in the temple, when special canticles 
were sung, to which the song of Moses and the Lamb corr e-
sponds when sung by the church at rest. There was a cer-
tain prejudice against the music of flutes, but they seem to 
have been used at Alexandria to accompany the hymns at 
the agape, until Clement substituted harps about A.D. 190." 
(Volume II, page 256.) 
Referring to Dr . Robinson's quotation from Bishop Light-
foot, Brother Boles says, in Chapter XVI, that inasmuch as 
Dr . Robinson omitted the words, "accompanied or unaccom-
panied," from his quotation , it shows that he did not approve 
of Lightfoot's statement. Let us look at the statement. 
Lightfoot say s : "While the leading idea of 'psalmos' is a 
musi cal accompaniment, and that of 'humnos' praise to God, 
'ode' is the general word for song, whether accompanied or 
unaccompanied." Now, it is per fectly clear that the words, 
"accompanied or unaccompanied," have reference to "ode" 
alone, and have nothing whatever to do with "psalmos ." 
Lightfoot says, "The leading idea of 'psalmos' is a musical 
accompaniment," and Dr. Robinson quoted this with ap-
pro val. 
The man who tries to place John Wesley, Jamieson, Faus-
sett, and Brown, Archbishop Trench, and A. T. Robertson 
~n the negative in this discussion is surely hard pressed for 
something to say. 
I quote Dr. A. T. Robertson once more: "'Psallo, origi-
nally meant to strike an instrument, like a harp ; and then to 
sing to the music of an instrument. This was its common 
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use, and the Psalms were sung with musical accompaniment. 
The early Christians seem to have followed Jewish usage 
in the use of musical instruments in praising God." Is that 
clear enough? That is Dr. Robertson's position to-day on 
the question we are discussing. In a letter to me, dated 
January 18, 1926, he said: "I can only say I see no objection 
to the use of instrumental music in worship." Brother Boles 
says that Dr. Robertson is the greatest living Greek scholar. 
I do not dispute it. Why does he refuse to accept hi s testi-
mony? 
I called attention in Chapter XV to the fatal admi ssion 
of Brother Boles in Chapter XIV. He laid down the fol-
lowing law of interpretation: "Whatever be the sense of a 
word under any given set of circumstances, it will in all 
cases retain that sense under the same circumstances. " 
Then he says: "The five instances of 'psallo' in the New 
Testament must mean one and the same thing, as the same 
set of circumstances belongs to each instance of the word in 
the New Testament." He then admits that "'psallo' may 
retain the figurative idea of an instrument in the New Tes-
tament use, but it is not the mechanical instrument; it is the 
instrument of the human heart." He says this is its mean-
ing in Eph. 5: 19. Note the admission that "psallo " means 
to play in that passage; and since it means to. play in Eph. 
5: 19, it means the same thing in each of the other instances 
of its use in the New Testament, according to Brother Boles' 
admission. So "psallo" never means anything else than 
"silent music" in the New Testament, according to Brother 
Boles. There is no escape from this. Either "psallo" may 
have both a literal and a figurative sense, or the music it in-
dicates is silent music in each instance of its use in the New 
Testament. But he says it is silent music in Eph . 5 : 19 ; 
therefore, according to his interpretation, it means the same 
thing in each instance of its use. This is the predicament 
his false reasoning has brought him to, and here his whole 
contention fails. To say, as he does, that "psallo" may mean 
figuratively to play is a virtual surrender of the whole ques-
tion. 
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"Psallo" and "ado" both have a literal and figurative sense 
in Eph. 5: 19. "Singing and making melody" are both lit-
eral and external, says Professor Moule ; but both are spir-
itual, and so "in the heart." 
APOSTOLIC EXAMPLE 
We have found very clear teaching by precept in the New 
Testament on the subject of instrumental music in worship. 
If we are to trust the judgment of the finest Biblical schol-
arship of the world as to the teaching of the New Testament , 
then we need not be in any doubt as to the Scripturalness of 
instrumental music as an accompaniment to the singing in 
Christian worship. There is not an outstanding Biblical 
scholar in the world to-day who supports the negative in this 
discussion. I challenge Brother Boles to name one-just 
one. But their name is legion who support the affirmative. 
We now turn to the second main line of testimony in sup-
port of the proposition-apostolic example. If we find that 
the apostles and the church at Jerusalem were in the habit 
of attending and participating in the devotional services of 
the temple, where all admit instruments were used, then we 
have strong ground for their use in worship to-day. It will 
not be difficult to determine whether they did '?r not, if we 
are willing to accept what the New Testament plainly says. 
It is certain that the apostles and the early Christians 
were in the habit of going to the temple, both before and 
after Pentecost. Luke (24: 53) says that after the ascen-
sion the disciples returned to Jerusalem, "and were contin-
ually in the temple, praising and blessing God." In Acts 
2: 46, 47 we have: "And day by day, continuing steadfastly 
with one accord in the temple, and breaking bread at home, 
they did eat their food with gladness and singleness of heart, 
praising God, and having favor with all the people." Again, 
in the third chapter, we read: "Now Peter and John were 
going up into the temple at the hour of prayer, being the 
ninth hour." These passages show us unmistakably that 
the apostles and the church at Jerusalem frequently and 
regularly went to the temple. 
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Now, why did they go? If they went to worship, that 
settles the question of apostolic example, and no amount of 
false reasoning can explain it away. Take the first pas-
sage. It says that they "were continually in the temple, 
praising and blessing God." What they did in the temple 
tells us plainly why they went there. Going to the temple 
fo r this pu rpose had been their custom all their lives. Take 
the second passage. This was af ter the church was founded, 
and these people were the church. What does the passage 
say they continued to do? They "continued in the temple." 
What were they doing? "Praising God" in those very same 
devotional services to which they had been accustomed all 
their lives. The third passage says that Peter and John 
went to the temple at the hou r of prayer, or, as it has been 
suggested, for the hour of prayer. Why did they go to the 
temple? Unless we are burdened with some needy theory, 
the reason will be right before our eyes. They went, as 
was their custom, to worship. The fact that they preached 
the gospel on that occasion grew out of an occur rence that 
neither of them anticipated when they started for the tem-
ple. The healing of the lame man called for explanation. 
This led to the first trouble they had had in the temple, 
which clearly shows thfl,t it was the first time they had at-
tempted to preach the gospel in those devotional services . 
And this attendance upon the devotional services of the 
temple continued till its destruction, twenty-five years later. 
These obvious facts have never been questioned, so far as I 
know, by any reputable Biblical scholar. The case is too 
plain to admit of controversy. 
We raise this question: Did the fact that the apostles and 
early church engaged in the devotional exercises of the tem-
ple necessarily commit them to the ceremonial observances 
of the law of Moses, which were being performed daily by 
the priests in the temple proper? I answer, no, it did not, 
and for the very good reason that these exercises of prayer 
and praise were no part of t he Levitical ritual of the temple. 
The ninth chapter of Hebrews tells us the elements of this 
ritual, which included offerings and sacr ifices, the burning 
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of incense, etc. It was this ritual that Christ nailed to the 
cross, and instrumental music was no part of it. There is 
not a word said in the la,.w of Moses about prayer or singing 
or instrumental music. We know that David, the poet-
musician, introduced instrumental and vocal music in con-
nection with the temple, and it is said that he did it by the 
commandment of God. (2 Chron. 29: 25.) But it was no 
part of the Mosaic economy . 
That prayer meeting in the temple precincts, with its 
vocal and instrumental music, was an indication of the grow-
ing sense of the spiritual in worship on the part of the peo-
ple, and would seem a kind of foretaste, or prophecy, of the 
day when all would worship the Father "in spirit and in 
truth." 
A word more. Various questions came up in the days of 
the apostles-questions about circumcision, sacrifices, ob-
servance of days, etc., among the Jewish Christians; and of 
eating meats offered to idols, etc ., among the Gentile Chris-
tians. But never once was the validity of instrumental mu-
sic in worship raised. No question of its propriety was ever 
even hinted at. Is it said in reply that the very silence of 
the New Testament is an argument against its use in the 
church ? The New Testament is not silent, as we have seen. 
But if it were silent, that fact alone, instead of being an 
argument against it, would, on the contrary, be crushing 
proof in favor of it. The Jews had been using instruments 
in their worship for centuries; and if the Lord had intended 
that it should be omitted in Christian worship, he certainly 
would have said so in plain terms. The fact that it is not 
plainly forbidden shows that neither Christ nor the apostles 
said anything against it. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 
NINTH NEGATIVE 
Lest the reader forget the issue, we restate it. Brother 
Clubb is trying to prove that the New Testament Scriptures 
teach that "the mechanical instrument is in Christian wor-
ship." His proposition places upon him the burden of prov-
ing that the mechanical instrument is one of the essential 
elements "in Christian worship;" not that the instrument 
is a help or an aid to worship, but that it is in Christian 
worship. 
In Chapter XIV, fifteen standard authorities from en-
cyclopedias and histories of music were quoted, showing 
that the early church did not use instrumental music even 
as an aid to worship or in any other way connected with 
Christian worship. Brother Clubb has a unique way of 
meeting this great .array of scholarly witnesses which have 
borne testimony against his proposition ; he dismisses these 
encyclopedias and histories with a wave of the hand. He 
says that some of them "do not speak to the point;" that oth-
ers "are vague and indefinite;" and that still others "who do 
speak to the subject give no proof, merely make unsupported 
assertions." This is a very serious charge to make against 
standard authorities; and such a charge does not weaken 
the testimony of these authorities, but only shows the weak-
ness of Brother Clubb's position or his reckless way of mak-
ing assertions. I ask the reader to review the evidence as 
quoted from these standard authorities in Chapter XIV. 
For the convenience of the reader I reproduce some of the 
evidence: 
SCHAFF-HERZOG: "It is questionable whether, as used in 
the New Testament, 'psallo' means more than to sing .... 
The absence of instrumental music from the church for some 
centuries after the apostles and the sentiment regarding it 
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which pervades the writings of the fathers are unaccount-
able, if in the apostolic church such music was used." 
KILLEN: "In the early church the whole congregation 
joined in the singing, but instrumental music did not accom-
pany the praise." It seems to me that this is very definite 
and to the point. 
E. S. LORENZ: "The music was purely vocal. There was 
no instrumental accompaniment of any kind." This also 
seems to be to the point and is not "vague and indefinite." 
UNTERSEINER: "It was exclusively vocal, for the Christian 
had an aversion to instruments which served at pagan 
feasts." 
DICKINSON: "The pagan melodies were always sung to 
an instrumental accompaniment; the church chant was ex-
clusively vocal." 
HUMPHREYS: "All the music employed in their early serv-
ices was vocal." 
MCCLINTOCK AND STRONG: "The Greek word 'psallo' is 
applied among the Greeks of modern times exclusively to 
sacred music, which in the Eastern Church has never been 
other than vocal, as it was in the primitive church." 
FESSENDEN: "That instrumental music was not practiced 
by the primitive Christians, but was an aid to devotion of 
later times, is evident from church history." 
Now, Brother Clubb says that these great scholars 
"merely make unsupported assertions." Of course, Brother 
Clubb would have us take his assertions rather than the 
testimony of these scholars. I prefer the scholars' evidence 
to Brother Clubb's assertions; hence, we conclude that the 
early church did not use the mechanical instrument. 
Brother Clubb now states that he "will use two or three 
undisputed authorities among the encyclopedias to show 
th at the early church was not only permitted to use instru-
ment al accompaniment to the singing , but in all probabilitie s 
they did use it." His firs t witness from what he calls "un-
disputed authorities among encyclopedias" is McClintock 
and Strong . He gives a garbled quotation from Volume 
VIII , taking some sentences from one paragraph and then 
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a sentence from another paragraph, and, reversing the or-
der, he gives us a hotchpotch which he thinks has some 
bearing on his proposition. I wonder why Brother Clubb 
did not give this evidence from McClintock and Strong: 
"The Greek word 'psallo' is applied among the Greeks of 
modern times exclusively to sacred music, which in the 
Eastern Church has never been any other than vocal, in-
strumental music being unknown in th at church, as it was 
in the primitive church." (Encyclopedia , Volume · VIII, 
page 739.) Here we have the statement from this "undis-
puted authority" that instrumental mu sic was unkno wn ."in 
the pr imitive church." Again, this same "undisputed au-
thority" says: "Students of ecclesiastical archreology are 
generally agreed that instrumental music was not used in . 
churches till a much lat er date." (Encyclopedia, Volum e 
VIII, page 739.) 
Again, Brother Clubb refers to Dr. J. A. Robinson's tes-
timony. He is not pleased with Dr. Robinson's evidence, 
as it is opposed to his proposition. He first perv erted Dr . 
Robinson's evidence by adding a clause to it. I had to ex-
pose him on this, and he very humbly acknowledged that he 
had added to the testimony. He now tries to confuse the 
reader by his comments on it. In order to keep the rec ord 
clear, I give space for a reproduction of Dr. Robins on's 
comment on Eph. 5: 19. He says: "In the earliest t imes 
these suppers were hallowed by the solemn 'breaking of 
t he bread,' followed by singing, exhortations, and prayer." 
Again, Brother Clubb quotes from a private letter of Dr . 
A. T. Robertson, in which he says that he sees "no objection 
to the use of instrumental music in worship." Pos sibly 
Dr. Roberts on wrote that to Brother Clubb. But what does 
it matter if he did? He has published in book form, in 
commenting on J ames 5: 13, the following: "'Psalleto ,' the 
word or iginally meant to play on a stringed instrument (Sir. 
9: 4 ) , but it comes to be used also for singing with the 
voice and the heart (Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15), making 
melody with the heart also to the Lord." Brother Clubb 
cann ot escape the force of this quotation. 
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Attention is called again to a general law governing the 
use of words-namely: "Every wo·rd in a given passage 
has, in that place, one fixed meaning, and no more:" Iin 
this discussion Brother Clubb claimed that "psallo" .in the 
same passage meant to include and also exclude the me-
chanical instrument-that is, "it meant to sing with or with-
out the instrument." This law was quoted to show that 
his claim was both ridiculous and absurd. No word can 
mean two different things in the same passage. Another 
law of interpretation was given-namely: "Whateve r be 
the true sense of a word under any given set' oi circu-m-
stances, it will in all cases retain that sense under the same 
circumstanc es." This was given to show that "psallo" must 
mean the same thing in all five of the passages where it is 
· used in the New Testament; and since a word has one, and 
only one, meaning under a given set of circumstances, and 
the circumstances were the same in all of the five passage s, 
t hen it must retain the same meaning in all of the five in-
stances. This defeats Brothe r Clubb's contention that 
"psallo" can mean to "sing with or without an instrument." 
Whatever "psallo" means in one instance, it must mean tha t 
in all five of these passages; it cannot mean to sing with an 
instrument in one place , and then mean to sing without an 
inst r ument in another place. 
This reasoning puts Brother Clubb in a dilemma. He 
must use the instrument all of the time , or he must use only 
vocal music. Brother Clubb felt the force of this, but was 
hopeless and helple ss, so he had to abandon his pet theory 
about "psallo." 
The point was made that "psallo" may retain the figura-
tive idea of an instrument in its New ·Testament use, bttt not 
the mechanical instrument; that it is the instrument of the 
human heart. As proof of this point, quotations were given 
from Dr. John Gill, "Biblical Commentary," Thomas Scott , 
and R. Milligan. Dr. Milligan said: "It is pretty evident 
that in Ephesians and Colossians the term 'psalmos' has no 
reference whatever to instrumental music; for in both cases 
it is the string s or chord s of the heart, and not of an instru-
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ment, that are to be touched." Absolutely nothing was said 
about "silent music;" neither was anything said from which 
any logical inference could be drawn about "silent music." 
Brother Clubb makes the assertion that "we have found 
very clear teaching by precept in the New Testament on the 
subject of instrumental music in worship." I am sure that 
the reader smiled when this statement was read. It was 
made, not because it was true, but as an attempt to cover his 
· failure to give a single passage of Scripture that even re-
motely hints at a mechanical instrument "in Christian wor-
ship." There is no Scripture in the New Testament that 
supports his proposition, and every one who is familiar with 
the New Testament Scriptures knows that there is no Scrip-
ture to support his proposition. He quoted five passage s 
upon which he relied as support of his proposition; he does 
not claim that any other passage supports it. I showed that 
these five upon which he relies for his support do not men-
tion the mechanical instrument "in Christian worship." He 
himself does not believe that they do, for he has abandoned 
them and has gone into another field hunting for proof of 
his proposition. 
Next he makes a display of false tactics by saying: "There 
is not an outstanding Biblical scholar in the world to-day 
who supports the negative in this discussion. I challenge 
Brother Boles to name one." What does such a challenge 
prove? May I say that "there is not an outstanding Biblical 
scholar in the wor ld to-day who supports" the affirmative 
side of baptism for th e remission of sins; but does that 
prove that baptism is not for the remission of sins? "There 
is not an outstanding Biblical scholar in the world to-day" 
but that recognizes denominational churches as Scriptural; 
but does that prove that they are Scriptural? Brother 
Clubb should see the fallacy of his own reasoning in attempt-
ing to answer these questions. 
APOSTOLIC EXAMPLE 
Brother Clubb calls this his "second main line of testi-
mony in support of the proposition." He makes a few as-
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sumptions and assertions which are not true to facts, and 
then claims to draw the conclusion that the apostles used 
the mechanical instrument "in Christian worship." His 
first assumption is th at mechanical instruments of music 
were used in all acts of worship in the temple; second, he 
assumes that the apostles went into the temple and used 
these instruments; third, that the apostles continued to 
worship according to the Jewish ritual of worship. He 
makes the bare assertion "that the apostles participated in 
those very same devotional services to which they had been 
accustomed all their lives." Again, he asserts, without any 
proof whatever, that the apostles went after Pentecost, "as 
was their custom, to the temple to worship." Now, from 
these unsupported assumptions and bare assertions he would 
have the reader draw the conclusion that the New 'Testa-
ment teaches that the mechanical instrument is "in Chris-
tian worship. " Such reasoning , if it may be called "rea-
soning," may be refuted by any tyro in logic. There is no 
grammatical or , logical relation between his proposition and 
the conclusion; neither is there any logical relation between 
his unproved premises and his conclusion. 
However, as we are in the negative, we wish to examine 
the Scriptures which he gives and his arguments. His first 
Scripture is Luke 24: 53: "And were continually in the tem-
ple, blessing God." This refers to the acts of the apostles 
between the ascension of Christ and Pentecost. It was be-
fore the descent of the Holy Spirit and also before the 
church was established. So whatever was done by the apos-
tles before Pentecost cannot be taken as a criterion for 
Christian worship after Pentecost. But let us look a little 
closer at this Scripture and see if it supports Brother 
Clubb's proposition. Brother Clubb assumes that the apos-
tles went into the temple and participated in the Jewish 
worship; he also assumes that instruments of music were 
in the Jewish worship at this time; he further assumes that 
the apostles used mechanical instruments in their "blessing 
God." W. G. Ballantine translates this Scripture as follows: 
"Were constantly in the temple courts blessing God." Ac-
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cording to this translation, the apostles wer e only in the 
courts of the temple, and not in the temple. Brother Clubb 
quoted Ballantine as one of his scholars on "psallo." I won-
der if he will now take him on this Scripture. 
His next Scriptures are found in Acts 2: 46, 47; 3: 1. 
These Scriptures say that the apostles and disciples were 
"with one accord in the temple," and, "Peter and John were 
going up into the temple at the hour of prayer." McGar-
vey, commenting on the first Scripture, says: "This shows 
plainly that the temple was the daily meeting place of the 
church. Its courts were open at all times; all Jews had as 
free access to them as to the streets of the city." ("Com-
mentary on Acts," Volume I, page 48.) H.B. Hackett say s 
in commenting on Acts 3: 1: "We have seen in the second 
chapter that, in connection with the worship of the temple , 
the believers at Jerusalem maintained separate religiou s 
worship among themselves." ("Commentary on Acts," 
page 57.) T. 0. Summers, commenting on the same Scrip-
ture, says: "The court of the temple is meant ." ("Com-
mentary on Acts," page 56.) From this we learn that the 
apostles and other disciples met in the courts of the temple 
and formed sepa rate groups of worshipers apart from the 
unbelieving Jews, who worshiped according to the Jewish 
ritual. The early Christians did not meet and participate 
in the worship according to the Jewish ritual ; hence, they 
did not participate in the worship of the Jews. Even if it 
should be granted that the mechanical instrument was used 
in the Jewish worship at this time, it does not follow that the 
apostles worshiped with these instruments. 
Brother Clubb's argument on apostolic example prove s 
too much, and, therefore, proves nothing. If their going 
into the temple proves that they indorsed and used instru-
mental music, it also pro ves that they burned incense and 
indorsed the burning of incense as an act of Chr istian wor-
ship. If not, why not? I call upon Brother Clubb to an-
swer. There is nothing in his "apostolic-example" argu-
ment, as the reader can see. 
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· CHAPTER XIX 
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE 
A simple re-reading of Chapter XVII will be quite suffi-
cient as an answer to most that Brother Boles says in Chap-
ter XVIII in reply to it. Two or three points, however, I 
briefly note. 
First, Brother Boles' interpretation of Eph. 5: 19, in 
which he admits that "psallontes" in that passage has the 
figurative meaning of to play, the instrument being the hu-
man heart. But he denies that this music is silent music. 
Let the reader notice that "adontes" in this passage indi-
cates singing; · so they were already singing. Now, what 
else were they told to do by "psallontes" -singing and doing 
what? Brother Boles says in so many words that they were 
told to play on the chords of the heart. Is playing on the 
chords of the heart audible or inaudible? Why, anybody 
knows that it is silent, or inaudible. He has already said 
that "psallo" means the same thing in each instance of its 
use in the New Testament, and he says it means touching 
the chords of the heart in Eph. 5: 19, which we see is silent 
music. Then it follows that it means silent music in Rom. 
15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15; and James 5: 13. There is no escape 
from this. But this conclusion is absurd. Yes, it is; but 
it is the only legitimate conclusion one can draw from his 
interpretation. Brother Boles has surrendered his whole 
contention, but seems unable to see that he has. The fact 
is that "psallo" in Eph. 5: 19 is no more silent than ".ado." 
Wherever the singing is done, the playing is done, and, ac-
cording to Professor Moule, of Cambridge University, both 
singing and playing are literal and external ; but both are 
said to be spiritual, and so in the heart. That is sensible 
and reasonable, and no other interp retation is. 
Brother Boles' reply to my argument from apostolic ex-
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ample is so weak and void of reason that I pass it by with 
one brief remark. My argument gives no countenance to 
the burning of incense. The ninth chapter of Hebrews 
plainly says that the censer'. (in which the incense was 
burned) was a definite part of the Levitical ritual which 
was done away in Christ. Nothing is plainer than this. 
We have very definite and positive instruction as to incense. 
But singing and prayer and instrumental music were no part 
of the Levitical ritual-no part of the Mosaic economy-and, 
hence, were not included in the things which had "waxed 
old and were ready to vanish away." Just here I remark 
that Professor McGarvey admits that the early Christians 
continued to worship in the temple after Pentecost, as they 
had been accustomed to do before. And to this agree both 
Prof. H. B. Hackett, a member of the American Committee 
of Revision till his death, and Prof. Bernard Weiss, of Ber-
lin University. So far as I know, there is not a Biblical 
authority who takes any other position in regard to the 
matter. The case is too plain to admit of contradiction. 
Any one who is willing to follow the example of the early 
Christians in the matter of worship in the temple will have 
no difficulty in knowing just what they did. To -say that 
they did not attend that same old prayer meeting in the 
temple to which they had been accustomed in the past is 
absurd, and would never have been thought of but for the 
desperate need of an untenable theory. 
One word more before I pass on. The reader will notice 
that Brother Boles passes up my challenge that he name one 
outstanding scholar that supports his contention. I want to 
assert that no scholar with a reputation to sustain among 
scholars has ever said, or ever will say, that "psallo" was 
restricted to vocal music in New Testament times-that is, 
that no outstanding scholar in the world has said or will say 
that the word means to sing to the exclusion of instrumental 
accompaniment. Their name is legion, however, who say 
that it carries with it instrumental signification. 
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CHRISTIAN EXPEDIENCY 
We come now to the third main argument-that of Chris-
tian expediency. That there is a large class of things 
which come within the sphere of expediency in the work 
and worship of Christians is so clearly taught in the New 
Testament that it needs no special emphasis here. So many 
things are left to human discretion and choice in the prac-
tical details of the Christian life that one can scarcely move 
without feeling the need of the liberty of expediency. This 
liberty is recognized by all Christians of every name, and 
has always been. 
In the large class of things which necessarily come within 
this sphere, we have the Sunday school, the Christian En-
deavor Society, the Bible colleke, the publishing house , 
Sunday-school helps, tuning forks, the music scale in the 
hymn book, the hymn book itself, church buildings, methods 
of missionary work, etc. All of these are simple expedients , 
about which the New Testament is silent . They are neither 
commanded nor forbidden. The only legitimate question 
1 to be raised about any of them is a question of expediency. 
Are they helpful? Are they an effective means of doing 
what must be done? Is their use in conflict in any way with 
what is commanded? 
The only law in the realm of expediency is that stated by 
Paul: "Let all things be done unto edifying." If the Sunday 
school is a good thing; if it serves a good end in teaching the 
word of God ; if it is not inconsistent with what is required, 
then it is right to have a Sunday school. And let it be re-
membered that this is the only authority we have for a Sun-
day school. 
Sunday-school helps can be justified only on the ground of 
expediency. The only question to determine is, are they 
helps in the study of the Scriptures? Is their use beneficial? 
Do they conflict with what is enjoined? E. G. Sewell said 
a sane thing in the Gospel Advocate of November 5, 1911: 
"Whenever people object to the use of written helps, they 
are simply uttering their own opinions. All such objectors 
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to helps written by Bible scholars, who teach the word of 
God in its own proper division and connection, should be 
required to show where the word of God is violated, or to 
hold their peace and cease to stir up strife, division, and 
confusion." These words apply with equal appropriateness 
to the subject we are discussing. Where is the passage of 
Scripture that is violated by the use of instrumental music 
as an accompaniment to the singing in worship? No one 
has ever pointed it out. No one ever can. 
The tuning fork is justified by the opposers of instrumen-
tal music on the ground that its use is necessary to get the 
correct pitch in singing. The only real authority for its use 
is the law of expediency. It is not necessary to have the 
correct pitch in singing. For ages people sang without the 
tuning fork, and without notes, either. Is it a good thing 
to have the correct pitch? Surely it is. Does it violate any 
commandment? No. Then that is authority enough for 
its use. But you cannot justify it on the ground of neces-
sity, for it is not necessary. But , now, if it is a good thing 
to get the correct pitch, it is equally a good th ing to keep it. 
If it is right to use a mechanical instrument in getting the 
pitch, in starting a song, it cannot be wrong to use a me-
chanical instrument to keep the correct pitch all the way 
through. 
If instrumental music is wrong in Christian worship, it 
must be on one or more of three grounds. (1) It must be 
sinful per se-that is, in itself . Nobody affirms this, for 
all know that God ordained it in the worship in the temple, 
and we are told that it is a part of the worship in heaven. 
It cannot, therefore, be sinful in itself. (2) It must be 
plainly prohibited in the New Testament. I have repeatedly 
called on my opponent to give the passage of Scripture which 
clearly prohibits its use as an accompaniment to the singing 
in worship. He has not even attempted to do it, because 
there is none. We have a right to ask the opposers of in-
strumental music to show where any Scripture is violated, 
to use Brother Sewell's words, or else "cease to stir up strife, 
division, and confusion." I have not said in this discussion 
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that instrumental music is commanded, nor have I said that 
singing is commanded as an ordinance in the sense in which, 
for instance, baptism is; for if singing be an ordinance in 
that sense, then everybody would have to sing or be in rebel-
lion against God. We are exhorted to sing. To my mind, 
it is the character of the singing which is enj_oined upon 
Christians; they are told to sing psalms, hymns, and . spirit-
ual songs, because they are edifying. (3) It must inter-
fere with what is enjoined in the Scriptures. Does instru-
mental music as an accompaniment to the singing interfere 
in any way with what we are exhorted to do? It certainly 
does not. Since instrumental music is neither commanded 
nor prohibited, is not sinful in itself, does not in any way 
interfere with what we ar e exhorted to do, then the only 
question we can legitimately raise concerning it is: Is it a 
help or a hindrance? Is it expedient? On this question 
the verdict is well-nigh unanimous. 
What is the use made of instrumental music in the wor-
ship? First, to improve the singing; therefore, to better do 
what we are exhorted to do. It is the universal opinion of 
those who understand music that an instrument aids the 
voice in singing. This is the testimony of congregations 
and individuals. It does not need emphasis. Second, the 
enrichment of worship. It creates an atmosphere congenial 
to worship. An instrument, properl y pla yed, awakens the 
deepest feelings of the soul. As Prof. W. K. Pendleton 
said: "I love it with a love that pa sses expression. The 
grand tones of the organ lif t my soul up with a power inef-
fably sublime." When the soul is lifted up thus, it becomes 
easy to pour it out in praise and adoration to God. We come 
to associate the words with the tune, and when we hear the 
tones of the organ sounding forth the tune, "Joy to the 
world, the Lord is come, let earth receive her King," the 
deepe st emotions of our hearts are stirred, and once more 
we crown him King of our lives. 
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WORSHIP IN HEAVEN 
We come now to the fourth and last main argument in 
favor of instrumental music in worship-worship in heaven. 
Each of the four is unanswerable, but I think this is the 
strongest of all. Let us grasp its full significance. "And 
I heard a voice from heaven, as the voice of many waters, 
and as the voice of a great thunder: and I heard the voice of 
harpers harping with their harps: and they sung as it were 
a new song before the throne ." (Rev. 14: 2, 3.) If instru-
mental music in worship is a sin on earth, is it not a sin in 
heaven? John, the beloved, in his old age, when his spirit-
ual vision, free from all earthly dross, could pierce through 
the pearly gates, saw repeatedly the harpers harping upon 
their harps, and with an ear that could catch the spiritual 
sounds of heaven he heard the music around the throne of 
God. You say this language is figurative. How do you 
know it is? May there not be spiritu al harps in heaven? 
Are spirits deaf and dumb? Is heaven an asylum for the 
deaf and dumb? God is not deaf. He who made the ear , 
can he not hear? But if it is a figure, would not the apostle 
have been very carefµl to have used a pure and appropriate 
figure? But it may be said that in Rev. 5: 8 incense is 
spoken of as being in heaven. Yes, but it is specifically 
stated that the bowls of incense represent or symbolize the 
prayer s of the saints, and of course those who offer the 
prayers do not need. the symbols at the same time, and it 
would be out of place to use them. We are not to use in-
cense here on earth, because we are taught to pray, and we 
do not need the symbol when we have the reality. 
There are said to be four dispen sati ons of religion-the 
patriarch al, the Mosaic, the Christian , and the heavenly. 
We know that instrumental music was in the patriarchal , 
the Mosaic, and is in the heavenly. Is it conceivable that 
God left it out of the church, or the Christian? If he had 
meant to do so, would he not .have plainly said so? Where 
is the Scripture which plainly tell s us that God purposel y 
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left it out of the Christian dispensation? There is none . 
But the evidence is simply overwhelming to the contrary . 
In closing this disc \lssion, may I be permitted to express 
an honest conviction? In my researches, covering over a 
year of patient examination of everything bearing directly 
or indirectly on the subject of instrumental music in wor-
ship, I have been struck with the great amount of evidence 
in support of the affirmative side, and I have also been 
struck with how little there is to be said against instrumen-
tal music in worship. My opponent has done the best he 
could with the amount of material he has had. Perhaps 
some might have stated his case in a smoother, more gra-
cious manner, but he has given all the arguments there are 
on his side. When summed up, they amount to this : the 
New Testament is silent on the subject. But the New Tes-
tament is not silent, as we have given overwhelming evi-
dence to show. 
One other conviction I want to express. After going 
through this discussion, I am wholly unable to understand 
how Brother Boles and his brethren can refuse to have fel-
lowship with me. Surely they have no just grounds for 
this refusal. 
Over the door of a great library in Europe are the words : 
"Read not to accept or reject, but to weigh and consider." 
I trust all who have followed me in this discussion have been 
moved by this spirit. 
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CHAPTER XX 
TENTH NEGATIVE 
We now come to the last and closing chapter of this dis-
cussion. Brother Clubb has been laboring to prove that 
the New Testament Scriptures teach that . the mechanical 
instrument "is in Christian worship." He has closed his 
part of the discussion, and it is now in order to raise the 
question: Has he proved his proposition? What reader can 
turn to the New Testament and read the verse that even 
mentions a mechanical instrument "in Christian worship?" 
Brother Clubb has used ten chapters, with more than two 
thousand words in each chapter, using more than twenty 
thousand words, trying to tell the public and the patient 
reader where to find the Scripture that supports his propo-
sition. But the public is no wiser, for no Scripture has 
been found. Time and space have been wasted in a labored 
effort to becloud the issue and hide his defeat. 
Attention is called again to Eph. 5: 19. Nothing is said 
about silent music. The only sense in which an instrument 
is referred to is a figurative use. I quote again what the 
scholarly Christian, Dr. Milligan, in commenting on this 
Scripture, says. He says: "According to this fundamental 
law of interpretation, it is pretty evident that in Ephesians 
and Colossians the term 'psalmos' has no reference what-
ever to instrumental music; for, in both cases, it is the 
strings or chords of the heart, and not of an instrument, 
that are to be touched." Dr. Milligan is supported by an 
array of scholars in this interpretation. There is no me-
chanical instrument to be used in "singing and making mel-
ody in the heart." 
Attention is called again to the argument made on "apos-
tolic example." Brother Clubb assumed that the mechan-
ical instrument was used in all acts of Jewish worship in the 
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temple; he also assumed that the apostles went into the 
temple and used these instruments; again, he assumed tha t 
the apostles continued to worship according to the Jewish 
ritual of worship. After making these bare assumptions, 
he makes the unsupported statement that the apostles used 
instrumental music in their worship. How does he know 
that the apostles used the mechanical instrument? He has 
no authority for saying that the apostles worshiped with the 
mechanical instrument. This is the very point that he 
should prove. 
His argument on "apostolic example" proves too much; 
it proves that if the apostles' going into the temple indorsed 
instrumental music, that their example also indorsed the 
burning of incense in Christian worship. His argument 
here makes the early Christians have full fellowship with 
infidel Jews who worshiped in the temple. 
The temple was a public meeting place, and the apostles 
went there because they had an opportunity to teach the 
people. They were told : "Go ye, and stand and speak in 
the temple to the people all the words of this life." (Act s 
5: 20.) Again, the record states that "every day, in the 
temple and at home, they ceased not to teach and to preach 
Jesus as the Chris t." (Verse 42.) These Scriptu res show 
that they were commanded by the Holy Spirit to . go to the 
temple, the general as sembling place of the Jews, and there 
"teach and preach Jesus as the Christ, " not to go and wor-
ship with the infidel Jews. 
The baptized believers after Pentecost, who were in the 
temple , "continued steadfastly with one accord" and were 
of "singleness of heart." (See Acts 2: 46.) "With one 
accord" means in harmony of sentiment, action, worship, 
etc . . The control of the temple with its worship was in the 
hands of unbelieving Jews, infidel Jews, the murderers of 
the Son of God. The early disciples could not be "with one 
accord" and "singleness of heart" with these infidel Jews in 
their worship. Paul said : "What concord hath Christ with 
Belial? or what portion hath a believer with an unbeliever?" 
(2 Cor. 6: 5.) It is preposterous to contend that the early 
10 
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disciples, led by the apostles, entered into fellowship with 
the murderers of Christ and worshiped with them. Yet this 
is what Brother Clubb claims the apostles did. 
Brother Clubb claims that I "passed up" his challenge to 
name one scholar on my side of this question. Again, as 
usual, he is mistaken. His challenge proves nothing. Every 
standard translation of the New Testament is on my side 
of this question, for every standard translation translates 
"psallo" by "sing." Brother Clubb cannot find the mechan-
ical instrument mentioned in any standard translation of the 
New Testament Scriptures. 
His third argument is based on "Christian expediency." 
In discussing expedients, he says that they are good things 
"about which the New Testament is silent." He now puts 
instrumental music in the class of expediencies; hence , "the 
New Testament is silent" on the mechanical instrument in 
Christian worship. May I ask, how can "the New Testa-
ment be silent" on a thing and at the same time teach that 
thing? What a sad predicament he is in ! He can never 
extricate himself from this tangle. He has forgotten the 
motto of the Campbells: "Where the Bible speaks, we speak; 
and where the Bible is silent, we are silent." He labored 
for seven chapters trying to show that "the New Testament 
is not silent," for it spoke through "psallo," and that the 
New Testament use of "psallo" included the mechanical in-
strument. He contended for seven chapters that Paul in-
cluded the mechanical instrument in all five instances of the 
use of "psallo." Behold, now he says that "the New Testa-
ment is silent" on inst rumental music! He now declares 
that the New Testament says absolutely nothing about in-
strumental music in Christian worship. He and I are agreed 
on this. Probably this is the first time throughout the dis-
cussion that we have agreed ; but we both now proclaim 
loudly to the entire brotherhood that "the New Testament is 
silent" on the mechanical instrument in Christian worship. 
We both say that there is absolutely no Scripture in the New 
Testament that teaches the use of the mechanical instru-
ment "in Christian worship." In this admission that "the 
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New Testament is silent" on instrumental music in Chris-
tian worship he surrenders his proposition. 
I have frequently urged him to tell whether singing is 
commanded , and he finally says: "I have not said in this 
discussion that instrumental music is commanded, nor have 
I said that singing is commanded as an ordinance in the 
sense in which, for instance, baptism is." What a clumsy 
evasion! Suppose he should be asked, "Is forgiveness com-
manded?" and he should reply, "Not as an ordinance, like 
baptism." Suppose he should be asked, "Is contributing of 
our means commanded?" and he should reply, "Not like bap-
tism." Any one could see that he would be evading. I did 
not ask him if singing was commanded as an ordinance, like 
baptism; I asked him, 'Is singing commanded?" He ·· was 
afraid to answer, because he knew that the very words 
which commanded singing would command the use of the 
mechanical instrument, if the New Testament use of "psallo" 
included the mechanical instrument. 
He now says: "It is the characte r of the singing which is 
enjoined upon Christians." Now, what have we? Singing 
is not enjoined, but "the character of singing" is enjoined 
upon Christians. How can "the character of singing" be 
"enjoined ," and not singing itself be "enjoined?" No one 
can "enjoin the character of singing"' upon any one withou t 
"enjoining" singing itself. 
Brother Clubb says that the mechanical instrument is 
used for two things-namely, (a) to improve the singing; 
(b) to enrich the worship. These two uses include the full 
scope of the mechanical instrument. He has given no proof 
that the mechanical instrument improves the singing. In 
fact, the very opposite is the truth in the matter. Dr. H. 
Christopher says: "When sacred music becomes so highly 
artistic as to suit instruments and choirs, it degenerates 
into a mere musical entertainment; and such is really its 
character in churches where instruments and choirs exist. 
It resembles more the orchestral music of theaters, which 
is designed to entertain the audience while the curtain is 
down, than spiritual worship, welling up from the soul in 
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gratitude and praise to the great Fountain of Life and bless-
ing; and the congregation has no more to do with the sing-
ing of choirs than the audience of the theater has with the 
music of the orchestra." ("Lard's Quarterly," Volume IV, 
page 364.) No, the mechanical instrument does not im-
prove the singing; the best singing is usually found where 
no instrument is used in the worship. 
His second use of the mechanical instrument is to "enrich 
the worship." Really, does it enrich the worship? How 
does Brother Clubb know? What Scriptural authority has 
he for this statement? Truly, God wants us to give him our 
best; he wants us to give him the fullest and richest worship 
possible. Is it not strange that "the New Testament is si-
lent" on that which so ·enriches the . 'Yorship? I am sure 
tha t the reader is not willing to take Brother Clubb's bare 
asse rtions on this point. Paul says: "Every scripture in-
spired of God is also profitable for teaching, for reproof, 
for correction, for instruction which is in righteousness : 
that the man of God may be complete, furnished completely 
unto every good work." (2 Tim. 3: 16, 17.) Since the 
Scriptures give complete instruction to the man of God "unto 
every good work," and since "the New Testament is silent" 
on the mechanical instrument, we must conclude that the 
mechanical instrument is not a good work and, therefore, 
does not enrich Christian worship. 
WORSHIP IN HEAVEN 
We now come to Brother Clubb's fourth and last argu-
ment. He thinks "this is the strongest of all." He quotes 
Rev. 14: 2: "And I heard a voice from heaven, as the voice 
of many waters, and as the voice of a great thunder: and 
the voice which I heard was as the voice of harpers harping 
with their harps." Let the reader note closely this Scrip-
ture. It does not say that there were harps in heaven or 
that John heard harps in heaven. It says that John heard 
"the voice," which was "as the voice of harpers harping 
with their harps;'' "the voice" which John heard was "as 
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the voice of harpers," and this "voice" was "singing as it 
were a new song." (See verse 3.) "The voice" was not 
playing on a har p, qut "singing a new song." So Brother 
Clubb's strongest argument is taken from him. However, 
like his apostolic-example argument, it proves too much ; for 
if it proves that instrumental music should be used in Chris-
t ian wor ship , it proves also that the burning of incense 
shou ld be used in Chri st ian worship, for we read: "Having 
each one a harp, and golden bowls full of incense, which are 
the prayers of the saints." (Rev. 5: 8.) If instruments in 
heaven prov es that the mechanical instrument should be 
used in Chr istian worship, it pro ves that the bu r ning of 
incense should be used in Christian worship. 
Now let us review briefly Brother Clubb's four main ar-
gument s. They ar e as follows: (1) Based on New Testa-
ment meaning of "psallo ;" (2) apostolic example; (3) 
Christian expediency; ( 4) worship in heaven. A close 
analysis shows th at these four arguments do not support his 
proposition; they are not parallel with each other; they are 
not cumulative. They are contradictory the one to the other · 
and nullify each other. 
His argument on the New Testament use of "psallo" was 
met with an array of scholars which testify that the New 
Testament use of the word "psallo" does not include the 
mechanical instrument ; in defining the New Testament use 
of "psallo," the mechanical instrument is excluded; they say 
it means "to sing, to praise God in song." Every standard 
translation of the New Testament translates "psallo" by 
"sing." Brother Clubb was driven by the most remorseless 
logic and by the highest consideration for honesty and con-
sistency into this dilemma-namely, he must use the me-
chanical instrument or he must renounce his contention as 
to the New Testament use of "psallo." He has never, and 
he can never, escape the force of this dilemma. It wreck s 
his proposition. 
His argument on apostolic example proved too much; it 
proved that the burning of incense could be used in Chris-
tian worship, if the mechanical instrument is used. It 
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forced him to the inevitable conclusion that the early Chris-
tians, led by the apostles, had full fellowship in the worship 
with infidel Jews, the murderers of Christ. 
His third argument, based on Christian expediency, nulli-
fied his argument based on "psallo" and apostolic example. 
He labored with seven chapters to prove that the New Tes-
tament spoke through "psallo" and included the mechanical 
instrument. In his discussion on Chr istian expediency he 
says that "the New Testament is silent" on instrumental 
music; that the New Testament has nothing whatever to 
say about the mechanical instrument being "in Christi an 
worship." In making this argument he confesses that he 
ha s no Scr ipture for the use of the mechanical instru ment 
in worship. He surrenders his proposition, virtually say-
ing that there is no Scriptu re which teaches tha t th e me-
chani cal instrument is "in Christian worship." 
In his fourth argument, which is "worship in heaven," he 
misinterprets Rev. 14: 2. He claims that whateve r is found 
in hea ven ought to be in the church. In cense is mentioned 
in Revelation along with harps ; and if because harp s are 
mentioned in heaven they ought to be in Christian worship, 
then, since incense is mentioned as being in heaven , the same 
logic will place the burning of incense in Christian worship. 
In closing thi s discu ssion, I wish to thank Brother Clubb 
for giving me the opport unity of examining the best argu-
ments that can be presented on the affirmative side of thi s 
proposition. I have kept the issue definitely before the 
reader. Brother Clubb has complained about this, and says 
that the negative side "might have been stated in a smoother, 
more gracious manner." I knew it was not pleasant to him 
to point out his misquotations and attempts to evade, but 
felt that it was my duty to do so. I have enjoyed the dis-
cussion, and must say that my faith is strange and my de-
termination firmer to stand upon the New Testament Scrip-
tures, believing them to be complete and to furnish the man 
of God completely unto every good work. I thank the 
Christian-Evangelist for publishing the discussion and the 
patient reader for following the discussion throughout. 
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